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2ABSTRACT
The Thesis aims at presenting a critical edition of 
“Shari? al-Durar al-Lawamic" oy the Anaalusianscholar ai­
l'd in tur i (834/1431), and also at studying the Quranic 
Reading of Nafic. Tne Thesis falls into two parts. Part 
One, an introductory survey, consists of four Chapters.
Chapter I deals witn al-Minturi’s life and times, 
firstly a brief account of tne political ana literary 
environment of the Nasrid Kingdom of Granada is given, tften 
al-Minturi's life and worns are discussed.
Chapter II studies Nafic's Reading, its introduction 
to Andalusia and its spread there, examining in particular 
how and why it oecame the dominant Reading in that region.
Chapter III discusses the "Durar" as tne standard 
text for the study of Nafic's Reading, and how it rapidly 
attracted great interest among the students of Qiraat of 
different places and ages. Al-Minturi's commentary is a 
very important product of tnat interest, for it is a well- 
researched and documented work.
Chapter IV is devoted to explaining tne method of 
editing the text, the layout of tne text, the apparatus
3criticus, and the scope of the commentary notes.
Part Two consists of the edited texc, in whicn al- 
Minturi presents a thorough account of Nafic,s Reading and 
its major characteristics. The author furnished his booK 
with an Appendix dealing with phonetic classification and 
points of articulation.
The Thesis is in two volumes, and for convenience of 
handling, part of the Arabic text is included m  Volume 
One, whereas the rest of the text together witn the 
commentary notes are incorporated in Volume Two.
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9CHAPTER I AL-MINTURI'S LIFE AND TIMES
1. THE POLITICAL SITUATION IN ANDALUSIA
Al-Minturi lived in the Nasrid Kingdom of Granada, 
the last Muslim dynasty in Spain. It was founded in 
635/1238 by Muhammad b. Yusuf b. Nasr, called ion al-Ahmar, 
a descendent from the Khazraj tribe of Madina.^ Tne Nasrid 
family continued to rule Granada until its fail in 
897/1492.
After the Spanish wars of reconquest of 5-7/il-13 
centuries virtually came to a standstill by the middle of 
8/14 century, the threat to the Nasrid Kingdom was 
suspended, and Granada was able to breathe a new lease of 
life.
(1 )
The Kingdom of Granada was well established by the 
reign of Muhammad V (755-93/1354-90) who succeeded his 
father Yusuf I, when he was oarely 16 years old. Muhammad V 
kept Abu Nacim Ridwan as foajio and Ibn al-Khatio as wazir,
9in their positions as in the reign of his father. He also 
appointed Abu al-Barakat al-Ballafiqi as Chief Justice, who 
was a great scholar and one of al-Minturi's sources of
1. Ibn al-Khatib, Lamba, 42; Ibata, II, 92; Ibn Khaldun, cIbar, IV, 366; Lane-Poole, 
The Moors in Spain, 218; Imamuddin, A Political History of Muslim Spain, 282.
2. Ibn al-Khatib, Lamba, 115; Ibata, II, 15; Ibn Khaldun, cIbar, IV, 375.
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information.^ As soon as he was proclaimed King ne renewed 
peace witn Pedro the Cruel of Castile and Pedro IV of 
Aragon, and maintained a close relationship with Morocco.^
Muhammad V was a cultured monach and paid great 
attention to the needs of his people, he lost no time to 
cultivate their support and cooperation.3 But that did not 
prevent the rebellion of Gioraltar in 756/1355, led by the 
Governor ^ fsa b. Abi Mandil. Granada and Morocco cooperated 
to end this rebellion, and it was quickly quelled.4
However, a greater challenge to Muhammad V's 
authority was looming at closer quarters, i.e. when nis 
half-brother Ismacil, with the instigation ol his mother 
and cousin Muhammad b. Ismacil b. Faraj, who was also 
married to Ismacil's sister, conspired to dethrone Munammad 
V. Ismacil and his mother had been detained in one of 
Alhambra's palaces since Muhammad V assumed the throne. So 
in the dawn of 28 Ramadan 76U/1359 Muhammad b. Ismacil and 
his men attacked Alhambra, found al-frajib Ridwan and billed 
him, but Muhammad V was no where to be found. They 
proclaimed his brother Ismacil King. Muhammad V escaped 
death because he was, at that time, in his summer palace at 
Generalife, and when he discovered what had happened he
1. Ibn al-Khatib, Lamfra, 116; Iijafra, II, 16, III, 248; Minturi, Fihris, Fol. 223; 
Sharft, 124.
2. Ibn al-Khatib, Lamha, 113, 117; Ihata, II, 18-22; Ibn Khaldun, cIbar, IV, 375; Conde, 
History of the Dominion of the Arabs in Spain, III, 274-5; Livermore, A History of 
Spain, 159-60, Alarcon, Los Documentos, 135-6.
3. Ibn al-Khatib, Lamha, 113; Ihata, II, 13; Conde, III, 274; Imamuddin, A Political 
History of Muslim Spain, 29 3.
4. Ibn al-Khatib, Lamha, 120; Ihata, II, 23-5; Ibn Battuta, Rihla, 666; Ibn Khaldun, 
CIbar, II, 612; Conde, III, 275.
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hastened off to Guadix where he stayed for a few months and
__ _ ithen sought refuge with King Abu Salim of Morocco.
Ismacil II (760-1/1359-60) was weax, irresolute and 
addicted to pleasure.2 He appointed Muhammad al-Fihri as 
his w azir, and Abu Bakr Ahmad b. Juzay as Chief Justice, 
who was a great scholar and one of al-Mmtun's teachers. 
Also he renewed peace with Pedro the Cruel of Castile, who 
was at war with Aragon.^
However, Ismacil, being inexperienced and powerless, 
was constrained by his ambitious cousin Muhammad b. ismacil, 
who, after acquiring the support of the Wazir al-Fihri and 
the army, toppled Ismacil, and had him killed. Muhammad b. 
Ismacil ascended the throne, barely a year since Ismacil 
had occupied it.5
Muhammad VI (b. Ismacil) (761-3/1360-2) as soon as he 
was proclaimed King, showered his favours on the people who 
aided nim, except, perhaps, the wazir al-Fihri, Muhammad VI 
accused him of being in contact secretly with Abu Salim, 
the King of Morocco; so he ordered his execution, and
1. Ibn al-Khatib, Lambs, 120-2; Ihata, II, 26-30; A°mal II, 352-61; Nufada 81, 279; Ibn 
Khaldun cIbar IV, 375, VII, 636-42, 690; Maqqarl, Naflj, IV, 90; NSsirl, Istiqga, IV, 
9; Conde, III, 276-7; Scott, History of the Moorish Empire in Europe, III, 275; 
Livermore, A History of Spain, 160; Imamuddin, A Political History of Muslim 
Spain, 293.
2. Ibn al-Khatib, Lamjja, 126, Iljata, I, 398; Ibn Khaldun, CI bar, IV, 375, VII, 637; 
Conde, III, 279.
3. Ibn al-Khatib, Lamha, 127, 128; Ihafca, I, 157-62, 403; al-Minturi, Fihris, 
Fols. 2268; Makhluf, Sha.jara, I, 231.
4. Ibn al-Khatib, Lamha, 121; IhSta, II, 27; Conde, III, 277.
5. Ibn al-Khatib, Lamha, 128-9; Ihata, I, 400; Nufada, 103-5; A cmal II, 353; Ibn 
Khaldun, cIbar, IV, 375-6; Ibn Hajar, Durar, IV, 10; Scott, History of the Moorish 
Empire in Europe, III, 276; Conde, III; 281-2; Imamuddfn, A Political History of 
Muslim Spain, 293.
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appointed Muhammad b. Mascud in his place.^
The transfer of power apparently tooK place without 
hindrance; Muhammad VI abolished certain taxes, despite, it 
seems, that the treasury was debilitated by the destruction 
of crops and vegetation by locusts. He also applied 
rigorously the law against alcohol and intoxication.^
Muhammad Vi's relations with neighbouring states took 
somewhat different line from his predecessors. In 762/1361 
he attempted to strengthen his ties with Aragon, oy 
proposing to Pedro IV to form an alliance against Castile 
and Morocco; Granada would devote its efforts to attack tne 
Castilian fleet, while Aragon was attacking the 
Moroccan 1s .^
The fact that no assistance was provided oy Aragon 
suggests that this offer was not accepted oy Pedro IV, who 
maintained profitable mercantile relations with Morocco.^ 
But if Muhammad VI intended, by his proposal, to make a 
diplomatic gesture to warn Castile, it worked momentarily, 
for Granada won a favourable peace treaty. However, peace 
did not last long, as soon as Pedro the Cruel returned from 
his war with Aragon, he mustered a great army and fell upon 
Granada, but he was defeated and many knights were
1. Ibn al-Khatib, Lamba, 127; Ibata, I, 527-8; Nufada, 108-12, 117; Conde, III, 282.
2. Ibn al-Khatib, Nufacja, 183.
3. Alarcon, Los Documentos, 142-4.
4. Merriman, The Rise of the Spanish Empire, I, 301-2.
5. Ibn al-Khatib, Ihata, I, 525-6.
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captured.
Meanwhile Muhammad V was getting restless in Fez, 
his throne seemed to be further than before. While he 
ootained the unreserved support of King Abu Salim of 
Morocco, Pedro the Cruel hesitated at first, but after his 
defeat at Granada he did not need convincing. To affirm 
his support he insisted that the Castilian galleys should 
carry Muhammad V across the Straits, who politely declined 
this offer, pernaps realizing the political consequences 
of being too closely associated with the Christian king.
With the aid of the Moroccan fleet and a contingent 
of its army, Muha m m a d  V crossed to Andalusia, and took 
Ronda. But before he could consolidate his position there, 
the Moroccan army had to withdraw because of A d u Salim's 
death. This set back left Muha m m a d  V even more dependent 
on Castile's support, so he joined forces with Pedro tne 
Cruel, on the condition that Castile would not occupy any 
Granadine land or forts. Shortly afterwards Muhammad V had 
to withdraw from this alliance, ostensibly because Pedro 
did not o b s erve his undertakings. M o r e  pla u s i o l e  
explanation seems to be behind Muhammad V's move, possibly 
he found it too dangerous to be installed by Christians' 
aid.^ Soon after he captured Malaga.
1. Ibn al-Khatib, ACmal II, 355; Ibn Khaldun, cIbar, IV, 376; Conde, III, 284. Ibn al- 
Khatib said that these knights were more than 1,200.
2. Ibn al-Khatib, Acmal II, 355; Nufada, 184-5, 285-6, 302.
3. Ibn al-Khatib, Lamha, 114-5; Ihata II, 30; A°mal II, 356; Ibn Khaldln, CIbar, IV, 
376-7, VII, 780-8.
4. Livermore, A History of Spain, 160.
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In the meantime Muhammad VI, anticipating the fall of 
his capital, rushed into a most pernicious resolution; he 
decided to set free the Castilian captives as a good will 
gesture to Pedro the Cruel, and then sought refuge in tne 
Castilian's court. He was accompanied by his entourage, 
taking with him the precious jewels and emptying tne 
treasury. But he was betrayed by Pedro the Cruel, who 
Killed him together with his men, taking his jewels and 
wealth.-*- Muhammad V entered Granada and assumed his throne 
in 763/1362, nearly three years after his dethronement.
Muhammad V in his second reign set out to reorganize 
his administration. Initially he appointed Yahya b. cUmar 
as Shaykh al-Ghuzat,^  and cAli b. Kumasha as Wazir, out 
then dismissed them and Kept tneir positions to himself. A 
few months later he re-appointed Ion al-Khatib, the great
T "5 Tpolitician and scholar, as his wazir. But Ibn al-Khatib, 
after serving for a very important decade, fell out with 
his sovereign and fled to Fez, where he was subsequently 
killed in 776/1374.^ Muhammad V assigned this position to 
Abu cAbdullah b. ZamraK, one of Ibn al-khatib's students.
Granada entered a period of extended peace 
internally, interrupted only by a rebellion of some members
1. Ibn al-Khatib, Lam ha 129; IhS=Tta, I, 526-7, 530, II, 30; Rayhana, I, 505—6; Acmal, II, 
355; Ibn Khaldun GlTar, IV, 376-7, VII, 780-8; Conde, III, 286-7; Watts, Spain, 203; 
Scott, History of the Moorish Empire in Europe, III, 275; Livermore, A History of 
5pain, 160.
2. The army in Granada is in two sections; The Andalusian army and the Moroccan 
volunteers "Ghuzat11. The head of which was traditionally a member of the Merinid 
Royal Family. See: Ibn al-Khatib, Ihata, I, 136; Ibn Khaldun, cIbar, VII, 766-88; 
Maqqari, Naffr, I, 452-3.
3. Ibn al-Khatib, Lamha, 130; Ihata, II, 33; Ibn Khaldun, cIbar, VII, 694-5.
4. Ibn Khaldun, cIbar, IV, 379, VII, 101, 696; Nasiri, Istiqga, IV, 62-4.
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of the royal family. That can be attributed to the 
declining influence of Morocco, and more importantly co the 
war in Castile between Pedro the Cruel and his half-brother 
Henry of Trastamara; Granada and England supported Pedro, 
while Henry was aided by Aragon, Portugal, France and the 
Pope.^
Muhammad V took advantage of the civil war in Castile 
oy attacking and capturing many frontier towns and forts, 
between 767/1365 and 771/1369; such as Andujar, Burgo,
oUtrera, Jaen and Algeciras. Furthermore, Granada withheld 
the payment of tribute to Castile, and continued to do so 
for many years after Muhammad V !s reign.^ And when the 
civil war ended in favour of Henry II, Muhammad V was m  a 
position of strength. Granada acquired a prolonged peace 
treaty from both Castile and Aragon.^ Granada enjoyed tne 
longest lasting peace in its history.^
In regard to Morocco the situation gradually shifted
in favour of Granada. In 768/1367 Muhammad V obtained from
Abu Faris, King of Morocco, an authorization to conclude
peace treaties with all the Christian states on behalf of 
7Morocco. Granada's power was confirmed when its forces
1. Ibn al-Khatib, Larofra, I29j Ihata, II, 53, 73-7; ACmal, II, 361; Ibn Khaldun, cIbar
IV, 379 , 383-4, VII, 694.
2. Ibn al-Khatib, Ibata, II, 42-8; Ibn Khaldun, cIbar, IV, 377-8, VII, 679, Conde, III, 
289; Lomax, The Reconquest of Spain, 168.
3. Ibn al-Khatib, Ihafa, II, 53-91; Ibn Khaldun, cIbar, VII, 680; al-Numayri, Qarain 
al-Qasr, Fol. 6; Conde, III, 289-90.
4. Ibn Khaldun, cIbar, IV, 378.
5. Ibn Khaldun, cIbar, IV, 376-7; Conde, III, 291; Alarcon, Los Documentos 146-7, 409-
11; Watts, Spain, 224.
6. Nubahl, Tarikh Qutjat al-Andulus, 156.
7. Alarcon, Los Documentos, 150-1.
*1
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took Gibraltar in 774/1372, and then crossed tne Straits 
and occupied Ceuta in 786/1384.1 Moreover, Munammad V 
became too involved in the internal affairs of the Mortn 
African States, by supporting the kings against each other, 
and his army penetrated Morocco on many occasions between 
783-9/1381-7, as ir Morocco was part of the dominion of 
Granada.*
Muhammad V's military advances were also accompanied 
by strengthening his army, up-dating his fleet and 
fortifying many forts especially the fortress of Alhambra. 
He also did not neglect the importance of keeping the 
combating spirit of his people alive, drawing their 
attention to the dangers surrounding tnem.^
Parallel to Muhammad V's success in foreign affairs, 
there were concerted efforts to improve tne quality of life 
for the Granadine people. Muhammad V ordered the 
construction of schools, hospitals and Zawiyas; and turbas 
for Sufis, and no expenses were spared.^ Moreover Muhammad 
V paid special attention to agriculture, industries and 
commerce, by helping the farmers of Guadix, the oread 
basket of Granada, encouraging industrial goods and 
securing free and safe commercial life, so much rhat
1. Ibn Khaldun, cIbar, IV, 379-81; VII, 101; Nasiri, Istiqga, IV, 63. Ibn Khaldun said 
that Mutiammad V returned Ceuta back to Abu al^Abbas, King of Morocco. (CIbar IV, 383)
i.e. between the beginning of Abu al-Abbas second reign in 789/1387 and Muhammad V's 
death in 79 3/1390. __
2. Ibn Khaldun, CIbar, IV, 379, VII, 729-30, 740; Nasiri, Istiqga, IV 62.
3. Ibn al-Khatib, Ihata, II, 51-64.




"became the most renowned market in the world. 
People of every land might then be seen in the 
streets of the capital, Christians and Jews, 
no less than the Moslemah, resorted thither, 
insomuch that Granada seemed then to be the 
common country of all nations".-*-
However, not all visitors came for financial gains,
many knights and cavaliers, not only from Spain, bur also
from Africa, Egypt and France, were attracted to Granada by
the c h i v a l r i c  sports, held annually or on special 
2occasions.A
These a c h i e v e m e n t s  were a c c o m p l i s h e d  during 
Muhammad V's long reign, which came to a close when he died
-3in 793/139U, leaving the throne to his son and heir Yusuf.
Yusuf II (793/1390-1) continued the policy of his 
father towards Castile and Aragon. He was tempted to 
consolidate his relation with Henry III of Castile, by 
freeing some Christian captives,^ Relations set to improve 
greatly, so much that Yusuf II's younger son M u h a m m a d  led a 
revolt against his father, ostensioly because of his close 
connection with Castile, and his friendly disposition 
towards the Christian cavaliers who had sought his refuge.
1. Conde, III, 292.
2. Ibid.
3. Ibn Khaldun, CIbar, IV, 384; Conde, III, 293,
4. Conde III, 293-4.
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However, this rebellion was quickly put to an end by the 
intervention of the Moroccan Ambassador, who persuaded che 
insurgents not to continue their action by pointing out the 
perils of going ahead with it.^ Yusuf II accused his wazir 
Khalid and his Jewish physician Yahya b. al-Saigh of
■pplotting against him, so he ordered their execution.
Yusuf II probably felt that he was under a great 
pressure to prove that he was just as much against the 
Christians as any of his opponents, so his army attacked 
certain frontier towns of Castile. After which Henry III 
proposed a peace treaty, and Granada agreed. In spite of 
which the Master of Alcantara attacked Granaaa, out he was
defeated and killed. The king of Castile blamed the Master
7 _of breaking the truce. However, Yusuf II did not live
long to reap the fruit of his policy, and he died in
794/1391 after a very short reign.
Muhammad VII (794-810/1391-1407) now realized his 
ambitions. Despite being the second son of Yusuf II, he 
ascended the throne, detaining his older brother and heir 
apparant Yusuf.
Henry III of Castile was aware of Muhammad VII's 
attitude towards Castile, and he became alarmed when he 
observed the King of Granada trying to strenghten his
1. Op. cit., 294-6.
2. Ibn Khaldth, cIhar, IV, 384.
3. Conde, III, 296-7; Watts, Spain, 225-7; Chapman, A History of Spain, 121-2; 
Imamuddin, A Political History of Mualim Spain, 294.
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relations with the North African States and Aragon.^- After
mutual skirmishes had taken place along the frontiers,
Henry III collected a large army to capture Granada, but he
died. Then an attack, by land and sea, led by Ferdinand,
uncle and regent of Juan II (1407-54), was waged against
Muhammad VII, who was defeated and his fleet was destroyed.
The war continued unabated with varying fortunes, and then
oa truce of eight months was agreed. But oefore this 
period expired Muham m a d  VII fell seriously ill and then 
died.
Yusuf III (810-20/1407-17) succeeded his brother 
Mu h a m m a d  VII . He declared his allegiance to King Abu 
Faris of T u n i s i a .  ^ Also he concluded a peace treaty of two 
years with Castile, but Juan II refused to renew it unless 
Yusuf declared his vassalage to Castile, who rejected this 
demand. As a result the Castilian army marcned into 
Granada's territory and laid siege to Antequera, which fell 
in 813/1410, after a sanguinary cattle on both sides.^ The 
prominent scholar, Abu Yahya b. c Asim, a contemporary of
- T . . .  Sal-Mmturi, was among the Granadine soldiers killed there.
About the same time another danger was threatening 
the sta b i l i t y  of the State; the peop l e  of G i b r a l t a r
1. Conde, III, 300; Watts, Spain, 225; Lea, History of the Inquisition, 55; Imamuddin, 
A Political History of Muslim Spain, 294.
2. Conde, III, 300-1; Livermore, A History of Spain, 160; cInan, Nihaya, 114-5; Watts, 
Spain, 225.
3. Nasiri, Istiqsa, IV, 91.
4. Conde, III, 294-5; Scott, History of the Moorish Empire in Europe III, 499; 
Livermore, A History of Spain, 160; Merriman, The Rise of the Spanish Empire, I, 131, 
II, 62, CInan, Nihaya, 115-6.
5. Maqqari, Nafh, VI, 148-62; Azhar, I, 145; A.M. Ibn al-Qadi, Durra, III, 343; Laqt, 
237; Wansharisi, Wafayat, 137; Tunbukti, Nayl, 285,
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declared their loyalty to King Abu Sacid of Morocco, who 
sent his brother cAbdullah to possess it. However, ^iusuf 
III captured cAbdullah and used him to dethrone Abu Sacid.^
Relations with Castile started to improve gradually; 
Christian cavaliers, from Aragon and Castile, sought refuge 
in Granada. Yusuf III maintained a friendly relationship 
with the Queen mother of Castile. These developments 
culminated in a peace treaty of two years, just before 
Yusuf Ill's death in 820/1417 .4
Muhammad VIII al-Aysar (820-48/1417-45) renewed the 
efforts of his father, Yusuf III, to maintain good 
relations with African and Spanish states, where he was 
successful. However, al-Aysar failed to administer the 
afairs of the state, and neglected his people. His well 
qualified wazir, Yusuf b. Sarraj (Abencerraj) did all that 
was in his power to blunt the oppressive behaviour of al- 
Aysar, but his attempts were of little avail. There was 
civil strife; al-Aysar was overthrown three times, and he 
bounced back. It could be said that his reign marKed the 
beginning of the end of the Nasrid Kingdom.
The first reaction to al-Aysar's regime came when a 
popular insurrection, led by his cousin Muhammad IX al-
1. Conde, III, 305-7; Nasiri, Istiqsa, IV, 93-4; Imamuddin, A Political History of 
Muslim Spain, 295; CInan, Nihaya, 115-6.
2. Conde, III, 308.
3. Ibid.
4. Conde, III, 307-8; Imamuddin, A Political History of Muslim Spain, 295; cInan, 
Nihaya, 116.
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Saghir (830-2/1427-9}, errapted in Granada. Al-Aysar fled 
and sought refuge with Abu Faris of Tunisia, and his wazir 
Ibn Sarraj resorted to Juan II of Castile, where they were 
assured of aid.-*- Al-Saghir purged the regime of his 
predecessor's supporters, especially the Sarraj family, and 
began to build bridges oetween him and his people, relying
“T . 2on the support of al-Thaghn family (alzagn).
Meanwhile al-Aysar, being assisted oy Tunisia and 
Castile, crossed over to Andalusia and tooK Vera and 
Almeria. But before he could push forward towards Granada, 
many of al-Saghir’s soldiers joined his camp. Al-Saghir 
fortified himself in Alhambra, where he was captured and 
killed after just over two years of reign.
As soon as al-Aysar returned to his throne, he 
re-instated Ibn Sarraj as wazir, and as an acknowledgement 
of gratitude to Juan II, he proposed a peace treaty, 
offering his assistance against the Castilian King's 
enemies, who were trying to remove his favourite Alvaro de 
Luna.^ Juan II declined this offer and demanded that al- 
Aysar should be a vassal to Castile and pay an annual 
tribute, which al-Aysar rejected. Wars then ensued with 
varying fortunes.-*
1. Conde, III, 310, Imamuddin, A Political History of Muslim Spain, 296, cIrian, Nihaya, 
117; Farhat, Gharnata, 54.
2. Conde, III, 310-1; Imamuddin, A Political History of Muslim Spain, 296; Scott, 
History of the Moorish Empire in Europe, III, 503.
3. Conde, III, 312-5, Imamuddin, A Political History of Muslim Spain, 296; Scott, 
History of the Moorish Empire in Europe, III, 504; °Inan, Nihaya, 118-9.
4. Conde, III, 315; Merriman, The Rise of the Spanish Empire, II, 6.
5. Conde, III, 315-6; Watts, Spain, 242.
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When Castile realized that its efrorts did not 
produce the desired result, Juan II resolved to overthrow 
al-Aysar, and for this tasx he assisted a prince from the 
Nasrid family, named Yusuf b. M u h a m m a d  b. Ismac il (Yusuf 
IV), who undertook to be a vassal of the Castilian King as 
a reward for his support. They joined forces to attack 
Granada. After a horrifying battle the Granadine army was 
defeated and the w a zir Ibn Sarraj was killed. Al-Aysar 
fled to Malaga after this devastating defeat. Yusuf IV was 
proclaimed King in 835/1432, and he assured Juan II of his 
vassalage and the payment of tribute. But Yusuf IV's short 
reign came to a close when he died, only six months after 
his accession.
After the death of  ^usuf IV the people of Granada 
invited al-Aysar to be their King for the third time. He 
concluded a truce of one year with Castile, whicn was 
extended for another year^, after which war errupted. 
Granada won at first, and then Castile penetrated into 
Granada territory, capturing some frontier towns and 
forts.^
Pressure on the unfortunate King al-Aysar mounted 
rapidly, creating a climate of dissension, leading to a 
third coup, led this time, by his nephew M u hammad b. 
al-Ahnaf, who imprisoned al-Aysar, and assumed the throne
1. Conde, III, 317-23; Scott, History of the Moorish Empire in Europe, III, 504; CInan, 
Nihaya, 120; Farlpit, Gharnafra, 55.
2. Conde, III, 323-4.
3. Ibid, 324-5; CInan, Nihaya, 120-1.
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in 848/1445. Since then the Nasrid Kingdom started to go 
down hill, bat Granada struggled bravely for halt a century 
more, until its fall in 897/1492.
(2 )
The Nasrid Kingdom of Granada during this period 
(755-848/1354-1445), inspite of the recent reverses in its 
fortunes, was marked by a degree of strength and 
independence, in comparison to its frailty of ooth its 
earlier childhood and later senescence. Granada did not
only retain its territory, more or less intact, but also
2reconquered some important towns from Castile and Morocco.
War and peace between Granada and Castile were in 
ever-ending circles, but when Castile found itself unable 
to deliver the fatal blow to the last and small Muslim 
Kingdom of Granada, it settled for uneasy peace and a 
degree of tolerance as a result of a modus vivendi.
There were many reasons for Castile's failure, mainly 
the geographical location of Granada, and the civil strife 
in Castile; its wars with Portugal, Aragon and France, its 
d e p o p u l a t e d  lands in the south and its d e t e r i o r a t e d
1
1. Conde, III, 326; Livermore, A History of Spain, 160; Imamuddin, A Political History 
of Muslim Spain, 296-7; CInan, Nihlya, 121; Farhlt, Gharnata, 351.
2. Ibn al-Khatib, Ihata, II, 53-91; Ibn Khaldun, CIbar, IV, 379-81, VII, 680, 729-30; 
Nasiri, Istiqga, IV, 62-63; Lane-Poole, The Moors in Spain, 221; Merriman, The Rise 
of the Spanish Empire, 1, 130
3. Castro, The Structure of Spanish History, 221.
economy.'*' Also the spirit of the crusade seemed to oe 
waning, perhaps because the papacy had its hands full with 
European conflicts and the Great Papal Schism between 
1378-1418.2
This situation naturally affected life in Granada, 
and people were aware of the surrounding dangers. However 
that did not diminish their interest in a comfortable life. 
They participated diligently in educational and literary 
pursuit'-’,
"For all the appar e n t  i n s t a o i l i t y  of its 
political life, Granadine society showed 
remarkable vitality".^
That is clearly obvious in the splendid architecture of 
Alhambra and Generalife (Jannat al - cArif) palaces, which 
Muhammad V added greatly to their beauty,
" M u s l i m  style of d e c o r a t i o n  r e a ched its 
culminating point in the Nasrid palace of 
Alhambra".^
In the fields of science and literature, Granada 
continued the intellectual tradition of Muslim Spain, where 
"Cultural movement radiated outside its zone 
and shone like a rising sun upon the European
1. Maqqari, Naffi, I, 190, IV, 380-1; °Irian, Nihaya, 37-41; Hijji, al-Tarikh al-Andalusi, 
519-23; Castro, The Structure of Spanish History, 87, 90, 377; Sanchez-Albornoz, 
Spain A Historical Enigma, II, 815, 840; Watts, Spain, 148, 195; Scott, History of 
the Moorish Empire in Europe, III, 507; Chapman, A History of Spain, 111, 135-6; 
Merriman, The Rise of the 5panish Empire, I, 131-3, II, 4-6.
2. Creighton, A History of the Papacy, I, 55; Watts, Spain, 195; Burn-Murdock, The 
development of the Papacy, 353-7.
3. Ibn al-Khatib, Lamha, 38-41; I b a t a , I, 134-9; Ibn Khalil, al-Raw(j al-Basim, 
Fols. 111-5.
4. Livermore, A History of Spain, 160.
5. Hitti, History of the Arabs, 595; see Lane-poale, The Moors in Spain, 221.
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Christians, half asleep in the darkness of the
1high Middle ages".
Literature was infused with new stylistic features, which 
is clearly noticeable in the compositions of poets and men 
of letters, like Ahmad b. Khatima (770/1368),2 the great 
scholar and w azir Ibn al-Khatib (776/1374 ) and Ibn Zamrak 
(797/I394)2, and many more, some of whom will be mentioned 
later as teachers or students of al-Minturi.^
Perhaps the most important subject, considered to be 
the basic requirement for any educated person, was studying 
the Quran and its readings. There were many specialists in 
this subject, such as al-Ballafiqi (770/1368)^, al-Qayjati 
(811/1408)^ and the author al-Minturi.
1. J.M. Vallicross, Las Traducciones Qrietales en los Manuscrites de la Bibleoteca 
Catedral de Toledo, 6. As quoted by A, Castro, The Structure of Spainish History, 
474.
2. Ibn al-Khatib, Ihata, I, 239 -59. Ibn Khatima and Ibn al-Khatib were also specialists 
in medicine and they wrote some works on this subject.
3. Ibn al-Khatib, Ihata, II, 300-14; al-Katlba al-Kamina, 282-8; Tunbukti, Nayl 282-3.
4. The literary life of Granada is the subject of many recent studies, amongst of which 
are three theses: the first was presented by Hamadi cAbdullah to Madrid University in 
1980; the second was submitted by S.M. Jarrar to London University in 1982; and thew- Q
third was presented by Qasim al-Husayni to the University of Muhammad b. Abdullah, 
Fez, in 1985.
5. Ibn al-Khatib, Ihata, n f 143-69, Jazari, Ghaya, II, 235-6; Minturi, Fihris, 
Fol. 223.
6. Jazari, Ghaya, II, 243-4, Minturi, Fihris, Fol. 226.
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2. AL-MINTURI" S LIFE
a. Name
He is Muhammad to. cAbd al-Malik b. cAli b. cAtod al- 
Malik b. cAbdullah al-Qaysi al-Gharnati ai-Maliki, called 
Abu cAtodullah, and known as al-Mintur i.^ So he is a 
descendant from the renowned Arab tribe of Qays, which 
migrated to Andalusia and settled in Granada since the 
early Muslim conquest. He is also called al-Gharnati 
because he lived in Granada. The title "Maliki" indicates 
that he followed the Maliki School of Jurisprudence whicn
-jdominated Andalusia since the late 2/8 Century.
The most distinctive of his names is " j 'VI 11 * (a 1 - 
Minturi), a unique name, of which he was famous.^ It seems 
that no serious attempt was made to determine the origin of 
this name. The earliest recorded reference to the name 
9 in Arabic sources appears to be in "al-Tibyan1 of
c Abdullah b. Buluqqin, the Ziri King of Granada
1. Minturi, Fihris, Fol. 2; Manahi.j, Fol. 2; Muqattacat, Fol, 59; Ray, Fol. 19; Sharh, 
121, 767; Sakhawi, Pawa, IX, 82-3; M.A. Kittani, Fihris al-Faharis, II, 5. Some 
sources left out some of his middle names, see Minturi, Fihris, Fol. 231; Sakhawi, 
Paw3, X, 125; A.M. Ibn al-Qadi, Durra, II, 287; Tunbukti, Nayl, 291; Maqqari, Azhar,
II, 21; Nafb, II, 694, VI, 148; Zabidi, XIV, 170; Makhltif, Sha.jara, I, 247; 
Zirikli, Aclam, VII, 129.
2. Ibn Durayd, Ishtiqaq, II, 265; Ibn Abbar, al-Hulla al-Siyara, I, 62; Ibn al-khatib, 
Ifrata, I, 135; M. payf Ahmad, al-Qabail al-cArabiyya Fi al-Andalus, 434.
3. Faradi, Tarikh CUlama* II, 179-81, Ibn Farhun, Dibaj, II, 8-15; Ibn Khaldun, 
Muqaddima, 806; Tunbukti, Nayl, 291. See below.
4. A.M. Ibn al-Qadi, Durra, II, 287; Tunbukti, Nayl, 291; M.A. Kittani, Fihris al- 
Faharis, II, 5; Makhluf, 5hajara, I, 247. A.M. Ibn al-Qadi (Jadhwat al-Iqtibas, II, 
444) and Makhluf (Shajara, I, 220) mentioned another person called * ^  I*.
However, after careful examination this seems to be an error. The correct name of 
this person is * ^  j". 11* from "Captur" a place near Seville. See Ibn al-Khatib,
Ihafca, III, 164; A.M. Ibn Al-Qadi, Durra, I, 262. Moreover, Minturi, who should know 
about his name, called that person correctly as (Fihris, Fol. 211).
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(467-83/1074-90). He mentioned the fortification of the 
fortress of , which was near Finana, on the
disputed border line dividing the territories of Granada 
and Almeria.-1-
While this statement provided authoritative 
informations, unfortunately it rendered the name ambiguous 
by omitting vocalization. Levi-Provencal, wno edited this 
book and translated into French, ventured to vocalize it 
thus * * (Al-Munt ur i ) , assuming that it was an
pArabized form of "Monte Ruoio". But tne geographical 
location and the name inscription do not support this 
claim. ^ Moreover this name was given another form as
" ^  I "(al-Montawri ). In the Spanish translation, of
the said work, by Levi-Provencal and the distinguished 
Spanish Arabist E. G. Gomez.^ And no comment was made to 
justify this preference.
Another attempt was made by F. H. Jimenez to
determine the correct inscription and location of 
" j-.'t I \ m . He asserted that it should be I
(al-Montawri). For the reason that that Amir cAbdullah's 
description clearly applies to a hill called "Montaire" 
which is now located 9 km South/South West of Finana,
1. Ibn Buluqqin, Tibyan, 88-89.
2. Ibid; A1 Andalus, IV, (1936-9), pp. 55-56, Note No. 47, There are many places called 
"Monte Rubio". See Madoz, Diccionario Geoqraficcu II, 550-1; 788, also Ibn Hayyan, al- 
Muqtabas, V, 107, 179-81, 204; Ibn Idhar7,Bayan, II, 191.
3. F.H. Jimenez, Al-Andalus, VI (1941), pp. 130-1.
4. Levi-Provencal and E.G. Gomez, El Siglo XI EN la Persona, 181, 182, Also Dr. M.A. Abu 
al-Fadl did not vocalize it in his book Tarikh Madinat Almariyya, 131.
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between Granada and Almeria.^ This name supposedly is a 
corrupted form of the original Latin name "Monte Aurio". ^
Whereas Jimenez's assertions shed some lights on this 
matter, they are not conclusive. And it is not easy to 
arrive at a firm conclusion when the question is Toponymy, 
as some places may disappear entirely, change their names 
completely or some modifications affect their inscriptions 
and/or pronunciations, usually by the advance of time,^ out 
more so, as in this case, when these places are the subject 
of conquest and reconquest by two diametrically opposed 
cultures.
There is sufficient evidence to suggest that the name 
of the author is the same as the name of the place
mentioned by Amir cAbdullah. Ibn al-Khatib, who lived in 
Granada during the early years of al-Minturi's life, 
cited ’& j C-JU*as the name of a cultivated region of 
Finana.4 It is possible to assume that of Amir
cAbdullah has lost its significance as a military fortress 
oecause of the changing wind of danger posed £>y the 
Castilians in the North and West, and then, this place 
being in the opposite side, i.e. South-East, gained 
relative stability, thus people were encouraged to settle
1. F.H. Jimenez, Al-Andalus, VI (1941), p. 133. However, DJ.A. Elias referred to this 
hill as "Cerro Montayre". (Atlas Geoqrafico, Historico Yestudistico . . ., Part I, 
Map No, 3).
2. F.H. Jimenez, Al-Andalus, VI (1941), pp. 133-4.
3. See Ibn al-Khatib, Lamha, 30.
4. Ibid. This is perhaps a mis-spelling of * 11 * , or the author's name is an
Arabized form of .
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there and cultivate the land. Indeed Amir ‘Abdullah himself
acknowledged that he later demolished this fortress, as a
1consolatory gesture to the Kingdom of Almena. Moreover 
the inscription of the unvocalized " ^  j " " in Amir 
cAbdullah's book is exactly the same as the name of the 
author.
In regard to the author's name there are a tew 
disparities in its spelling. That can be attributed to 
mis-spelling or misplacement of the diacritical marxs, such 
as * (al-Manthuri ) , ^ ^  jJL_J I * (al-Maluri ) ®
/ * * (al-Lasur i )4 or * ^ 11 * (al-Manqat uri) Also
there is no evidence to support the assumption that 
is derived from the root ( ) and accordingly
should be vocalized thus * ^  jVCl 1 * (al-Manturi)®.
There is conclusive evidence to affirm that the
correct spelling and pronunciation of the autnor's name is
“ (al-Minturi) according to reliable sources.
Firstly the statement of Ahmad b. cAli al-Balawi (alive 890/ 
7 *“■1485). Al-Balawi, besides being a meticulous scholar, was 
a student of the prominent Granadine learned man Muhammad 
b. Yusuf al-Mawwaq (897/1492 ) who was not only a student of 
al-Minturi, but also his wife's nephew.® Secondly and more
1. Ibn Buluqqin, Tibyan, 89 -90.
2. A.M. Ibn al-Qadi, Durra, II, 287; Jadhwat al-Iqtibas, I, 319,
3. Sakhawi, Dav/, X, 125.
4. Op. Cit., IX, 83.
5. Ibn al-Khatib, Ihata, III, 41, quoted from the margin of the manuscript.
6. ZabTdf, Taj, XIV, 170, (Kuwait).
7. Minturi, Muqqattacat, Fol. 59; A.M. Ibn al-Qadi, Laqt, 246; Tunbukti, Nayl, 291; 
M.A. Kittani, Fihria al-Faharis, II, 5. ^
8. A.M. Ibn al-Qadi, Durra, II, 141, Jathwat al-Iqtibas, I, 319; Tunbukti, Nayl, 273.
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importantly the statement of Al-Minturi Himself in his own 
handwr1 ting.x
b. His birth, education and career
Information about al-Minturi's life is scarce. He 
was born in Granada early Rabic al-Thani 761/late February
91360, during the uncertainty created toy the power struggle 
between Muhammad V and his brother Ismacil II.
( 1 )
Al-Minturi apparently started his education at an 
early age, as the practice usually was. His study was 
moulded m  the Andalusian method of education. Teaching 
normally takes place at home, Kuttab, school or mosque. 
Education passes through three stages. The first one 
starts with reading, writing and elementary instructions in 
Grammar. Also pupils were required to memorize parts of 
the Quran, especially the short, suras.
The second stage is an expansion of the early 
education, with more concentration on the Qur’an, its
1. M.A. Kittani, Fihris al Faharis, II, 5.
2. Minturi, Fihris, Fol. 231.
3. Ibn Khaldun, a contemporary of al-Minturi, was highly appreciative of the Andalusian 
method of teaching; because they introduced the teaching of Arabic language and 
literature in conjinction with the Quran. This method is a medium way between the 
practice in other parts of the muslim world, in which teaching the Quran comes first, 
and the opinion of the distinguished Andalusian scholar Abu Bakr b. al- Arabi 
(543/1148) who insisted that teaching the Quran should be deferred until pupils are 
well-equipped to undertake this task. (Ibn Khaldun, Muquddima, 1041-2; English 
Translation, III, 303-5).
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readings and commentaries. In this stage other subjects 
are introduced, such as the Tradition of the Prophet, 
Jurisprudence and a thorough study of Araoic language and 
literature. At the third stage pupils are ready to study 
more subjects, like Theology, History, Geography and any 
available sciences. And some students may pursue their 
education further by travelling to visit other seats of 
learning and meet other scholars.^
Al-Minturi acquired a good knowledge of Quranic 
studies especially Nafi's Reading, when he was in his 
teens, for he memorized the "Durar" and read it from memory 
to his teacher al-Miknasi (781/±379), wnen ne was tnirteen 
years old. There are some indications that he attended 
the "Nasrid School", as some of his teachers were prominent 
lecturers there, like al-Miknasi and Ion Lubb (782/1380). 
There is no reason to doubt that al-Minturi participated in
the teaching circles held by his teachers in the mosques of
Granada.^
Al-Minturi received his education in the best 
tradition of the Andalusian School, as can be judged from 
the prominence of his teachers, the diversity of his books 
and more importantly the wealth of information offered by 
his "Fihris", in which he presented an elaborate list of
1. See Ibn Khaldun, Muqaddima, 1038-41, 1044-5; (English Translation, III, 300-3, 307- 
9); M. A. cIsa-, Tarikh al-Taclim Fi al-Andalus, 211-3.
2. Minturi, Shartj, 122-3.
3. Ibn al-Khatib, Ihata, IV, 254; Jazari, Ghaya, II, 402.
4. See Ibn al-Khatib, Ifrata, III, 40, IV, 254.
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the books he studied in various subjects.
He read the Quran, its readings and commentaries to 
many scholars, prominent among them was the outstanding 
Granadine Qur’anic specialist Abu c Abdullah M. al-Qayjati 
(811/1408). Al-Minturi learned from him not only the Seven 
Readings of the Quran, but also all the Fourteen Readings. 
He a c h i e v e d  this by reading the w h o l e  Qur^an to him 
seventeen times.^ Al-Minturi studied al-Qayjati's works, 
and relied greatly upon the extensive Knowledge of his 
teacher.
The depth of al-Mi n t u r i ' s  c o g n i t i o n  of Quranic 
studies can be measured by the detailed list of tne d o o k s  
he studied in this subject. And also by the various works
i 7 —■ i * Ahe compiled about different aspects of Quranic studies. 
Furthermore the extent of al-Minturi's learning can oe 
easily detected by the extensive references he consulced in 
his boox "Sharfl al-Durar", which has been acknowledged by 
many scholars.b It is a clear example of his mastery of 
this subject. Hence he earned the title of "Imam al- 
Iqra* Wa M ucallim al-Ada" (Leader of teaching the Readings 
of the Quran and master of recitation).
Another essential subject which shaped al-Minturi's
1. Tunbukti, Nayl, 291.
2. Minturi, Fihris, Fol. 228; Sharh, 122, 767.
3. Minturi, Fihris, Fols, 3-34.
4. Op. Cit., Fols. 231-3.
5. Tunbukti, Nayl, 291; Makhluf, Shajara, I, 248.
6. Tunbukti, Nayl, 291.
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education is the study of the Traditions of tne Prophet and 
its related sciences. He undertook the instruction of this 
subject under the supervision of prominent scnolars liKe 
cAli b. al-Ashhab (791/1388) and M. b. cUmar (794/1391). 
Al-Minturi offered a detailed list of the book he studied 
in the Traditions of the Prophet.^ And he wrote a few
9 — "words m  this subject. Al-Minturi was so well qualified 
to be called "al-Rawiya" (the authoritative transmitter) 
and "al-M ufraddith" (an authority on the traditions of the 
Prophet).J
Al-Minturi also studied Jurisprudence and related 
subjects under the instructions of distinguished jurists 
such as the two Chief Justices of Granada, A d u Bafr b. 
Juzay (785/1383) and M. d . cAllaq (806/1403). He did not 
c o n f i n e  h i m s e l f  to studying tne M a l i k i  School of 
Jurisprudence, the dominant doctrine in Andalusia. Besides 
being an authority on that school,4 he was well-versed 
about other schools, choosing his sources from a wide range 
of these schools reference books.5 Al-Minturi was so well 
informed about this subject that he earned the title of 
1 Fagih11, as he was described by Abu Zakariyya b. Sarraj 
(803/1400 )^, one of his teachers. This title is the
7highest attribute a scholar aspired to in Andalusia.
1. Minturi, Fihris, Fols. 34-68.
2. Op. Cit., 231-2.
3. A.M. Ibn al-Qadi, Durra, II, 287; Tunbukti, Nayl, 291; M.A. Kittani, Fihris al- 
Faharis , II, 5.
4. Tinbukti, Nayl, 291; Makhluf, Shajara, I, 247.
5. Minturi, Fihris, Fols. 81-91.
6. Quoted by Tunbukti, Nayl, 291; M.A. Kittani, Fihris al-Faharis, II, 5.
7. Maqqari, Naflj, I, 206.
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Al-Minturi also read Islamic theology, although this 
subject received little attention in Andalusia, al-Minturi 
found his teacher Faraj b. Lubb (782/1380) a great help, 
especially by reading his book "al-cAqida11. ^
But one of the subjects which the Andalusian has 
given great attention, as reported by Ibn Khaldun,^ is the 
study of Arabic Grammar, language and literature, of which 
al-Minturi was able to broaden his Knowledge. He was 
taught by well qualified scholars like M. al-Balansi 
(782/1380) and Ibn Lubb. As an evidence of al-Minturi's 
extens ive learning of these subjects is the elaDorate 
schedule of the books he has studied and was authorized to
•3teach. Moreover his books, and certainly "Sharh al- 
D u r a r " , show how well a c q u a i n t e d  he was with these 
subjects.^
Al-Minturi's education covered other fields of study, 
such as biography, travel books and F i h n  ses or Barnam a j s. 
Al-Minturi contributed in these subjects by writing the 
"Biography of al-Dani", and his elaborate and much praised 
"Fihris11.
Al-Minturi evidently studied Sufism, a doctrine
1. Minturi, Fihris, Fol. 71.
2. Ibn Khaldun, Muqaddima, 1041, 1083, 1090-1.
3. Minturi, Fihris, Fols, 91-101.
4. Minturi, Sharh al-Durar, 122 and so on.
5. Minturi, Fihris, Fols. 68-71, 106-112, The Fihris or Barnama.j is a semi 
autobiography, it contains some aspects of his life, his teachers and works, and more 
importantly it provides a list of the books that he studied and obtained 
authorizations from their authors or transmitters.
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traditionally adhered to in Granada and generally met with 
favourable dispositions by the G o v e r n m e n t S o m e  of Al- 
Minturi's teachers were famous Sufis, liKe Abu ZaKariyya b. 
Sarraj (803/1400) and Yahya al-Ansari (806/1403). But the 
m o s t  d i s t i n g u i s h e d  G r a n a d i n e  Sufi was M. b. Baqi 
(791/1388), who was the mentor and father-in-law of al- 
Minturi .
Whereas al-Minturi himself was not described as a 
Sufi, he was closely associated with notable Sufis. ISiot 
only his father-in-law and some of his teachers were Sufis, 
but also his distinguished student, al-Mawwaq (897/1492), 
who was his wife's nephew, was well Known Sufi. 
Furthermore a considerable proportion of the booKs al- 
Minturi has studied is about Sufism.2 More importantly the 
theme of some of his books, such as "al-Mubashshirat" and 
al-M ara^i al-Manamiyya" is one of the topics frequently 
covered by Sufis like Ibn Baqi.2
( 2 )
He also pursued his education outside Granada.^ He 
apparantly travelled to Morocco to meet other scholars, as 
some of his prominent teachers lived there, such as cAli 
al-Ashhao (791/1388), from Tlemcen; M. b. cUmar (794/1391),
1. See above, The Political Situation in Andalusia.
2. Minturi, Fihris, Fols. 72-81.
3. Ibn al-Khatib, Ihata, III, 41; Katiba, 94-3.
4. A scholar is not considered as well qualified unless he travels to seek knowledge, 
see Ibn al-Salah, Muqaddima, 246-7; Jazari, Nashr, I, 198.
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from Fez; Abu Zakariyya b. Sarraj (803/1400), also from
Fez; and M. b. cAdl (805/1402 ), from Ceute. Al-Minturi
considered travelling for the saKe of knowledge as an
essential part of the process of learning, and his trips to
Morocco seemed to be so frequent that he earned the title
of "Rahhala" (Great traveller). Other sources described
7him as the authoritative transmitter of Morocco.
However, there is no evidence to suggest that al- 
Minturi travelled beyond Morocco. On the contrary, it 
seems that he did not, for all the scholars ne named as his 
teachers were either from Andalusia or Morocco.5
Moreover, there are no references, in the avaiiaole 
sources, to the effect that al-Minturi has performed 
pilgrimage to Makka, Madina or Jerusalem. Which is unusual 
for a scholar in his status. Whereas his father cAbdui- 
Malik was described as "baj^" (pilgrim)^. A lixely 
explanation is that it became increasingly hazardous to 
travel by sea across the Mediterranean to the holy cities, 
for fear of piracy, or the compounded risk posed by the 
Aragonese and Castilian fleets.5 More plausible reason is 
that some scholars held the opinion that fighting the enemy 
was more rewarding, and thus more important than 
pilgrimage. And to this effect there was a statement oy
1. Minturi, Sharfr, 614—5; A.M. Ibn al-Qadi, Durra, II, 287,
2. M.A. Kittani, Fihris al-Faharis, II, 5.
3. Minturi, Fihris, Fols. 225-8.
4. Minturi, Sharfr, \, 121, 767} Tumbukti, Nayl, 291.
5. Ibn Battuta, Rihla, 655, 669; A. Khalil, al-Rawd al-Basim, Fols. 111-2; A. al-Ahwani, 
Majallat Kulliyyat al-Adab, XVI (1954) Part I, 98.
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the contemporary scholar and wazir Ibn al-Khatib, in which 
he elucidated that, as a religious duty, Jinad "holy war" 
is preferred to haj j (pilgrimage).^
However, if al-Minturi could not travel lurcher than 
Morocco, for one reason or another, he did not miss the 
c h a n c e  to r e a p  the f r u i t s  of k n o w l e d g e  of his 
contemporaries, whom he could not meet. Not only he 
obtained the "Ijaza camma" (General authorization) from
9most ot his teachers. He also sought and received the 
author!zation of numerous and famous scholars, without 
meeting them. They were from different parts of the Muslim 
world.^ Prominent among them are M. b. cArafa (803/1400) 
from Tunisia?^ Abu M uhammad ?Abdulah al-Damamini, from 
A l e x e n d a r i a ; 5 A h m a d  a l - S u w a y d a w i  (804/1401) from 
Jerusalem;^ Abu al-Fadl al-cIraqi (806/1403) from Madina;^ 
and Nur d-Din cAli b. Ahmad al-Nuwayri, the Imam of Makka
QHoly Mosque.
( 3 )
The working life of al-Minturi was not given the due 
attention. Andalusian used to work very hard for their
q _ —living, and a l - M i n t u r i  c e r t a i n l y  was no exception. 
Whereas the available sources failed to provide clear
1. Maqqari, Naffr, I, 187-90.
2. Minturi, Fihris, Fol. 228.
3. Op. Cit., 228-230; al-Minturi named 25 scholars.
4. Ibn Farhun, Dibaj, II, 331-3; Jazari, Ghaya, II, 243; A.M. Ibn al-Qadi, Durra, II,
280-3; TinbuktT, Nayl, 274-9.
5. Minturi, Fihris, Fol. 230.
6. Jazari, Ghaya, I, 47.
7. Op. Cit., I, 382; M.A. Kittani, Fihris al-Faharis, II, 196-9.
8. Minturi, Fihris, Fol. 231.
9. Maqqari, Nafb, I, 223.
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references to his work, they pointed to certain aspects of 
what his position was. By virtue of the titles attrioutea 
to al-Minturi, it can be assumed that he held important 
jobs in Granada. It seems that he earned his living as a 
teacher or professor, as he was called "U s tad",^ in some 
schools or mosques. Many notable scholars were graduated 
at his hands. He also held the post of leader of Friday 
Prayer, as he was described as "Khatib". Besides he was 
called "al-Qadi". Which means that he reached the status 
of a judge.
The author acquired tnese positions in the early part 
of his life, as all these statements were made by al- 
Minturi's prominent teacher Abu Zakariyya o. Sarraj, who 
died in 803/1400, when al-Minturi was about forty years 
old. Later apparently he was elevated to the office of 
"Shaykh al-Jamaca" (the spiritual leader of tne Muslims).*^
A l - M i n t u r i  a s s u m e d  o t h e r  a c t i v i t i e s ,  l i k e  
participating in defending the faith. While Granada 
enjoyed a relative peace and stability during the major 
part of al-Minturi's life, its conflict with Castile did 
not cease. He apparently took part in the ensuing battles, 
as it was usually the case for a man of his position. Some 
of his teachers and contemporary scholars fought or killed
1. A.M. Ibn al-Qadi, Durra, II, 287; Tunbukti, Nayl, 291; M.A. Kittani, Fihris al- 
Faharis, II, 5. Teachers in Andalusia are paid for their profession, and during the 
reign of Muhammad V, teachers used to receive regular income from the State. See M.A. 
Cfsa, Tarikh al-TaClim Fi al-Andalus, 183-5, 257.
2. Tunbukti, Nayl, 291; Makhluf, Shajara, I, 247.
3. Tunbukti, Nayl, 291; M.A. Kittani, Fihris al-Faharis, II, 5.
4. A.M. Ibn al-Qadi, Durra, II, 287.
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in these battles.^-
Other aspects of al-Minturi's life was paid little 
attention by the available sources. There are scant and 
fragmented pieces of news about his family life. However, 
al-Minturi frequently mentioned the fact that he was 
married to the daughter of his prominent teacher and Sufi
—' OM. b. Baqi (791/1388). Tnis m a r r i a g e  o b v i o u s l y 
procreated offspring, of whom we were only informed of the 
eldest son, ^Abdullah, as can be deduced, from the unanimity 
of all the related sources of calling al-Minturi "Abu 
cAbdullah" (the Father of cAbdullah). One or the relatives 
of al-Minturi is M. al-Mawwaq (897/1492) who, beside Deing 
a student of al-Minturi and a notable scholar, was also his 
wife's nephew.
c . His Death
After a long and active life al-Minturi met his death 
on Monday, 4th Dnu al-Hijja, 834/13 August 1431.  ^ However, 
there is insignificant disparity reported by Tunbukti. 
Whereas he agreed with the same day, month and year, he put 
the date of death 3rd instead of 4th. This slight 
difference probably due to either that al-Minturi's death 
was on 3rd, and his funeral service was the next day, and
1. Ibn al-Khatib, Katiba, 124, Tunbukti, Nayl, 285.
2. Minturi, Fihris, Fols. 5, 77, 99, 226; MuqattaCat, Fol. 59; Ibn al-Khatib, Ihata,
III, 40 (quoted From the Ms. margin); Tunbukti, Nayl, 291; M.A. Kittani, Fihris al- 
Faharis , II, 5.
3. A.M. Ibn al-Qadlf, Durra, II, 141; Tunbukti, Nayl, 273.
4. Minturi, Fihris, Fol. 231. This date was given by the transcriber of this book, the 
Granadine scholar eAlI al-Bayadi, who made this copy in 873/1469. (Op. Cit., 233). See 
also: Kittani, Fihris al-Faharis, II; MakhluF, Sha.jara, I, 248; Zirikli, AClam, VII,
129.
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by this people became aware of his death. Or the beginning 
of the m o n t h  of Dh u_a 1 - IJi. j_a was not yet d e f i n i t e l y  
determined. The first date is more acceptable since it was 
stated by a Granadine scholar, who was taught by al-Mawwaq, 
al-Minturi's student and wife's nephew.^-
d. His Teachers and Students
Al-Minturi was fortunate enough to live in Granada 
where "highly esteemed people, eminent scnolars, poets and
9artists used to live". According to the list of his 
teachers, which al-Minturi has provided, not only he sought 
Knowledge from the opportunities available in Granada but 
also travelled to meet other scholars. Here is a concise 
introduction to his teachers, whom he mentioned, in a 
chronological order followed by the rest of his teacners 
cited by other sources:
1. Yusuf b. cAli al-MiKnasi, Abu al-Hajjaj (781/1379) is a 
prominent teacher of the Readings of the Quran, which 
al-Minturi read to him and obtained his authorization.^ 
Al-Miknasi was one of the three transmitters of "Durar 
al-Lawamic" on which al-Minturi made his commentary, and 
he quoted him quite often.^
1. The Moroccan transcriber A.5. al-IFrani, who copied al-Minturi's book "Muqatta at",
put the date of al-Minturi's death, inaccurately, in 761. He probably got mixed up
with al-Minturi's date of birth. Al-Ifrani also did not notice that at the end of the 
book, which he was copying, there is a statement by al-Minturi, which said that the 
book was completed in 824/1421. (See Minturi, MuqattaCat, Fols. 59 , 69; M.A. Kittani, 
Fihris al-Faharis, II, 5), Brocklemann made similar mistakes, see II, 321, 
Suppl. 350.
2. A. Khalil, ai-Raw<J al-Ba~sim, Fol. 113.
3. Minturi, Fihris, Fols. 227, 228; Jazari, Ghaya, II, 401-2; Ibn Hajar, Durar, V, 460;
M.A. Ibn al-Qadi, Durra, III, 352; Lagt, 219.
4. Minturi, Sharlj, 122.
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2. Muhammad b. cAli al-Baiansi (782/1380) is a Grammarian
and Quranic specialist. He wrote a thorough commentary
on the Qurcfn. He worked as a supervisor ot tne marjcet,
1and also was sent in a diplomatic mission no Morocco. 
Al-Minturi read some bootcs to him, and received his 
approval.^
3. Muhammad b. M. b. Yusuf al-Rucayni al-Ilbiri (782/1380) 
is a notable Quranic teacher from Alvira. He compiied a 
large commentary on "al-Burda". Al-Minturi attended his 
classes, but he forgot to a sic for his authorization 
before his death.
4. Faraj b. Qasim to, Lutoo, Abu Sacid (782/1380) is an 
outstanding scholar and Mufti of Granada. He wrote many 
books in various suojects.^ He taught al-Minturi, w h o  
quoted him frequently,  ^ and also obtained nis general 
authorization.°
5. Ahmad b. M. b. Juzayy, Abu Bakr (785/1383) is a prominent 
scholar and the Chief Justice of Granada. He compiled a
7 Tfew books about jurisprudence. Al-Minturi attended his
ftteaching circles and got his authorization.
1. Minturi, Fihris, Fol. 226; Ibn al-Khatib, Ibata, III, 38-9; Ibn al-Qadi, Durra, II, 
243, 276; Tunbukti, Nayl, 270.
2. MintTIri, Fihris, Fols. 31, 228; Muqatta^t, 63, 64.
3. Minturi, Fihris, Fols. 227, 228; A.M. Ibn al-Qadi, Durra, II, 246.
4. Minturi, Fihris, Fols. 225-6; Ibn al-Khatib, Ibata, IV, 253-5; Katiba, 67-70; Jazari,
Ghaya, II, 7-8; Tunbukti, Nayl, 219-21; Maqqari, Naffj., V, 509-14.
5. Minturi, Fihris, Fols. 71, 101; Sharh, 226-7.
6. Minturi, Fihris, Fols, 224-5, 228,
7. Op. Cit., Fols. 226-7; Ibn al-Khatib, Itjata, I, 157-62; Katiba, 138-43; Ibn Farhun,
Dibaj, I, 188; Maqqari, Nafb, V, 517-25.
8. Minturi, Fihris, Fol. 228.
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6. cAli b. M. b. al-Ashhab, Abu al-Hasan (791/1388 ) is a 
great traveller and scholar from Tlemcen. He taugnt 
al-Minturi and granted his authorization to him.*'
7. Muhammad b. Sacd b. Baqi (791/1388) is an outstanding
Quranic specialist and Sufi, who was al-Minturi's
father-in-law. Al-Minturi attended his classes in
oGranada mosques and was met with his approval.
8. M u h a m m a d  b. Ahmad al-Salihi (791/1388) is a notable 
judge and Qur’anic reader, who taught al-Minturi and 
awarded him his autnorlzation.-*
9. Muhammad b. M. b. cUmar ( 7 9 4/13 9 1 ) is a great 
transmitter "Rawiya" and QurKhic teacher, from Fez. Al- 
Minturi quoted him quite often, and also ootained his 
permission to transmit numerous boojts.^
10. Yahya b. A. b. Sarraj, Abu Zakariyya (803/1400) is a 
prominent scholar and §ufi, also from Fez. Al-Mintur 
attended his teaching circles and acquired a great deal
of knowledge, judging by his frequent references to his
S •-* _teacher. Not only al-Minturi obtained Ibn Sarraj's
1. Minturi, Fihris, Fols. 227, 228; A.M. Ibn al-Qadi, Durra, III, 247; Tunbukti, Nayl, 
205; Ibn Maryam, Bustan, 143-4.
2. Minturi, Fihris, Fols. 226, 228; Ibn al-Khatib, Ihata, III, 39-41; Katiba, 94-5;
A.M. Ibn al-Qadl, Durra, II, 245; Tunbukti, Nayl, 272-3.
3. Minturi, Fihris, Fols. 228; A.M. Ibn al-Qadi, Durra, II, 246.
4. Minturi, Fihris, Fols. 228; MuqattaCat, Fol. 61; A.M. Ibn al-Qadi, Durra, II, 246, 
Tunbukti, Nayl, 273.
5. Minturi, Fihris, Fols. 112, 228; MuqattaCat, Fols. 60-2, Sharh, 737; Ibn al-Khatib,
Katiba, 24-5; A.M. Ibn al-Qadi, Durra, III, 335; Jadhwat al-Iqtibas, II, 539;
Tunbukti, Nayl, 356-7; J.I. Kittani, Salwa, II, 143.
H'l
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authorization, but also he awarded his to him.
11. Muha m m a d  b. M. b. c Adl (805/1402 ) is a pious Quranic
teacher and judge in Granada. He taught al-Minturi and 
granted his authorization.^
12. Yahya b. A. b. Zakariyya, Abu Bakr (806/1403) is a
n o table Sufi and judge. A l - M i n t u r i  q u o t e d  him 
occasionally, and received his authorization.-^
13. Muhammad b. A. b. cAliaq (806/1403) is the Chief 
Justice and Mufti of Granada. He wrote many books. He 
taught al-Mincuri jurisprudence, but he died before al- 
Minturi had a chance to ask him for his approval.^
14. Muhammad b. M. al-Qayjati, A d u  cAbduilah (811/1408) is
the most outstanding specialist in Quranic studies in 
G r a n a d a  in his time. He is an a u c n o r i t y  on the 
Readings of the Quran. He took independent line on 
some aspects of NafiCls reading.^ No wonder that al- 
Minturi devoted a greater part of his studies to al- 
Qayjati. He read the Quran bo him seventeen times, and 
his books, especially "Sharh al-Durar", are full of 
references to his teacher.^ Al-Minturi also read all 
al-Qayjati's books to him, and relied upon his
1. Minturi, Fihris, Fols. 128; M.A. Kittani, Fihris al-Faharis, II, 6.
2. Minturi, Fihris, Fols. 228.
3. Minturi, Fihris, Fols. 227, 228; Muqattacat, 62 -69; Ibn al-Khatib, Ihata, IV, 374-5.
4. Minturi, Fihris, Fols. 227, 228; A.M. Ibn al-Qadi, Durra, II, 283; Tunbukti, Nayl,
281-2; Makhluf, Shajara, I, 247.
5. Minturi, Sharh, 586— ; Jazari, Ghaya, II, 244; Nashr, II, 117-8
6. Minturi, Muqatj:aCat, Fols. 62-8; Sharh, 122 onwards.
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e x t e n s i v e  knowledge. Moreover, he o b t a i n e d  his 
teacher's general authorization.^
15. Muhammad b. Sacid al-Rucayni al-Sarraj (779/1377). 
This teacher and the following ones were not named by 
al-Minturi as his teachers. They were included in his 
teachers by other sources. This scholar is a prominent 
transmitter and judge from Fez. He was cited as one of 
al-Minturi's teachers by Zaoidi.
16. Muhammad b. A. al-Haffar (811/1408) is a notahle 
Granadine scholar and Mufti. He was included as one or 
al-Minturi's teachers by Tunbukti and Makhluf.3
17. M u h a m m a d  b. Y. b. Jabir (827/1424) is a prominent 
Quranic teacher from Mexnes. He wrote a few oooks 
about Qur’an and other subjects. He was named as one of 
al-Minturi's teachers by Zabidi.^
In addition to al-Minturi being taught and authorized 
by these distinguished scholars, through them he was able 
to study and have the authority to transmit the complete
1. Minturi, Fihris, Fols. 25-26, 225, 228; see Jazari, Ghaya, II, 243-4; A.M, Ibn al- 
Qadi, Durra, II, 284; Tunbukti, Nayl, 282.
2. Zabidi, Taj, XIV, 170 (Kuwait). 5ee A.M. Ibn al-Qadi, Durra, II, 270; Jadhwat al-
Iqtibas , I, 235-6; Tunbukti, Nayl, 271-2; Makhluf, Shajara, I, 236. It is doubtful
whether this scholar was one of al-Minturi's teachers. Only Zabidi who claimed that 
he was. Makhluf (Shajara, I, 246) named al "RuCayni" as one of al-Minturi's teacher.
And this could also mean another teacher, i.e. M. b. M. b. Yusuf (see teacher No,3).
It is possible that Zabidi got mixed up between the two.
3. Tinbukti, Nayl, 282, 291; Makhluf, Shajara, I, 247. See A.M. Ibn al-Qadi, Durra,
H, 126.
4. Zabidi, Taj, XIV, 170 (Kuwait). See Ibn Ghazi, Fihris, 91; A.M. Ibn Qadi, Durra, II,
278 -9; Tunbukti, Nayl, 286-7; Makhluf, Shajara, I, 251-2.
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works of numerous and prominent authors, who wrote about 
various subjects.
Furthermore al-Minturi's teachers formed only part of 
his sources of informations. His yearnings for learning 
knew no bounds. Al-Minturi, being unable to travel further 
than Morocco, sought and obtained the general authorization 
of some of the most outstanding scholars in his time from 
different part of the Muslim world.^ Those scholars can be 
considered as teacners, since their functions and 
responsibilities towards their students, apart from not 
meeting them, are similar to the teachers.
As the eminence of al-Minturi's teachers is an 
indication of the depth of his knowledge, the prominence of 
his students is an evidence of his standing in the 
education circles of Granada. Below is a list of some of 
nis Moroccan and Andalusian students.
1. Muhummad b. A. b. Marzuq (842/1439 ) is an outstanding
scholar, Sufi and Mutti of Tlemcen. He wrote numerous 1 !
books aoout Quranic readings and otner subjects,^
2. Muhammad b. I. al-Raci, Shams al-Din (853/1450) is a 
notable Granadine jurisprudent. He was taugnt by al-
1. Minturi, Fihris, Fols. 112-225. He named no less than 650 authors, some of whom have 
written hundreds of books.
2. Minturi, Fihris, Fols. 228-31. He cited the names of 25 of them. See above.
3. Qalasadi, Rihla, 96-7; Tunbukti, Nay 1, 293-9; Ibn Maryam, Bustan, 201-4; M.A. 
Kittani, Fihris al-Faharis, I, 396; Maqqari, Naffr, V, 420-34; Makhluf, Shajara, I, 
252-3.
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Minturi and obtained his authorization.^
3. Muhammad b. cAsim, Abu Yuhya (alive 857/1453 ) is the 
famous and powerful Granadine scholar and w azir. He 
was a prominent student of al-Minturi, and wrote 
various books, quoting from his teacher.^
4. Muhammad b. Y. al-Mawwaq (897/1492) is a distinguished 
scholar, Sufi, and Mufti of Granada. He was, as well 
as being a nephew of al-Minturi's wife, a student of 
al-Minturi. He obtained his authorization, and quoted 
him quite often.^
5. Muhammad b. Yahya b, al-Sarraj, Abu al-Qasin). He is 
the son of al-Minturi's teacher Adu Zakatiyya al- 
Sarraj. He was taught oy al-Minturi and got his 
approval.^
6. Muhammad b. Yahya b, al-Sarraj, Abu cAbdullah. He is 
the brother of the previous student. He also received
— *r Sal-Mmturi's authorization.
1. Sakhawi, £aw* IX, 82-3, 203; A.M. Ibn al-Qadi, Durra. II, 290;_ Tixibuktl, Nayl. 310; 
Maqqari, Naffr, II, 694; Makhltif, Shajara, I, 248; Baghdadi, Hadiya, I, 198.
2. Tunbukti, Nayl, 291, 313; Maqqari, Azhar, I, 145-B6; Nafh, VI, 148-62; Makhluf,
Shajara, I, 248-9.
3. Sakhawi, Daw*, X, 68; A.M. Ibn al-Qadi, Durra, II, 141; Judhwat al-Iqtibas, I, 319; 
Tunbukti, Nayl, 324-5; Maqqari, Azhar, I, 21; MakhlOT, Shajara, I, 262.
4. M.A. Kittani, Fihris al-Fahiris, II, 6. See fore-page of al-Minturi's Fihris.
5. M.A. Kittani, Fihris al-Faharis, II, 6,
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e. His Works
Al-Minturi has written many books about various 
fields of Knowledge. Here is a list of them according to 
their subjects:
I QURANIC STUDIES
The Abridgment of (the commentary on the Quran called) 
Al-Azizi and re-arranging it in concordance with the 
chapters of the Quran.
2 . 1 C* I* I I i-J  Ua ^/f^ O f ■*>*  J ^
Makki’s Selections from the Seven Readings.
The Complete Assimilation in Abu cAmr o. ai-cAia* s 
{Reading)
4 • ^  ^  ^ ^^ ^  s/**  ^ d  ^  ^ ^ On— ^  ^
4 . "> d'' o „ I ~C I ~
.--- 4------ '--------ft -----i yj y yj »yj O—• V  ^  * 'v*
The combination of the Methods of al-Dani and Ibn 
Shurayh in regard to Yacqub's Reading, which was 
related by Rawh and Ruways.





5 . 1 ♦ ^  <Sj
About the number of the verses of the Quran.
There is a manuscript of this boo* in the National 
Library in Rabat, No. D1532. It consists of 20 folios, 
and was transcribed b. M. b. M. b. Ahmad al-Hawari in 
1102/1690. There is another copy in Alexandaria Public 
Library, No. 1012.^
6 . O £ f 0 *• jiJ J (Jf 4* L>VW?I I I Xt ^  ^  I 4—g I
The Reading of Warsh according to Abu BaKr M. b. A. al- 
Isbahani.
7. The commentary of the "Durar". It is this book, jy ^  jy*
8.  ^ • 5y— ^  ^ Or "As*^
The Reading of Humayd b. Qays al-Acraj.
9. 5 • oLJ-o-
The Reading of S. b. S. al-Tawil.
c <10 . * I ply- ^  Of O I* JI ** I/-“■*
The Reading of Sulayman b. M. al-Acmash.
1. Ibid. Zirikli, Aclam, 2nd Sup., p. 210,
2. Allouche, Regragui, Catalogue Des Manuscrits; Arabes De Rabat, 1, 42; M.S. al-** c —• "™Juwayni, A lam al-Dirasat al-Quraniyya, 337.





IX TRADITIONS OF THE PROPHET
11. 2
The Sublime Traditions (of the Prophet)
12. 3 c ^ L r a i
The Concatenate (traditions or the Prophet)
13.
The Learned Scholars1 Methods or commenting on the 
(Prophet's) traditions in The B o o k  (called) al-Anwar. 
There is a manuscript of this worK in the Qarawiyyin 
Library, Fez, No. 207, and another one in al-Azhar 
Library, Cairo, No. 1998.
This book is not included as one of al-Minturi's 
works, in any of the sources consulted. However, it is 
clearly his, as it said so at title page and at tne 
end. The contents of the book, the references and the 
teachers mentioned there, bear witness to that effect.
1. Minturi, Fihris, Fol. 232.
2. M.A. Kittani, Fihris al-Faharis, II, 6; Zjrikli, AClam, VII, 129 - 30; Kahfoala, MuC.jam 
al-Mifallifln, X, 258.
3. Minturi, Fihris, Fol. 232; M.A. Kittani, Fihris al-Faharis, II, 6; Kahhala, MuCjam 
al-Muallifin, X, 258.




14. ^ * u. I  ^^wj.1-^) I
The Companion's Gem and the Friend's Object.
15. 2 • ol .ib^ Jl olboJI• •*
The Different Tales.
1 6 .  3 . . - . l ^ l ^ j I k r . L I ^ J I
The Admonishing Tales.
17. 4 • 3f • Jl
It is probaoly about the pecularities of words.
18. . * l l . U
It seems to be adout "cheering signs"
M.A. K i t fani alone n a m e d  this booic as one of al- 
Minturi 's works.^ There is an indication that this is 
another name for the following book, according to some 
quotations and date of completion.
7 • C sL* J ft! I * Jafri I y L Lo^J I ^  I Ct L aJai -J I
Short Poems about Advice and Admonition.
19.
1. Minturi, Fihris, Fol. 232, Kah^ala, Mucjam al-Muallifin, X, 258.
2. Minturi, Fihris, Fol. 232.
3. Ibid.
4. Ibid. Kahhala, Muc.jam al-MualliFin, X, 258.
5. M.A. Kittani, Fihris al-Faharis, II, 6.
6. Ibid.
7. Minturi, Fihris, Fol. 232; M.A. Kittani, Fihris al-Faharis, II, 6; Zirikli, Aclam, 
VII, 130.
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This book was writcen by al-Minturi in 824/1421.1 
There is a manuscript of this work in the National Library 
of Rabat, No. D 1853.^
IV MISCELLANIES
20 * 3 ^  Jiljjl
This oook is perhaps about some aspects of 
Jurisprudence, as can be understood from similar works 
mentioned by al-Minturi.^
21* • 2^JI
"The Benefits of Sleeping1
22- 6 • i^Ull jStpl
"The Visions of Sleeping"
This title is probably another name for the preceeding 
book.
23 * *
"The Biography of al-Dani"
1. Minturi, Muqattacat, Fol. 69.
2. Allouche, Regragui, Catalogue Des Manuscrits Arabes de Rabat, 1.
3. Minturi, Fihris, Fol. 231.
4. Op. Cit., 90. See Ibn Khayr, Fihris, 232.
3. Minturi, Fihris, Fol. 232.
6. M.A. Kittani, Fihris al-Faharis, II, 6.




There are three manuscripts of this book; in the Royal 
Library of Rabat, the National Library of Rabat, and the 
Kittaniyya Library in Marrakesh. The Ms of the Royal 
Library of Rabat, No. 1578, is referred to in here.
This is a very useful book. It provides thorough 
coverage of al-Minturi's education, teachers and worKs. 
Also it contains a detailed list of all the books that al- 
Minturi obtained an authorization to teach and transmit.
The 1 F_i hri^ s/ of a i - M i n t u r i  is c o n s i d e r e d  as an 
essential Andalusian source of informations. It was met 
with the due attention and aamiration of numerous scholars 
and biographers, such as M. b. Qasim al-Qassar (1012/1603), 
who stated that "it contains a great deal (of sources)";2 
and A.M. Ibn al-Qadi (1025/1616), who asserted that "al- 
Minturi is the author of the great Fihris , which contains 
(the names of) most of the Islamic books".
1. A.M. Ibn al-Qadi, Durra, II, 287; Tunbukti, Nayl, 291} M.A. Kittani, Fihris al- 
Faharis , II, 5; MakhluF, Shajara, I, 248; Zirikli, AClam, VII, 130. Al-Minturi's 
Fihris is the subject of a thesis to be presented by Mr. M. b. Makki al-Wazzani to 
Par al-ljadith al-ljasaniyya, Rabat.
2. M.A. Kittani, Fihris al-Faharis, II, 3.
3. A.M. Ibn al-Qadi, Durra, II, 287.
1 I- f * a
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CHAPTER II NAFIC,S READING
The "Readings of the Qur'an" are not the text itself, 
but the manner that text is read.^ The validity of a 
reading depends on its acquiring three conditions: it has
to be in conformity with Arabic grammar; to be in agreement 
wit h  the c o n s o n a n t a l  text of the Qur'an; and to be 
transmitted in a well-attested chain of authority.^ Any 
reading which fulfils these conditions has to be accepted, 
whether it is inside the recognized Seven, Ten or Fourteen
*3Readings or outside them.
However, within the limits of these conditions tne 
variability of the Qur'anic Readings was confined primarily 
to phonemic and especially morephemic variations.^
The Seven Readings are considered as the most well-
1. See Zarkashi, Burhan, I, 318; Suyuti, Itqan, I, 222; M.H. Saghir, Tarikh al~ 
Quran, 123.
2. Makki, Ibana, 51; Abu Shama, Murshid, 158-9; Jazari, Nashr, I, 9; Minturi, 5harfr, 
764, Suyuti, Itqan, I, 210.
3. Makki, Ibana, 51; Abu Shama, Murshid, 178; Jazari, Nashr, I, 9; Suyuti, Itqan, I,
210. It is beyond the scope of this thesis to enter into the polemic of the causes of 
the differences between the Readings, which are the subject of detailed discussion by 
many scholars, some of whom also confused the variant Readings with the different 
codices, like T. Noldeke, Geschichte des Qorans, I, 261..., II, 120, III, 60; I. 
Goldziher, Die Richtunqen der Islamischen Koranauslaqunq, 4-32 (Arabic Trans. 6-47). 
Their conclusions were rejected by others, such as Zanjani, Tarikh al-Quran, 70; M.H. 
Saghir, Tarikh al-Quran, 99-111; L. Sacid, The Recited Quran, 103-7; T. Nuqra, 'al- 
Quran Wa al-Mustashriqun' (Manahij al-Mustashriqin, I, 19-57); M. Khalifa, The 
Sublime Quran and Orientalism, 10-17, 43, 79, 91-2; A, von Denffer, cUlum al-Quran,
158-64.
4. See K.N. Davies, The Art of Reciting The Quran, 11. It appears that even the most 
critical studies, such as J, Wansbrough's, would agree that "The apparatus criticus 
resulting from such accumulation of essentially uniform materials exhibits a series 
of conventional modification of one text" (Quranic Studies, 226).
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attested of all Quranic Readings, and the Reading of Nafic 
is treated as the foremost of the Seven Readings.
1. NAFICls Authority on Quranic Studies
Nafic b. cAbd al-Rahman b. Abi Nucaym (169/785 ) is 
the Reader of Madina.^* He read the Quran to many of 
Madina's leading teachers, prominent among them are: cAbd 
al-Rahman b. Hurmuz (117/735); Yazid b. Rawman (120/738), 
Muslim b. Jundab (130/748), Shayba b. Nisah (130/748) and 
Abu Jacfar Yazid b. al-Qacqac (131/749) who was one of the 
Ten Readers.^
Nafic taught his reading for more than seventy years. 
At the same time he was leading the prayers in the Holy 
Mosque of Madina. By the end of the first/seventh century, 
he was the undisputed leading reader of Madina, even while 
some of his teachers were still alive.^ Nafic,s Reading 
continued to be dominant in Madina for centuries.^ It won 
the approval and preference of great scholars, such as Imam 
Malik (179/795), Ibn Wahb (197/813), Imam al-Shafici 
(204/820) and Imam Ibn Hanbal (241/855).^
1. Details about Nafic's life are offered by al-Minturi. See Sharfr, 140-3 and the 
commentary notes.
2. It was reported that Nafic was taught by seventy teachers. See Jazari, Ghaya, II, 
319, 330.
3. Ibn Mujahid, Sabca, 63; Makki, Tabsira, 45, 46; Jazari, Ghaya, II. 331; Minturi, 
Sharfr, 140.
4. Ibn Mujahid, 5abca, 64; Jazari, Ghaya, II, 332,
5. IbnJIujahid, SabCa, 62-63; Jazari, Ghaya, II, 332; Minturi, Sharh, 144; Qastalani, 
Lataif al-Ishlrat, I, 94.
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It is not surprising that a great number of students 
from different parts of the Muslim world flocked to Madina 
to attend NafiCls classes.-*- Among them were two very 
important students: Qalun and Warsh. Through whom Nafic,s
Reading became renowned.
Qalun's name is cIsa b. Mina (220/835) from Madina. 
He was a step-son of Nafic.^  Qalun read to Nafic not only 
his reading but other readings too, like Abu Jacfar's. He 
attended his teacher's classes for more than twenty years, 
until Nafic asked him one day: "for how long you intend to
keep coming to my classes? Go and teachl"^ Nafic was so 
confident of his student command of this subject that he 
nicknamed him "Qalun", meaning "good" and "Ideal" in 
Greek.^ Qalun earned this complement despite (or because) 
of the fact that he was completely deaf and he used to lip-
cread.J
Qalun's dedication to his study was not restricted to 
oral instructions. He also kept a copy of what he learned
1. It was reported that the transmitters of NafiC,s Reading were 250 (Minturi, Sharp, 
140).
2. Dhahabi, Macrifa, I, 155 (Beirut); Jazari, Ghaya, I, 615, Nashr, I, 112.
3. Dhahabi, Macrifa, I, 155 (Beirut); Jazari, Ghaya, I, 615.
4. Dani, Taysir, 4; Jazari, Ghaya, I, 615; Minturi, Sharh, 155. It is in Greek "Ka^ov", 
denoting the meaning mentioned above. (Murray, A New English Dictionary, V, 650; J.T. 
Pring, The Oxford Dictionary of Modern Greek, 87). "Qalun" was used to give the same 
meaning in earlier Arabic literature, attributed to Ali b. Abi T§lib (40/660) and
£Abdallah b. cUmar (73/692). (See M.Y. Al-Bahuti, al-Rawd al-Murbic, I, 35; Minturi, 
Sharh, 155).
5. Dhahabi, Macrifa, I, 155-6 (Beirut); Jazari, Ghaya, I, 116, Minturi, Sharh, 155. 
There are other distinguished readers who are deaf, like Yusuf b. Y. al-Wasiti 
(328/935?). (Dhahabi, Macrifa, I, 250-1 (Beirut); Jazari, Ghaya, II, 404-5), For 
Qalun to use lip-reading as a method of education was well in advance of his time, 
considering it was nine centuries later that this method was established in Europe. 
(Encyclopedia Britannica, VII, 120-1).
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from his teacher.^- This practice was imitated by Qaiun's 
own students, who wrote down their teacher's instructions.2 
Qaiun's students certainly were not few. However, the most 
important of them is M. b. Harun, Abu Nashit (258/872 ).-*
The second prominent student of Nafic is c Uthman b. 
Sa°id, called Warsh (197/812) from Egypt.^ He came to
Madina in 155/772, and in spite of the great demand on
Nafic , and the long queues of students waiting to read to 
him, he was able to devote much time for his eager student, 
that Warsh used to finish reading the Quran to his teacher
c:roar times a month. Other students ceded their turns to 
him so he could have more time.®
Warsh, upon returning to Egypt and after he became 
well-versed in Arabic grammar, selected a distinctive 
reading, which was named after him He adopted two 
methods of recitations: Tahqiq (slow) and nadr (rapid). He
preferred the former in his teaching circles in his house
or in the mosque, and the latter, appropriately, during his
ftstay m  the Ribat (army camp). Warsh besides being an
1. Jazari, Ghaya, I, 615.
2. See Jazari, Ghaya, I, 11-12, 162, 492, II, 159, 196 , 299,
3. Dhahabi, Macrifa,I, 222-3 (Beirut); Jazari, Ghaya, I, 615-6, II, 272-3; Minturi, 
Sharh, 155-6.
4. Dahl Taysir, 4, Dhahabi, MaCrifa, I, 152-5 (Beirut); Jazari, Ghaya, I, 502; Minturi, 
Sharh, 151.
5. Dhahabi, MaCrifa, I, 154-5 (Beirut); Jazari, Ghaya, I, 503.
6. Dhahabi, MaCrifa, I, 155 (Beirut); Jazari, Ghaya, I, 503.
7. Dhahabi, Macrifa, I, 153 (Beirut); Jazari, Ghaya, I, 502, II, 402; Minturi, 
Sharh, 151.
8. Dhahabi, Ma°rifa, I, 181 (Beirut); Jazari, Ghaya, II, 402.
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excellent reader, had a beautiful voice, which was greatly 
enjoyed by his listeners. That perhaps explains why he 
had so many students, prominent among them was Abu Yacqub 
al-Azraq (c. 240/854), through whom Warsh's version was 
enhanced in Egypt and North Africa."^ Many of Warsh's 
students kept their copies of his instruction.-^
2. The Diffusion of NafiCls Reading
Nafic,s Reading found other followers, not only in 
Madina and Egypt where Qalun and Warsh were the most 
prominent amongst many, but also in various other places 
across the Muslim world. In Maxka there was al-Qasim, b. 
M. al-Qaysi, who studied Nafic,s Reading with some of 
Warsh's students/ In Yemen there was Musa b. Qurra, one 
of Nafic's students and the Judge of Zabid.5 In Syria 
there were many students of Nafic, such as cUtoa b. Hammad 
and al-Walid b. Muslim.6
In Iraq there were too many followers of Nafic's 
Reading, prominent among them were Abu cAmr b. al-cAla> 
(154/771) one of the Seven Readers, and al-Asmaci (216/831)
1. Jazari, Ghaya, I, 302.
2. Dhahabi, MaCrifa, I, 153, 181 (Beirut); Jazari, Ghaya, I, 502-3, II, 402; Nashr, I, 
114; Minturi, 5harh, 152; Suyuti, [jusn al-Muhadara, I, 277-8.
3. Jazari, Ghaya, I, 275, 389.
4. Op. Cit., II, 24.
5. Op. Cit., II, 319. It is interesting to note that Ibn Qurra, as well as introducing 
Nafi°'s Reading to Yemen he established Malik's School of Jurisprudence there. (See 
cIyad, Tartib, I, 53 , 259 , 396 -7).
6. Jazari, Ghaya, II, 331.
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the renowned philologist, both scholars came from Basra to 
read to Nafic.^  Also there was M. b. cAod al-Rahim al- 
Isbahani (296/908 ) who went to Egypt and read the Qura~n 
eighty times to some of Marsh's students. Then he 
returned to Baghdad and became the most authoritative 
scholar about Nafic,s Reading in Iraq. His influence 
continued throughout the centuries, at least until the time 
of a l - J a z a r i . ^  There were many followers of Nafic,s 
Reading in other parts of cIraq, such as Kufa, Was it and 
Hilvan.^
In Persia too, NafiCls Reading found some advocates, 
like Ktiarija b. Muscab (168/784) from SeraKhis, and M. b. 
cIsa b. Razin (253/867) from Isbahan,^ who was described by 
Abu Nucaym al-Isbahani thus "no one in m s  time has deep
-O— £understanding of Qiraat more than him".
The diffusion of Nafic,s Reading was not confined to 
the Eastern part of the Muslim world. It also spread to 
the Western side. In Egypt there was a great numoer of 
students of Nafic,s beside Warsh.^ Whose influence went 
beyond Egypt to North Africa and Andalusia.
In North Africa there were a few students of Nafic ,
1. Jazari, Ghaya, I, 288-92, 470; Dawudi, fabaqat al-Mufassirin, I, 354-5.
2. Dhahabi, Ma rifa, I, 232-4 (Beirut); Jazari, Ghaya, II, 169-70. Isbahani said: it*  ^— _
cost him 80,000 Dirhams to acquire that number of readings. (Ibid.; Dani, Ta rif, 
Fol. 3).
3. Jazari, Ghaya, II, 170.
4. Op. Cit., I, 125-6, 269, 309-10, II, 299 - 300.
5. Op. Cit., I, 268, II, 223-4.
6. Dhahabi, MaCrifa, I, 223-4 (Beirut); Jazari, Ghaya, II, 224.
7. See A.Kh. al-Bari, al Quran Wa cUlumuh Fl Misr, 184-93.
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such as Kurdum b. Khalid al-Maghribi, who came to Madina 
and attended Nafic's lessons.^ And also Siql'ab b. Ziyad 
al-Qayruwani (193/808) who was taught by Nafic and Malik. 2 
Since then the followers of Nafic were steadily increasing 
their numbers, at the expense of the Reading of Hamza. 
Naf iG's Reading is still the dominant school in North 
Africa, whereas Qaiun's version is preferred in Libya and 
Tunisia, and Warsh's is chosen in Algeria and Morocco. And 
in accordance with Warsh's version the Quran was printed in 
Algiers in 1905.4
3 NafiCls Reading in Andalusia
The Muslim conquerors of Andalusia were accompanied 
by many missions of religious teachers, whose task was to 
explain to the new faithfuls the basic instructions of 
Islam, and more importantly to teach them the Quran. It 
was only a matter-of-course that those teachers read the 
Quran according to the manner of recitation which they had 
acquired.
Those Muslims not only committed tne Quran to their 
memories and introduced it to wherever they went, out also
1. Dhahabi ,Macrifa, 1,108, (Beirut); Jazari, Ghaya, II, 32.
2. Makhluf, Sha.jana, I, 62.
3. Ibn al-Abbar, Takmila, I, 360-1; Maqqari, Nafb, II, 65; A. Kannuni, Al-Madrasa al- 
Qurahiyya, 56.
4. Brocklemann, II, 4 (Arabic transl.); BradCi, Al-Durr al-Masun, 4.
5. Maqqari, Azhar, I, 66; A. Kannuni, Al-Madrasa al-Qura~niyya, 30-2.
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they often carried with them copies of the Qur'an, as they 
did when they were conquering Andalusia in 92/710.^ Amid 
the conquering army there were many authoritative scholars 
from the second generation (TabicIs), like Hanash b. 
cAbdullah (100/718) who built the first mosques of Elvira 
and Saragossa, and taught the Quran. And also Bakr b. 
Sawad (128/745) who was sent by the Caliph cUmar b. cAbd 
al-cAziz (99-101/717-9) to teach tne Quran to the 
Andalusians. 5
( 1 )
At these early stages there was not a particular 
dominant reading. But as the conquering army was settling 
down and during the imigration waves of the Arab tribes 
from Syria and Iraq, two schools were starting to emerge. 
The Syrians introduced the Jurisprudence School of al- 
Awzaci (157/774) the dominant school in Syria,^ and the 
Iraqis brought with them the Reading of Hamza b. Habio 
(156/773), the major school in Iraq. 5 As time progressed 
the Andalusians felt the need for unity and conformity to 
neutral and closely connected schools. That became 
necessary when the conquering army settled, and the Arab 
tribes became sedentary, and especially after the
1. Dani, Muqnic, 16. See A. Kh. al-Bari, al-Quran Wa cUlumuh Fi Misr., 73.
2. Faradi, Tarikh CUlama>, I, 125; Humaydi, Jadhwa, 6, 201-3; Dabbi, Buqhya, 4, 278-BO; 
Ibn al-Khatib, Ihata, I, 91-2.
3. Ibn ^ajar, Tahdhib al-Tahdhib, VI, 81; Maqqari, Azhar, I, 64.
4. °Iyad, Tartib, I, 79 -80; Brockleman, III, 307-8 (Arabic trans.). See Khushani, Qudat 
Qurtoba, 15-21. ^
5. Faradi, Tarikh cUlumI? II, 110, Humaydi, Jadhwa, 54; Dabbi, Buqhya. 113; Dhahabi, 
MaCrifa, I, 111-5 (Beirut); Jazari, Ghaya II, 217; Maqqari, Nafh, II, 65.
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establishment of the Umayid Calephate in Andalusia 
(138/755).
The two schools of al-Awzaci and Hamza continued to 
be studied in Andalusia, but their prominence lasted only a 
few decades. The new Umayid Caliphate's drive to assure 
its independence from Baghdad, and secure the unity of its 
people politically and culturally, encouraged those trends 
to acertain its objectives. They looked beyond Iraq and 
Syria, the political power bases of their opponents, the 
Abbasids. It was not surprising that they chose Madina, 
which was not only a spiritual centre for Muslims, but also 
shared a common cause with Andalusia, i.e. a tendency to 
take an independent line from Baghdad. And who was more 
qualified to be followed than MaliK b. Anas (179/795) who, 
besides being a great scholar and the Imam of the Madinian 
School of Jurisprudence, was a staunch opponent of the 
Abbasids. ^
As if to consolidate their independence the 
Andalusians adopted the Reading of Nafic, who, as well as 
being the undisputed leading reader of Madina, was the
teacher of Malik. Malik's admiration of NafiC|s Reading
2induced him to prefer it to any other reading.
1. Malik stated that: People's declaration of allegiance to the Abbasids was invalid, 
since it was made under duress. C[abari, Tarikh, VII, 560). See4Iyad, Tartib, I, 220- 
31; Ibn Farhun, Diba.j, I, 127-32.
2. Ibn Mujahid, 5abca, 62; Makki, Tabsira, 45; Dhahabi, Macrifa, I, 108 (Beirut),
Jazari, Ghaya, II, 331-2. Significantly Nafic himself did not cooperate with the
Abbasids, and after consulting Malik, refused to lead the prayer for the Abbasid 
Caleph Harun al-Rashid. See Qastalani Lataif al-Isharat, I, 93.
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The two schools of Nafic and Malik were introduced to 
Andalusia as early as the reign of the first Umayid Caliph 
cAbd al-Rahman I (138-72/755-88). The credit for their 
introduction owed by the pioneering Andalusian scholar al- 
Ghazi b. Qays (199/814).^ The bond between the two schools 
was too strong since their establishment, and for the 
Andalusians the happy union between these schools was 
blessed in the Person of al-Ghazi b. Qays.
Al-Ghazi was so meticulous a student of Nafic that he 
c o m p a r e d  his copy of the Quran wit h  iSiafiCls Reading
9tnirteen times and corrected it accordingly. He became 
the leading reader of Cortova, and a d o p t e d  a mo r e 
articulate manner of recitation, with special emphasis on 
the glottal stop and long vowels. While this method did 
not receive the support of his teacher, who branded it as 
only suitable for teaching children,^ the Andalusians were 
more appreciative of al-Ghazi's way of reading, that they 
continued to follow him and write their copies of the Quran 
in accordance with his instructions. Some of these copies 
r e m a i n e d  in e x i s tence until the time of al-Dani 
(444/1052 ) . 5
1. Ibn al-Qutiyya, Tarikh Iftftafr al-Andalus, 56; Faradi, Tarikh cUlama? I, 145;€Iyad, 
Tartib, I, 347-8; Jazari, Ghayat II, 2. The Caliph held al-Ghazi in high esteem.
2. Jazari, Ghaya, II, 2.
3. °Iyad, Tartib, I, 348; Jazari, Ghaya, II, 2, 296.
4. Jazari, Ghaya, II, 296.
5. Op. Cit., II 296-7.
( 2 )
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Qur*an was the prime motive Dehind tne Andalusians' 
devotion to religious studies, which were given special 
attention. By the reign of Hisnam I (172-80/788-96), wno 
held mutual respect and admiration with Malik,1 the 
advocates of Malik's school received official recognition 
and g a i n e d  the c o n f i d e n c e  of the Caliph. They were 
appointed advisers and judges in the State, just as the 
followers of Abu Hanifa's school were elevated by the 
Abbasids.^ The advocates of Malik's school, especially the 
judges, became so powerful oy the reign of al-Hakam I (180- 
206/796-811 ) that they challenged the Caliph's a u t n o n t y ,  
who dealt them a decisive Dlow out not a fatal one.
Despite this setback more Andalusians came to admire 
the two schools, and an increasing number of scholars were 
discovering the virtues of following Nafic and Malik, such 
as Yahya b. Y. al-Laythi (234/848 ) who went to Madina and 
attended the lessons of Nafic and Malik.^ Also al-Ghazi o. 
Qays left a legacy to his students, prominent among them 
were, his son cAbdUllah (233/847 ),  ^cAbd al-Malik b. Haoib 
(238/852)^ and Asbagh D. Khalil (273/886),^ all of whom 
besides being authoritative Qur^anic readers were well
1. Ibn al-Qutiyya, Tarikh Iftitab al-Andalust 62.
2. Faradi, Tarikh cUlama^ II, 179-81; Humaydi, Jadhwa, 383-4; Dabbi, Buqhya, 510-2; 
cIyatl, Tartib, III, 16-20; Ibn SaCid, Mughrib, I, 164; Ibn cIdhari, Bayan, II, 66; 
Marrakushi, Mucjib, 19; Ibn Farhib, Diba.j, II, 64- 66. See also M.A. cIs^, Tarikh al- 
Taclim Fi al-Andalus, 81-90.
3. Marrakushi, Mucjib, 20-1.
4. Faradi, Tarikh CUlami^ II, 179-81; CIyad, Tartib. II, 534-47.
5. Jazari, Ghaya, I, 440-1.
6. cIyad, Tartib, III, 30-48; Ibn al-Khatib, Ihata, III, 548-53; Ibn Farhun, Diba.j, II, 
8-15. ^




Whereas al-GhazI's students followed their teacher in 
concentrating on NafiCls Reading, other Andalusian 
scholars, such as Ibrahim b. al-Qazzaz (274/887?) seemed to 
make a point of specializing in Hamza's Reading, as well as 
Naf ic 1 s.
However, al-Ghazi b. Qays was not the only channel 
through which NafiC|s Reading reached Andalusia. 
Successive Cortovan scholars contributed greatly to the 
establishment of Nafic's Reading in Andalusia, such as 
Muhammad b. Waddah and Zakariyy"a b. Yahya (both lived in 
the second half of the 3/9 century). They went to Egypt to 
study Nafic 's Reading, and then returned to Andalusia to 
hold eminent positions in the circles of Quranic studies. 
They earned the admiration of many scholars, and al-Dani 
said of one of them
"There was no one in Andalusia, after al-Ghazi 
b. Qays, whose knowledge of Nafic,s Reading 
was better than that of Zakariyya b. Yahya ...
Quranic studies continued to occupy a primary place 
in Andalusia, people were eagerly studying the Qur^an, and 
the Caliph cAbdUllah b. Muhammad (275-300/888-912) 
memorized the Qui/an and used to recite it frequently.^
1. Faradi, Tarikh cUlama* I, 10-11, Humaydi, Jadhwa, 150; J a z a r i ,  Ghaya, I, 23.
2. Jazari, Ghaya, I, 294-5.
3. Ibn cIdhari, Bayan, II, 153.
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While al-Ghazi b. Qays and his students were very 
instrumental in introducing NafiC|s Reading to Andalusia, 
it remained in a very exclusive circle, until the 
distinguished Andalusian scholar M. b. U. b. Khayrun 
(306/918) took it upon himself to spread Nafic,s Reading 
not only in Andalusia, but also to North Africa.^ He 
meticulously followed Nafic's Reading according to Warsh's 
version, and became the undisputed leader of that Reading.
He also compiled some books about various aspects of
>—* ■ . 9Quranic studies.
The intrinsic relationship between Nafic's Reading 
and Malik's school was strengthening. While Ibn Khayrun 
was energetically teaching Nafic's Reading, the Caliph cAod 
al-Rahman al-Nasir (300-50/912-61) found it to his
advantage to affirm his adherence to the Madinian school
— > Ti.e. Malik's.
Quranic studies were the primary objective for the 
numerous schools and mosques, which al-Hakam II (350- 
66/961-76 ) had built all over Cortova.^ And for these 
projects to be conducive, he set out to provide them with 
the two most essential ingredients; books and teachers, 
which he eagerly sought to bring from outside Andalusia.
1. Faradi, Tarikh cUlama?, II, 110-1; Ibn al-Abbar, Takmila, I, 360-1; Dhahabi, Macrifa, 
I, 283 (Beirut); Jazari, Ghaya, II, 217; Maqqari, Naflj, II, 65.
2. Jazari, Ghaya, II, 217,
3. Ibn Hayyan, al-Mugtabas, V, 24, 25.
4. Ibn CIdhari, Bayan, II, 240, 287-B.
5. Ibn 5acid, Mughrib, I, 186. See Faradi, Tarikh cUlama:>, I, 69; Humaydi, Jadhwa, 165; 
Dabbi, Buqhya, 232.
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Amongst those who were invited to Cortova was Abu al- 
Hasan c Ali al-Antaki (377/987) who was not only an 
outstanding Quranic teacher, but also a specalist of 
Nafic,s Reading, and has written one of the earliest books 
about it, w hich bec a m e  an i m p o r t a n t  text book in 
Andalusia.^ Another duly qualified scholar of NafiC|s 
Reading, cAbdullah b. M. al-Qudac i (378/988) was also 
summoned to Cortova. Indeed other scholars longed to 
emigrate to Andalusia, for it seemed to be the promised 
land for the advocates of Nafic,s Reading.^
Cortova did not lack cultured men who contributed 
significantly to the advancement of knowledge. One of the 
chief and most important men was the great w a z ir and 
effective ruler al-Mansur b. Abi cAmir (367-92/977-1001) 
who, in spite of his mounting duties, not only allocated 
time for weekly meetings with notable scholars, out also 
took great pleasure in writing his copy of the Qur^an in his 
own hand-writing, and used to read it and contemplate it.4
That does not mean there was shortage of Quranic 
scribes, on the contrary, in the eastern side of Cortova 
alone, there were 170 women scribes, who used to write the
Qur’an in the Kufic style.^ Not to mention other parts of
1. Faradi, Tarikh cUlamaf I, 316; Ibn Bashkuwal, 5ila, II, 534-3; Dhahabi, Macrifa, I, 
342-3 (Beirut); Jazari, Ghaya, I, 565; Minturi, Fihris, Fol. 123.
2. Dhahabi, MaCrifa, I, 341 (Beirut); Jazari, Ghaya, I, 456
3. See Jazari, Ghaya, II, 188-9.
4. Ibn cIdhari, Bayan, II, 288; Ibn SaCid, Muqhrib, I, 199-203.
5. Marrakushi, Mucjib, 372.
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Cortova, men scribes, nor other writing styles.1
Whereas the 5/11 century saw the disintegration of 
the Umayid Caliphate into petty states, and then the 
hegemony of the Murabits, Nafic,s Reading was given a big 
injection of dedication by three very important Andalusian 
scholars, who besides keeping Nafic 's Reading alive and 
well, also assured its continued dominance. These scholars 
are Ahmad b. M. al-Talamanki (429/1U37); MaKki b. Abi Talib 
(437/1045) and Abu cAmr cuthman b. S. al-Dani (444/1U52).
The Cortovan scholar al-TalamanKi, after pursuing his 
studies in Andalusia and outside it, occupied a prominent 
position in Cortova's teaching circles. Not only was he 
well versed in M a l i k ’s school, but also an authority on 
Quranic studies, and especially Nafic's Reading.^ Whereas 
al-Ghazi b. Qays and Ibn Khayrun were respectively credited 
wi t h  intr o d u c i n g  and spreading N a f i Cls Reading in 
Andalusia, al-Talamanki had the task of introducing many of 
the materials and reference books for Quranic studies.^ He 
was considered as one of the earliest Andalusian scholars 
to write about Quranic Readings and particularly Nafic,s. 
Al-Minturi frequently quoted al-Talamanki.^
Maxki chose to settle in Cortova, after leaving
1. See Ibn Bashkuwal, Sila, I, 5.
2. Humaydi, Jadhwa, 114; cIyad, Tartib, IV, 749-50; Ibn Bashkuwal, $ila, I, 44-5,
3. Dhahabi, Macrifa, I, 385-7 (Beirut); Jazari, Ghaya, I, 120, Nashr, I, 34.
4. CIyad, Tartib, IV, 750; Ibn Bashkuwal, 5ila, I, 45; Minturi, Fihris, Fol. 142; 
Sharfr, 141, 202,...; Khalifa Kashf al-Zuntin, 93^
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Qayruwan, and visiting Makka, Madina, Jerusalem and other 
seats of learning.^- The main attractions of Cortova were 
its appetite for notable scholars and good reference books. 
It was only a matter-of-course that Makki wrote the bulk of 
his works there, most of them aoout Quranic studies.^ A 
great number of these books was about Nafic,s Reading.-^
( 3 )
Interest in Quranic studies was not confined to 
Cortova, other Andalusian cities were competing with the 
capital in promoting these studies. Denia not only played 
an important role in the field of Qur’anic Readings, but 
achieved supremacy over Cortova, under the active 
encouragement of its ruler, Mujahid b, cAbdullah
(436/1044), who was a notable scholar and leading Quranic
• *i • 4specialist.^
Moreover Denia's contribution to tne advancement of 
Quranic studies was not limited to that. It produced its 
famous son and outstanding scholar Abu cAmr al-Dani, who, 
perhaps believing that knowledge does not necessarily 
increase sorrow, said
"Whatever I read I write it, when I write it I
1. Humaydi, Jadhwa, 351; Ibn Bashkuwal, Sila, II, 631-3, Dabbi, Bughya, 469; Jazari, 
Ghaya, II, 310.
2. Makki, Kashf, I, 23-29 (introduction); CIyad, Tartib, IV, 737-8; Jazari, Ghaya, II, 
309-10; Minturi, Fihris, Fol. 150; Sharfr 136, 138, and so on.
3. Makki, Kashf, I, 23-7 (introduction).
4. Humaydi, Jadhwa, 352-4; Dabbi, Bughya, 472-3; Yaqut, MuCt|am al-Buldan, II, 540; Ibn 
Khaldun, Muqaddima, 783.
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memorize it, when I memorize it I never forget 
i t " . ^
Al-Dani's extensive knowledge and deep understanding 
of Quranic studies made him as the primary source for 
scholars all over the years, not only in Andalusia but 
throughout the Muslim world. So the author, al-Minturi, 
certainly was no exception when he considered al-Dani's 
authoritative information as the basis for his c o m m e n t a r y . ^  
That is hardly surprising, taking into account that al-Dani 
has written numerous and well researched works, most of 
them are about Qu r a n i c  studies, and a c o n s i d e r a b l e  
proportion of them deals with different aspects of Nafic,s 
Reading.^
Qur*anic studies continued to be given a primary 
status in the Puritan State of al-Muhhida*, which came to 
rule Andalusia by the middle of the 6/12 century. Its 
advocates were encouraged to devote more time for studying 
the Quran, and they were required to read the Qur’an twice 
daily.^ The Caliph cAbd al-Mumin b. cAli (527-58/1132-63) 
could not resist transferring a unique copy of tne Qur’an 
from Cortova to Marrakush. When he finally succeeded in 
552/1157, he selected the best calligraphers and artists to
1. Jazari, Ghaya, I, 504.
2. Ibn Bashkuwal, Sila, II, 405-7; Dhahabi, MaCrifa, I, 406-9 (Beirut); Ibn Khaldun, 
Muqaddima, 785-4; Jazari, Ghaya, I, 505-5.
5. Minturi, Sharht 160.
4. Dani, Muktafa, 56-44 (introduction).
5. A.A. cAllam, al-Dawlat al-Muw^hhidiyya bf al-Maqhrib, 295.
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adorn this copy with gold and precious stones.^- Other 
Caliphs went beyond that, like Yusuf b. cAbd al-Mumin (558- 
80/1163-84), wno memorized the Quran, and was described "as
> - * 9the best Quranic reciter".
So it was not surprising to find many distinguished 
scholars from almost every major Andalusian City, wno made 
their marks in promoting Quranic studies.^ Their influence 
was not limited to Andalusia, but also was much in evidence 
in other parts of the Muslim world.
Amongst numerous Qur’anic teachers in Cortova there 
was Ahmad b. Salih al-Makhzumi (562/1166) who attached more 
importance to Nafic,s Reading, and continued to do so when 
he moved to Fez.^ One of his Cortovan students, cAbd al-
Haqq b. M. al-Khazraji (604/1207) also devoted his
attention to NafiC|s Reading.^
As for Seville there was a great numoer of Quranic 
scholars, prominent among them was cAbd al-cAziz b. A. al- 
Sumati, called Ibn al-Tahhan (c. 560/1164), who was one of
the best Quranic teachers, and has written an excellent
  — /:book, from which al-Minturi quoted frequently. One of the
last, but not least, Quranic specialists of Seville was
1. Nasiri, Istiqsa, II, 113-4. This copy was unique because it was one of the copies 
which the third Caliph CUthman (23-33/643-55) dispatched to certain cities.
2. Marrakushi, Mucjib, 155. See Ibn al-Khatib, Ihata, IV, 355-7.
3. See M.A. CIsa, Tarikh al-TaClim Fi al-Andaus, 287-94.
4. A.M. Ibn al-Qadi, Jadhwat al-Iqtibas, I, 139.
5. Jazari, Ghaya, I, 359.
6. Dhahabi, Macrifa, II, 548 (Beirut); Jazari, Ghaya, I, 395; Minturi, Sharfr, 745, 
747, ....
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cAli b. Jabir al-Dabbaj (646/1248) who took great interest, 
both as a student and teacher, in Nafic's Reading.
In regard to Jativa there was al-Qasim b. Firruh 
(590/1193) a genius for making Quranic readings more 
accessable to students and scholars. He versified Quranic
9readings to facilitate their memorization. Students used
-3to queue all night to be able to read to him at dawn. He 
versified some of al-Dani's books into two works; 
"Hirz al-Amani" and ,lCAqiiat Atrab al-Qasaid", which became 
renowned throughout the Muslim world, and hardly any 
scholar's library was without them.^
However, spending sleepless nights for the sake of 
knowledge was not students' monopoly, another distinguished 
scholar from Jativa, Muhammad b. A. b. Mascud (625/1227 ), 
often spent the night giving lessons, as he did when he 
stayed up all night teaching one of his students the whole 
Quran according to Nafic's Reading.^
If the Andalusians, as Ibn Khaldun seems to think, 
did not devote enough time to studying other aspects of
1. Dhahabi, Mafrifa, II, 647 (Beirut); Jazari, Ghaya, I, 528-9.
2. Dhahabi, Macrifa, II, 573-5 (Beirut); Asnawi, Tabaqat al-ShafiCiyya, II, 113-4; 
Jazari, Ghaya, II, 20—3; Dawudi, Jabaqat al-Mufassirin, II, 39-42.
3. Jazari, Ghaya, II, 22. Vis a vis another Andalusian scholar, M. b. Malik (672/1273), 
the outstanding grammarian and Quranic specialist, who went to teach in Damascus, but 
students were not very enthusiastic to attend his classes, so he used to lookout of 
the window of the mosque and call out for students if they wanted to read to him 
Quranic Readings or Arabic Grammar. (See, Jazari, Ghaya, II, 80-1).
4. Ibn Khaldun, Muqaddima, 783-4; Jazari, Ghaya, II, 21-2. Jazari said that he has 
declined an offer to exchange his copy of "Hirz al-Amani1 for its weight in silver. 
(Ghaya^ II, 22).
5. Dhahabi, MaCrifa, II, 612-3 (Beirut); Jazari, Ghaya, II, 88.
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Q u r anic studies, they c e r t a i n l y  made up for it by 
concentrating on Qurajnic Readings, and writing numerous 
works about them. These cooks, as we nave seen, became the
standard references, not only in Andalusia, but also ail
over the Muslim world.
( 4 )
However by the middle of the 7/13 century, as the 
Muslim rule was diminishing from most parts of Andalusia, 
and many cities fell to the Christians, an exodus started. 
Many notable scholars departed and settled in other parts 
of the Muslim world. But a greater number of them chose to 
emigrate to Muslim ruled areas of Andalusia. Learning 
centres were no longer Cortova, Seville nor Denia, but 
Granada, the new capital of the Nasrid Kingdom.
While Granada's interest in Quranic studies started
later than other major Andalusian cities, its contribution
to these studies began long before it became the political 
capital of the Nasrids. As early as the end of 5/11 
century there were notable Qu/anic scholars, such as cAli 
b. A. b. Kurz (511/1117),^ Abu al-Hasan cAli al-Badhish 
(528/1133)^ and his son Abu Oac far Ahmad (540/1145).^ 
Father and son wrote many books, some of which were about
1. Ibn Khaldun, Muqaddima, 1041.
2. See above, "The Political Situation in Andalusia", _
3. Ibn Bashkuwal, Sila, II, 424; Dabbi, Bughya, 419-20; Dhahabi, Macrifa, I, 481-2 
(Beirut); Jazari, Ghaya I, 523.
4. Dabbi, Bughya, 419; Ibn al-Khatib, Ihata, IV, 100-1; Ibn Farhun, Dibaj, II, 107-8; 
Jazari, Ghaya I, 518-9.
5. Ibn al-Khatib, IhETta, I, 194-6; Jazari, Ghaya I, 83.
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Quranic studies, Al-Minturi studied these books and 
r e f e r r e d  to them in his w o t k s .1, G r a n a d i n e  scholars 
accorded Nafic 's Reading a prominent place, Abu al-Hasan 
al-Badhish studied it when he was ten years old.
The Nasrids continued tne role played by other Muslim 
rulers, by building mosques and schools, and promoting the 
advancement of knowledge. The Andalusians adopted a 
balanced system of education, and considered the Qur^an as
pthe foundation of the school's curriculum. The Nasrid 
Kings made a point of having the Quran read at the end of 
their regular twice weekly meetings with their subjects.
The Kings of Granada also recognized that Quranic 
scholars enjoyed prestigeous and endearing status, whom 
should be respected and even forgiven although they might 
have committed the unpardonable act of oppos i ng the 
authority of the King, such was the case of Munammad P. A. 
al-Balansi (782/1380), one of al-Minturi's teachers, who 
earned the wrath of Muhammad V for his association with the 
King's opponents, but he was saved from certain death, and 
forgiven, because of his excellent reading of the Quran.^
Granada inherited the legacy of Cortova, not only as
1. Minturi, Fihris, Fols. 155, 175; Sharh, 140, 244 and so on.
2. Ibn Khaldun, Muqaddima, 1039. See above, p. 30 note 3.
3. Ibn al-Khatib, Lamija, 44; Ihata, II, 95.
4. Ibn al-Khatib, Ihata, III, 39.
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the political Capital of Andalusia, but also as the 
learning centre. It produced a great number of scholars in 
various fields of knowledge, especially Quranic studies, 
prominent among those was Ahmad b. cAli al-Tabbac 
(680/1281). The leading Quranic scholar in Granada.'1- 
Other Granadine teachers, like Ahmad b. A. b. Rashid 
(702/1302) continued the practice of following al-Dani's 
foot-steps and using his books as the primary sources.^
In addition distinguished scholars were invited to 
teach in Granada's mosques, such as cAli b. cUmar al- 
Qayjati (730/1329) who was not only well versed in Quranic
studies, but also a specialist in Nafic's Reading and wrote
_ — 'ia book about it, from which a l - M m t u r i  quoted. Another 
Granadine scholar, Muhammad b. A. b. Juzayy (741/1340) also 
compiled a book called 1 Al-Mukhtasar al-Baric Fi Qiraat 
Nafic ".^
Furthermore, Granada's contribution was not confined 
to inviting and receiving prominent scholars, but also it 
sent out graduates to teach in other Muslim cities outside 
Andalusia, like Muhammad b. Yusuf b. Hayyan (745/1344), the 
outstanding scholar and specialist in Nafic's Reading, who 
wrote numerous books, some of whicn are about Quranic 
studies. He went to settle and teach in Cairo, after
1. Dhahabi, MaCrifa, II, 714 (Beirut); Jazari, Ghaya, I, 87.
2 . Ibn al-Khatib, Ihata, I, 196-202.
3. Ibn al-Khatib, Katlba, 37-40; Ihata, IV, 104-7; Ibn Farhun, Dibaj, II, 110; Minturi, 
Fihris, Fol. 220; Sharfr, 424, 614; Tunbukti, Nayl, 292.




At the time of al-Minturi's birth, Granada was
enjoying the longest lasting peace in its history, and
became the principal centre for seekers of fame, fortune 
oand knowledge. Educational opportunities were aplenty, 
distinguished scholars, like al-Ballafiqi (770/1368) one of 
al-Minturi's sources of information, was teaching, writing 
and working for the advancement of knowledge in general and 
Qur^anic studies in particular. His writings showed 
remarkable insight into the literary life of Andalusia.^
However, man in Granada were not the only ones who 
had the opportunities to seek Knowledge, women too were 
engaged in scientific and literary pursuit; they were quite 
active and successful participants such as Umm Al-Husn Dint 
al-Tanjali (c. 760/1359) who was a notable physician and an 
excellent Quranic reader.^
Most of al-Minturi's teachers were Quranic 
specialists, who taught and wrote various works concerning 
Quranic studies. Some of them, such as his father-in-law,
1. Ibn Hayyan, Diwan, 33 (introduction). Dhahabi, Ma°rifa, II, 723 (Beirut); Ibn al- 
Khatib, Katiba, 81-6; Ihata, III, 43-60; Jazari, Ghaya, II, 285-6; Minturi, Fihris, 
Fol. 219; Sharh, 250, 516, 606-7.
2. Nubahi, Tarikh Qudat al-Andalus, 156, and see above "The Political Situation in 
Andalusia".
3. Ibn al-Khatib, Katiba, 127-34; Ihata, II, 143-69; Nubahi, Tarikh Qudit al-Andalus, 
164-7; Jazari, Ghaya, II, 235; Minturi, Fihris, Fol. 223; Sharh, 124, 134 and so on. 
A.M. Ibn al-Qadi, Jadhwat al-Iqtibas, I, 292-3; Maqqari, Nafh, V, 471, Hajji Khalifa, 
Kashfal-£unun, I, 209.
4. Ibn al-Khatib, Ihata, I, 430-1.
5. See details about the author's teachers above in "al-Minturi's life".
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M. b. Baqi (791/1388), specialized in NafiC|s Reading.^ 
More importantly was the contribution of his outstanding 
teacher, M. al-Qayjati (811/1408), the leading Quranic 
specialist of Granada, who besides being an authority on 
Nafic,s Reading, took an independent line on some aspects 
of it. Fortunately al-Minturi exhibited detailed and 
frequent display of his teachers opinions.^
Al-Minturi, himself, inherited the legacy of his 
teachers, and became the master of Quranic studies and the 
undisputed authority on Nafic,s Reading. His well 
documented book “Sharh al-Durar" Dears witness to his 
command of this subject. If this work was one of the most 
comprehensive Andalusian book about NafiC|s Reading, it was 
probably one of the last works of its kind, since Quranic 
studies were in a steady decline after al-Minturi.
Nafic,s Reading was the dominant school in Andalusia 
for nearly seven centuries. That is not to say that the 
Andalusians did not know other readings, on the contrary 
they studied all the other major readings, for if it was 
possible to devote their effort to one particular school of 
jurisprudence, i.e. Malik's, it was quite difficult, if not 
impossible to study NafiC|s Reading in isolation from other 
readings, oecause Quranic readings manifest their 
distinction by comparison to the Qur^’n text: and to each
1. Ibn al-Khatib, Ifrata, III, 39-41.
2. Minturi, Sharh, 122, 143, 154 and many more pages.
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other. A certain reading may dominate the others when it 
becomes the chosen one from amongst them.
However, it seems that the advocates of Nafic 's 
Reading did not have the arena all to themselves, pockets 
of resistance held fast here and there. The followers of 
Hamza b. Habib's school, one of the Seven Readings, and the 
first one to be introduced to Andalusia, apparently were 
still alive and kicking centuries after it was presumed 
dead. At al-Min t u r i ' s  time there w e r e  some mosques 
specializing in teaching Hamza's Reading.*1- But it had an 
insignificant numoer of followers and remained in the 
margin.
( 5 )
The Andalusians chose Nafic 's Reading and adnered to 
it faithfully all over these centuries not only because of 
its prominence, but also for many valid and sound reasons: 
Political, cultural, social, linguistic and religious.
The importance of Nafic 's Reading is that it was 
treated as the first one of the Seven w e l l - a t t e s t e d  
Readings. Nafic was considered as an authoritative scholar 
and the leading reader of Madina, and he won the admiration 
of many scholars, prominent among them Iman M*alik, Ibn
1. Ibn al-Khatib, Ihata, I, 129.
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Wahb, imarD Shaf ic i and Imam Ibn Hanbal.-1 The virtues of 
Na£ic,s Reading, as the Andalusians came to know tnem, were 
underlined by the approval of Imam MaliK, who was not only 
a great scholar and a student of N a f i c , but more 
importantly, he was the leader of the Madinian School of 
Jurisprudence, which the Andalusian had chosen to follow.
Also there were compiling political reasons for the 
Andalusians to embrace NafiC|s Reading, for the new Umayid 
Caliphate deemed it imperative to declare its independence 
from the Abbasids, and as we have seen earlier on how the 
alli a n c e  b e t w e e n  the U m a y i d s  and MaliK's School of 
J u r i s p r u d e n c e  gave the two parties, respectively, 
legitimacy and free hand to teacn and work unhindered.^ 
And if Malik considered the Reading of biafi0 as the best 
one and should be adhered to, then the emorace of NariCls 
Reading became as political prudence more than just a 
choice.
The Andalusians endeavoured not only to affirm their 
political independence, but also their educational and 
cultural distinction, which manifested itself in the 
adoption of a different system of education, and the 
embrace of the two schools of Nafic and Malik.^ The 
Andalusians felt that they were in constant competition
1. Ibn Mujahid, 5abCa^. 62-3, Jazari, Ghaya, II, 332; Minturi, Sharh, 144.
2. As explained earlier in this Chapter.
3. See above about "The Political Situation in Andalusia".
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with their Eastern brothers, especially in educational and 
cultural fields.
Furthermore, the Andalusian society consisted mainly 
of tribal elements, Arabs and Berbers, their life was 
similar to that of Madina's society, which maintained its 
tribal traditions.^ The A n d a l u s i a n s  p e r c e i v i n g  the 
resemblance between their society and that of Madina, 
encouraged them to follow Nafic , the undisputed leading 
reader of that city. The fact that the Nasrid Kings of 
Granada were descendents from the Khazraj tribe of Maaina 
was an added advantage.
In a ddition to that there wer e  linguistic  
similarities between the Andalusian dialect and NafiCls 
Reading. Some of their distinctive features were their use 
of Imala (deflection of sound) and Isnba c (saturation), 
which are some of the major characteristics of NafiCls 
Reading.^ Some may suggest that Nafic's Reading originated 
these linguistic peculiarities after it was adopted t>y the 
Andalusians. But it m a k e s  sense to a s s u m e  that the 
A n d a l u s i a n s  chose N a f i c,s Reading because they were 
linguistically inclined to it, and because these two 
phenomena were distinctive features of certain Arab tribes, 
since the pre-Islamic period.-^
1. Ibn al-Khatib, Ihata, I, 135-6; Ibn Khaldun, Muqaddima, 805-6.
2. Ibn al-Khatib, Lamha, 38, Ihata, I, 134; Ibn Khaldun, Muqaddima, 1158-60; Minturi, 
Sharh, 197 , 209 , 225 , 448.
3. Sibawayh, II, 259, 292; Mubarrid, Muqtadab, III, 42.
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More importantly there were religious motives behind 
the Andalusians adoption of Nafic,s Reading, which was the 
reading of Madina, the first spiritual centre and political 
capital of the Muslims, where most of the Qur^an was 
revealed and the Traditions of the Prophet were delivered. 
Madina was also the home of the majority of the Prophet's 
companions, through whom the readings of the Qur’an were 
transmitted. So it is only fitting to hear Zayd b. Thabit 
(45/665), the Prophet's scribe and outstanding authority on 
the Quran, saying
"When you see the people of Madina practising 
something be certain that's how it should be".^
So following Nafic 's school is treated as religious duty.
Moreover Madina, being the second holy city in Islam, 
maintained its revered status, pilgrims flocKed to perform 
their religious obligations and meet other pilgrims from 
different parts of the Muslim world. So there were 
cons tant con tacts between Andalus ia and M a d i n a , Keeping 
communication continuous, and consolidating their common 
practices. It was only logical that the Andalusians 
followed the two schools of Madina, Nafic,s and MaliK's. 
It is evident why they did so, it would be difficult to 
explain if they did not.
1. cIyad, Tartib, I, 61.
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CHAPTER III THE "DURAR" AND ITS COMMENTARIES
Compiling books about Quranic Readings started as 
early as the establishment of the major schools of
readings, and especially in Nafic,s case, he began the 
process by writing the first work about his reading. His 
students and disciples followed his lead.1 The succeeding 
centuries saw an increasing number of books concerning 
NafiC|s Reading.^
In Andalusia some of the earliest works aoout his 
reading were written by cAli al-Antaki (377/987); Ahmad d . 
al-Haddad (389/998) and then Ahmad al-Talamanki 
(429/1037).^ After these scholars the flood gates were 
opened and the wealth of books written by the Andalusians 
about Nafic,s Reading illustrates the importance of that 
reading.
However, the utilization of didactic poetry in
Quranic studies can be traced to the beginning of the 
Fourth/Tenth century. While it was maintained that Musa b. 
cUbaydallah al-Khaqani (325/936), a notaole Baghdadi 
scholar, was the first to versify the rules of Quranic 
recitation (Tajwid), it was equally asserted that another
1. See Ibn al-Nadim, Fihrist, I, 79, 81 (English translation)} Jazari, Ghaya, I, 11-2,
162, 269, 313, 372, 389, 470, 492, II, 98, 139, 196, 219, 273, 299.
2. See Ibn Khayr, Fihris, 23-76.
3. Ibn Baskkuwal, $ila, I, 9, II, 534-5; Jazari, Ghlya, I, 60-1. See above "NafiC's 
Reading" pp. 66-67.
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Baghdadi learned man, al-Husayn b. cUtnman b. Thaoit 
(378/988) was also the first to set the Seven Readings into 
didactic poetry.
In regard to NafiCls Reading it appears that the 
earliest attempt to versify it was by the Qayruwani-cum- 
Andalusian scholar, cAli b. c Abd al-Ghani al-Husari 
(488/1095), a distinguished poet and Quranic specialist, 
who read the Seven Readings ninty times to one of his 
teachers. He composed his poem, called "al-Husariyya", of 
212 verses, in the poetical meter of "al-Taw il11.^  This 
work was met with the admiration of many scholars, some of 
whom wrote numerous commentaries on it.'* Al-Minturi 
consulted "al-Husariyya” and five of its commentaries, and 
quoted them frequently.^
After al-Husari the application of didactic poetry to 
Q u ra nic studies in general and Nafic,s Reading in 
particular was widespread practice, the result of which 
there was an increasing number of commentaries to elucidate
these concise works. One of the outstanding landmarks
*F . - Tthese books is uHii£^_al - Am an i 1^' , also call ed " a 1-
1. Ibn Khayr, Fihris, 72-3; Dhahabi, Ma Crifa, I, 274-5 (Beirut); Jazari, Ghaya, I, 
243, II, 32D-1; Hajji Khalifa, Kashf al-Zunun, 317  ^ 1348; Brock, IV, 5.
2. Humaydi, Jadhwa, 314-5; Ibn Bashkuwal, §ila, II, 432-3, Dabbi, Bughya, 425; Jazari, 
Ghaya, I, 550-1; Brock, V, 122-3. Some of these sources put the number of "al- 
Husariyya" verses either 209 or 215.
3. Husari^ Diwan, 27-8 (Introduction).
4. Minturi, Sharh, 149, 180, 184 and so on. _
5. See Dhahabi, MaCrifa, I, 504; II, 653-5, 670-1 (Beirut); Jazari, Ghaya, I, 85, 129, 
131, 151, 167, 168, 340, 385, 386, 435, 541, 548-9, 558, II, 20,^36, 85, 166-7, 181, 
225, 286, 312, 313, 324, 377; Qastalani, Lataif, I, 89-91, Hajji Khalifa, Kashf al- 
Zunun, I, 730, II, 1171-2, 1338, 1341-4, 1348, 1774, 1904-5, 2030; I.A. Baghdldi, 
I dab al-Maknun. II, 448, 451, 545.
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Shati biyya", which is about the Seven Readings. It was 
composed by the Andalusian Quranic specialist al-Qasim b. 
Firruh al-Shatibi (590/1193), who owes his fame to this 
didactic poem, on which there are nearly forty 
commentaries.^
Other scholars competed in this field, and didactic 
poetry gained a great momentum. It is worth noting that 
towards the end of the 7/13 century there were three very 
important worits, which became the standard text books in 
most learning centres of the Muslim world and through the 
centuries. Two of these concise texts are grammatical 
works. The first is "al-Alfiyya11, also known as "al- 
Khulasa", of the Andalusian scholar Ion Malik (672/1273); 
and the second one is "al-A]rumiyyaM of the Moroccan 
grammarian M. b. Dawud b. Ajrum (723/1323 ). Both of whom 
also, interestingly enough, versified two works of Quranic 
studies, whereas Ibn Malik compiled a didactic poem about 
Quranic Readings in general, Ibn Ajrum composed another 
poem specially about NafiCls Reading, called flal-Baric fi 
Qiraat NafiClf. ^
1. The Durar and Its Other Commentaries
The third of these didactic poems, and most important
1. Dani, Taysir, P. Jp (Introduction); Jazari, Nashr, I, 63-4, Hajji Khalifa, Kashf al- 
Zunun, II, 646-9; I.A. Baghdadi, Idah al-Maknun, I, 400. See above," Nafi 's 
Reading" p. 71. _ _
2. Jazari, Ghaya, II, 80-1; Minturi, Fihris, Fol. 218, Sharh, 265, 319, ...; Ibn Ghazi, 
Fihris, 98-9; A. M. Ibn al-Qadi, Durra, II, 109, Jadhwat al-Iqtibas, I, 221-2, Hajji 
Khalifa, Kashf al-Zunun, n, 1338. Brock, II, 308, 5uppl. II, 332.
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work about Nafic,s Reading is the "Durar 1 of the Moroccan 
Quranic Specialist c Ali b. M. b. Barri (731/1330 ).-** The 
full title of this poem is "al-Durar al-Law a m i c Fi A sl 
M aqra* al-Im a m  N afic ". (Lit. "The Radiant Pearls on the 
Principle[s] of the Reading of the Master Nafic"). It was 
compiled in 697/1297.^
Ibn Barri composed the "Durar" in the bisected verses
of the poetical meter "al-Rajaz", meaning that each line
consists of two verses, and so, contrary to what many
scholars thought, this poem is made up of 486 verses, and 
3 —not 243. Ibn B a r n  also furnished the "Durar11 with an
appendix of 60 verses about the places of articulation and 
sound classification.
Setting information in didactic poetry is traditional 
practice in the Islamic culture. It was utilized in almost 
every branch of knowledge. The purpose is to facilitate 
the a s s i m i l a t i o n  of information, and e xpedite the 
memorization of vast and complex concepts. Also to make 
knowledge accessible to a greater number of people and 
diffuse learning, especially with the scarcity of resources 
and shortage of writing materials, or their excessive high 
costs. Moreover printing facilities and storing and
1. Majasi, A., Sharfr al-Basmala, Fol. 266; Minturi, Fihris, Fol. 218; A. Q. Ibn al-Qadi, 
Al-Fajr al-Sati , Fols. 2-3, (Ms. of Rabat); I.A. Baghdadi, Idafr al-Maknun, I, 468; 
Hadiyat al-cArifin, I, 716; Brocklemann, II, 321, Suppl. II, 350; Encyclopeadia of 
Islam, III, 732-3.
2. A. Q. Ibn al-Qadi, al-Fair al-Satic, Fol. 3 (Ms. of Rabat).
3. See Minturi, Sharh, 149. Some Commentaries quoted six more supplication verses at the 
end of "al-Durar11. (See Marighni, al-Nu.jum al-TawaIi°, 266-7), these verses are not 
included in other commentaries.
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retrieval equipments were not invented yet.-*-
The "Durar” deals with the Reading of Nafi° according 
to the accounts of his two important students, Qalun and 
Warsh, as transmitted by al-Dani. So Ibn Barri does not 
propose to discuss neither the accounts of Qalun and Warsh
as related by other scholars, nor the accounts of NafiCrs
0 ■ other students. That is m  theory, but in practice the
"Durar" and some of its commentaries, especially al-
Minturi's, include numerous references, not only to other
transmitters of Qalun and Warsh or some of NafiCls other
students, but also to many Quranic readers.^
Ibn Barri owes his renown to the "Durar11, which 
enjoyed great popularity in North Africa and Andalusia, 
almost as soon as it was completed. Al-Kharraz (718/1318), 
who was probaoly the first to write a commentary on the 
"Durar", said that : he compiled his commentary because he
saw
"that "al-Durar" was widely circulated in many 
places, and it was studied eagerly by pupils 
and teachers. Also that it was constantly
1. It is perhaps worth noting that even now with the availability of these facilities, 
some scholars prefer to compose didactic poems, such ascAbd al-Fattah al-Qadi 
(1403/1982), who compiled a poem about NafiC's Reading, called "al-Nazim al-JamiC Li 
Qiraat Nafic". This method is also utilized in other cultures, some contemporary 
Western scientists, like Harold Baum, professor of Biochemistry at King's College, 
London, chose to set scientific concepts in songs, as he prefers to call them, and 
then had them published under the title "The Biochemists' Sonqbook".
2. Minturi, Shartj, 159 -63.
3. Op. Cit., 173, 311, 712-3, and so on.
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discussed, and students were favourably
1disposed to it".
The "Durar" became an important text booic for 
students and scholars, and was the subject of various worlcs 
of imitations, abridgments and commentaries. Here is a 
list of its commentaries as they are mentioned by the 
available sources:
1. M. b. M. b. Ibhrahim al-Shurayshi al-Knarraz (718/ 
1318): "Al-Maqsad al-Nafic."^  This is probaoly the 
first commentary of "al-Durar", written when Ibn Barri 
was still alive. Al-Minturi consulted this d o o k  
frequently, and depended mostly on al-Kharraz's 
semantic explanation of the Durar's v e r s e s . ^
2. cAbdallah b. Ahmad b. Musallam (773/1371): "al- 
Wajiz al-Nafic". Al-Minturi said chat he studied this 
book and obtained a copy of it througn his teacher Ibn 
Sarraj, who received it from the author.^
3. Yahya b. SaGid al-Simlali: "Tahsil al-Manafic. He 
completed this book in 793/13 91. There are many Mss. 
of this work . 5
1. Kharraz, al-Maqsad al-NafiC, Fol. 71. It is significant that the "Durar11 originated 
an early and great interest, considering that al-Kharraz died nearly twenty years 
after the completion of the "Durar", and thirteen years before Ibn Barri's death.
2. There is a Ms. of "al-Maqsad" in the British Museum, No. Or.7533, which is referred 
to here.
3. Minturi, Sharb, 121.
4. Minturi, Fihris, Fol. 19. See also Ibn Ghazi, Fihris, 99.
5. Brocklemann, II, 321, Supp. II, 350; Ben-cAbdallah, al-AClam al-Bashariyya, I, 47 in
this research the Ms. No. 377 in the National Library of Algiers is consulted.
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4. Ahmad b. A, b. M. al-Hassar (802/1399): "Sharh al-
Durar". 1
5. M. b. M. b. M. b. cImran b. al-Mijrad (815/1412): "I bah 
al-Asrar Wal-Bad^ic " . 2
6 . Al-Minturi: "Sharh al-Durar". It is this work, see
below.
7. cAbd al-Rahman b. M. b. cAtiyya al-Jadiri (c. 840/1436 ): 
"Sharh al-Durar" . 2
8. Sulayman b. Abi Bakr al-Tijani, A d u  al-Rabic: "Sharh 
al-Durar" . 4
9. cAli b. cAbd al-Karim, a d u  Al-Hasan: "Sharh al-Durar" . 5
10. Shucayb b. cAbd al-Wahid al-Majasi, Abu Madyan: "Sharp
al-Durar".^
11. cAbd al-Rahman b. M. b. Makhluf al-Thacalibi 
(875/1470): "al-Mukhtar Min al-Jawamic". This is a
1. A. M. Ibn al-Qadi, Laqt al-Faraid, 230; A. Q. Ibn Al-Qadi, "al-Fajr al-SatjiC|1, Fol. 4 
(Ms. of Rabat), Fol. 2 (Ms. of Seville),
2. Brocklemann, Supp. II, 350. There are a few Mss. of this work, one of which, 
No. D1745 of the National Library of Rabat, is used here.
3. A. M. Ibn al-Qadi, Jadhwat al-Iqtibas, II, 404; Tinbukti, Nayl, 171; A. Q. Ibn al- 
Qadi, al-Fa.jr al-SatiC, Fol. 3 (Ms. of Rabat).
4. ThaCalibi, al-Mukhtar, I, 3.
5. Ibid; A. Q. Ibn Al-Qadi, al-Fa.jr al-5atic, Fol. 3 (Ms. of Rabat); Jazuli, Mucin al- 
gibyan, Fol. 101; Anonymous, Taqyid cAla Abyat al-Durar, Fol. 223.
6. ThaCalibi, al-Mukhtar, I, 3. See A. Q. Ibn al-Qadi, al-Fajr al-Salic, Fols. 6, 9, 
15... (Ms. of Seville); Jazuli, MuCin al-gibyan, Fol. 101.
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selection from other commentaries. It was published in 
two volumes in Algiers in 1324/1906.^*
12. cAli b. M. al-Qalasadi (891/1486) "Sharh Rajaz Ibn 
Barri" . 2
13. Husayn b. c Ali b. Talha al-Rajraji (899/1493): "al-
Anwar al-Sawatic ".^
14. M. b. Ahmad b. M. b. Ghazi (919/1513). He compiled two 
works:
a. "Tafsil cIqd al-Durar". This is more as an appendix 
to the "Durar11 than as a commentary on it.
b. "[Anwar] al-Tacrif Li Dhawi al-Tafsil". This is a 
commentary on the preceeding work.^
15. Yacqub b. Yahya al-Halfawi, Abu Rashid (999/1590) wrote 
a commentary on the "Durar
16. cAbd al-Qawi b. Ahmad b. cImran al-Majasi: Sharfo al-
1. Makhluf, Shajara, I, 265; Brocklemann, II, 321, Supp. II, 350; A. Nuwayhid, MuC.jam 
AClam al-Jaza^ i'r, 88-90; Zirikli, Acllm, IV, 107,
2. Qalasadi, Rifrla, 46 (Introduction), Tunbukti, Nayl, 209-10; Maqqari, Nafh, II, 692-3.
3. Brocklemann, II, 321; Ben-Abdallah, al-AClam al-Bashariyya, I, 47. A Ms. of this 
commentary is kept in the National Library of Algiers, No. 379, which is used here.
4. Ibn Ghazi, Fihris, 13 (Introduction); A. M. Ibn Al-Qadi, Jadhwat al-Igtibas, I, 320; 
Tunbukti, Nayl, 333; M. A. Kittani, Fihris al-Faharis, I, 210; Brocklemann, II, 311, 
Supp, II, 337; Levi-Provencal Muarrikhu al-Shurafa, 156-9. Three Mss. of these two 
works are referrred to here. They are Nos. 367 and 375 in the National Library of 
Algiers, and No. 1051 in the Royal Library of Rabat. The word "Anwir", in the second 
work, is inserted in the Margin of the Ms.
5. A.Q. Ibn al-Qadi al-Fajr al-Sa^iC, Fols. 19, Ms, of Seville, 19, 21; A.M. Ibn al- 
Qadi, Jadhwat al-Iqtibas, II, 558; Tunbukti, Nayl, 349.
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Durar11. This commentary was written in 974/1566.'*'
17. cAli b. cAbd al-Wahid al-Ansari (1057/1647): "al-cIqd 
al-Jamic". ^
18. Abu c^bdallah al-Mursi wrote a commentary on "al- 
Durar".3
19. M. al-Sughayyr b. Hamama, Abu cAbdullah, also compiled 
a commentary on "al-Durar".^
20. cAbd al-Rahman b. al-Qasim b. al-Qadi (1082/1671): "al- 
Fajr al-Satic".^  He depended greatly on al-Minturi's 
commentary, and quoted from it extensively.
21. Mascud b. M. b. Jammuc , Abu Sirhan (alive 1100/1688): 
"al-Jamic Fi Sharh al-Durar al-Lawamic".b
22. M. b. cAli b. Sacid al-Ansari, Abu cADdullah: "Shard
7 . ■A this work was copied m
1. There is a Ms. of this work, see Qaima Bibliuqrafiya Bi al-Mukhtufcat Allati Tamm& 
Tagwiruha bi al-Mikrufilm Min Maktabat al-Azhar, p. 39.
2. Makhluf, Shajara, I, 308. There is a Ms. of this commentary in the Municipal Library 
of Alexandria, Egypt, under No. N.522D. (See Ahmad Abu cAli, Fihris al-Maktaba al- 
Baladiyya Bi al-Iskandariyya, 16).
3. See A.Q. Ibn al-Qldi, al-Fajr al-SaXic; Fol. 2, (Ms. of Seville).
4. Op. Cit.; Fols. 14-16; Anonymous, Taqyid °Ala Abyat Min Ai-Durar, Fols. 224, 226.
5. Zirikli, Aclam, N, 97-8. There are many Mss. of this work, two of which are referred 
to here, they are: No. 4481 in the Royal Library of Rabat; and No. 332/137 in the 
University of Seville Library.
6. Makhluf, Shajara, I, 327; Levi-Provencal, al-Muarrikhu al-5hurafa*, 211; Ben- 
CAbdallah, al-AClam al-Bashariyya, I, 47. The Ms. No. 0.805 of the National Library 
of Rabat is used here.
7. Brocklemann, II, 320; Ben-cAbdallah, al-AClam al-Bashariyya, I, 47.
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1179/1765. 1
23. Sacid b. Sacid b. Dawud b. Sulayman al~Jazuli: "Mucin 
al-gibyan".^
24. M. b. Shucayb al-Yasliti: "Sharfr al-Durar11. There is a
Ms. of this book which was copied in 1243/1827.^
25. Iorahim al-Marignni (1349/1930): ”al-Nu]um al-TawaliCl1.
This commentary was puolished in Tunis in 1354/1935.
26. Anonymous author: "Taqyid cAla Abyat M in al-Durar11.^  
It is a selection of comments collected mostly from 
other commentaries of "al-Durar1, including al- 
Minturi ! s.
27. Anonymous author: "al-Durar Fi Tahsil al-Manaric".^  A
preliminary examination shows that this worx is another 
copy of " T a h s i l _ a l - M a n a f " of al-Simlali. See 
commentary No. 3 above.
28. Anonymous author: "Taqyid cAla Rajaz Ibn Barri".^
1. This copy is kept in the National Library of Algiers, under No. 381, which is 
referred to here.
2. There is a Ms. of this commentary in the National Library of Rabat, No. D. 6035.
3. This Ms. is in Par al-Kutub, Cairo, No. 632 Qiraat. (See, MaChad Ibya*al-Makhtufcat 
alfArabiyya, Fihris al-Makhfrutat al-Musawwara, I, 10).
4. There is a Ms. of this work in the National Library of Rabat, under No. 02248, which 
is used here.
5. The Ms. which is been referred to is incomplete. It is in the National Library of 
Rabat, No. D870,
6. There is a Ms. of 8 folios, in the Qarawiyin Library, No. 1055.6. See M.A. al-Fasi, 
Fihris Makhtutat Khizanat al-Qarawiyy'n, III, 165.
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It contains a few comments on the "Durar".
29. A fragment of a commentary on the "Durar11
30. Another fragment of a commentary on the "Durar11. 2
1. See E. Blochet, Catalogue des Mss. Arabas... pp. 274-5; G. Vajda, Index General des 
Mss. Arabas... p. 310.
2. See E. Fagnan, Catalogue General des Mss, des bibiotheque... Alger; p. 92.
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2. SHARE AL-DURAR 
TITLE:
The fall title of al-Minturi's book is "Sharp al-
Durar al-Lawamic Fi Qiraat NafiC|t. (Lit. The Commentary of
The Radiant Pearls on Nafic,s Reading). However, the
copyist of "al-Fihris" of al-Minturi cited the name as
"Sharh Rajaz Abi al-Hasan b. Barri", i.e. "The Commentary
— 1of the Poem of Ibn Barri". If this is not an intentional 
variant of the above title, it is perhaps a bid to 
incorporate the "Durar" and its appendix under one titled 
commentary. The former name seems to be more authentic, 
since it is written on the manuscripts of the commentary, 
and supported by other commentaries and several 
biographical sources.^
Date of Completion:
Neither the manuscripts of the oook nor the availaole 
sources mentioned the date of "Sharh al-Durar's" 
composition. It is not that al-Minturi was inattentive to 
the significance of furnishing the date of completion, for 
he dated some of his other works.^ It is perhaps because 
the last part of the oldest Ms. of his commentary was lost, 
and the date of composition disappeared with it.
1. Minturi, Fihris, Fal. 232.
2. Minturi, 5harfr, 121; Tunbukti, Nayl, 291; Makhluf, Sha.jara, I, 248; Zirikli, AClam, 
VII, 130; Kahhala Mucjam al-Muallifin, X, 258.
3. Minturi, MuqattaCat, Fol. 69.
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However, there are some indications pointing to the 
period in which al-Minturi wrote his book. He most 
certainly composed it after 811/1408, the date of the death 
of his great teacher al-Qayjati, because al-Minturi uses 
the precatory sentence "Rahim ahu Allah1' (May God forgive 
him), when he mentions the name of his teacher. This term 
is usually reserved for persons who are dead. Another and 
stronger proof is that al-Minturi stated at the end of his 
book that he wanted to discuss with al-Qayjati some of the 
questions occurring in his commentary concerning Nafic,s 
Reading, but he could not for the death of his teacher. 1
Method and Contents
Al-Minturi sought in his commentary to explain the 
"Durar11, its semantic connotations, its thematic purports, 
its stylistic values and its grammatical features. But his 
primary objective is to treat Nafic,s Reading as 
represented by the text. The author followed a systematic 
method in his discussions of the verses of the "Durar”, and 
on the main he observed a strict order, thus:
1 Verses of the "Durar”: Al-Minturi starts first with
citing two or more verses of the "Durar11, according to 
the subject matter under discussion.
1, Minturi, Sharh, 767.
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2 Comparison between the Copies of the "Durar11: Then he
explains any disparities between tne copies of tne text, of 
which he concentrated on three:
a. The copy of cAbd al-Muhaymin al-Hadrami (749/1348). 
Al-Minturi described this as the first version.-1-
b. The copy of M. b. M. al-Ballafiqi (771/1369 ). The
author considered this as the last and more 
oaccurate copy.
c. The copy of Yusuf al-Miknasi (781/1379), one of al- 
Minturi's teachers, to whom al-Minturi read the 
"Durar” from memory in 774/1372. The author also 
said this copy was the last one.^
Whereas al-Minturi utilized these three copies, he referred 
to a few differences in other versions of the "Durar".^
2 Prosodic:  Questions: He illustrates any prosodic
problems concerning the verses of tne "Durar" . 5
A Semantic Connotations: He proceeds to interpret any
peculiar words or difficult phrases, quoting Quranic verses
1. Minturi, Sharlj, 124, 468.
2. Op. Cit., 124, 191-2.
3. Op. Cit., 124, 468, 495; Fihris, Fol. 218.
4. Minturi, Sharb, 428, 737.
5. Op. Cit., 147 -8 , 204 , 289.
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or poetic lines to support his assertions. In this section 
he depended greatly on al-Kharraz, the first to compile a 
commentary on the "Durar".-*-
5_ Naf i C|s Reading: Then he comes to the main and
essential part of this book, by discussing the relevant 
points of Nafic,s Reading, citing the opinions of earlier 
scholars and the interpretations of various authors. Then 
he concludes his discourse with the observations of his 
teacher al-Qayjati, and his own reflections and 
preferences.
6 Stylistic Values: He often comments upon the stylistic
values and rhetorical eloquence of the verses of the 
"Durar", quoting the Qur’an and poetry to exemplify the 
appropriate point of discussion.
1_ Grammatical_f eatures: Finally he attends to the
grammatical aspects of the " D u r a r He took it upon 
himself to explain the syntactic position of every single 
word of the text. In order to explain this elaborate task 
al-Minturi afforded his reasons for doing so:
a. That it is a well established practice in works
1. Sharb 121.
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d e a ling w i t h  didactic poetry to c o m m e n t  on 
grammatical structure.
b. T h a t  th i s  p r a c t i c e  is o b s e r v e d  by o t h e r  
commentators of the "Durar".
c. That the aim of the "D u r a r ", and hence its 
c o m m e n t a r y ,  is to teach students and r e m i n d 
teachers. Tnis objective cannot be realized fully 
without commenting on the grammatical features of 
the "Durar".1
Sources;
The investigation of the sources of edited works is 
very essential, and it is part of the line of inquiry which
9  >- —the editor should undertake. Fortunately a l - M m t u n ,  did 
not leave room for speculation, for he was a meticulous 
scholar and took great pains in naming his sources, even 
for the minimal and sometimes insignificant details.
The method of commenting on the "Purar11, which al- 
Minturi adopted, stipulated that he needed to consult a 
versatile number of sources, which can be classified into 
two categories; Quranic sources, and general references.
1. Sharh, 122.
2. A. Harun, Tahqiq al-Nusust 66.
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1. In regard to Quranic studies, al-Minturi consulted 
various books about the Quran, its exegesis and works 
relating to its virtues.^- However, al-Minturi's great 
asset is his thoroughness and Knowledge of vast number 
of works about the collective readings in general, and 
Nafic,s Reading in particular, especially other 
commentaries of the "Durar".
The bulk of the author’s sources deals with the 
collective readings, or a particular aspect of them, and 
foremost of these readings is Nafic,s. These comprehensive 
sources include the works of Ibn Mujahid, Makxi, al- 
Mahdawi, al-Dani, Ibn al-Badhish, al-Shatibi, and many more 
similar books, which are the standard sources for Quranic 
readings.
More importantly al-Minturi devoted a considerable 
proportion of his research to consulting books written 
exclusively about Nafic,s Reading. He referred to numerous 
primary and secondary sources. The primary sources consist 
of the works of Talamanki, Makki, al-Dani, and al-Husari. 
The secondary references include the books of Ibn Ajrum, 
eAli al-Qayjati and various commentaries of "al-Husarlyya".
Furthermore the author also consulted other 
commentories of the "Durar". He studied the earliest two
1, Sharh. 132, 133, 136, 142, 174, 342-3, 426.
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commentaries of al-Kharrlz and Ibn Musallam. Whereas he 
quoted the former frequently, no mention of the latter to 
be found in al-Minturi's commentary, although he 
acknowledged in his other book "al-Fihris" that he studied 
Ibn Musallam's book and obtained a copy of it.^ Al-Minturi 
also did not name any other commentary of the "Durar", but 
he seems to be acquainted with some of them.^
Further to these sources al-Minturi relied greatly on 
the opinions of his teacher al-Qayjati, the outstanding and 
resourceful Quranic specialist, whose views are very 
constructive and useful contribution to al-Minturi's 
commentary.
2. In respect to the general references, al-Minturi 
referred to many works in various subjects. In his 
discussion of the virtues of studying the Quran, al- 
Minturi utilized the original works about the Prophet's 
Traditions. And when he was dealing with Nafic's life, 
students and transmitters, he consulted historical and 
biographical sources, including his own book "Ai- 
Tacrif bi al-Hafiz Abi cAmr a l - D a n i T h e  author 
needed lexicons to explain difficult words or phrases 
of the "Durar".
1. Minturi, Fihris, Fol. 19. The feasibility that al-Minturi wrote his commentary before 
obtaining a copy of Ibn Musallam's work should be discounted, since al-Minturi 
received it through his teacher Ibn Sarraj (803/1400), and, as stated above, the 
commentary of al-Minturi was compiled after 811/1408. The more credible reason is 
that the author did not find Ibn Musallam's book a useful source.
2. Minturi, Sharh, 122.
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To deal with the linguistic aspects, and especially 
phonetic features of Nafic's Reading, al-Minturi selected a 
few books relating to these subjects. He also made use of 
grammatical sources, depending greatly on Sibawayh and 
other distinguished grammarians. He exemplified his 
arguments or points of discussion from the collective works 
of poetry, such as "al-Hamasa" and ”al-Ashcar al-Sitta”.
Sharh al-Durar's Contributions to the Study of NafiCts 
Reading
The importance of al-Minturi's booK stems from its 
being one of the earliest commentaries to be composed, and 
perhaps the first Andalusian work about the "Durar11. It 
has the advantage of not being the first commentary of that 
text, to avoid the pitfalls which may occur in initial 
attempts, and to make improvization to them, as well as to 
acquire the best of these earlier works.
In addition al-Minturi's commentary is a thorough and 
detailed book. It exceeds not only most of the other 
available commentaries, but also the majority of the 
attainable works about Na£ic,s Reading. Al-Minturi's 
elaborate research and illustrations are clearly visible 
throughout his discussions of the different aspects of 
Nafic,s Reading.
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Moreover the commentary of al-Minturi is probably the 
most documented work written about the "Durar", if not 
about Nafic,s Reading, as can be judged from tne numerous 
primary sources and secondary references, not only about 
N a f i C|s Reading, but also c o n c e r n i n g  the c o l l e c t i v e  
readings. The author went to great length to attribute 
every piece of information to its rightful authority, a 
q u a l i t y  w h i c h  m a y  go to e x t r e m e s  when one deals 
o c c a s i o n a l l y  with i n s i g n i f i c a n t  details or m i n i m a l  
variations. However, that did not diminish the value of 
the author's c r e d entials, w hich are the objects of 
admiration by many scholars.-*-
Al-Minturi also introduced his readers to new and 
various books about Qur’anic Readings in general, and 
Nafic,s Reading in particular. Not only that, but he also 
preserved useful data derived from many worxs which are 
either lost or still in manuscripts. A glance at the pages
of Sharh al-Durar, will show how numerous these oooxs are.■ - - - f
Furthermore, the author is a meticulous scholar, and 
his quotations are precise and accurate. His authoritative 
information not only influenced other scholars, but also 
lead to the rectification of very important primary 
sources, such as "al-Kash f 1 of Makki, and "al-Taysir" of 
al-Dani.^
1, Tunbukti, Nayl, 291; A.Q. Ibn al-Qadi, al-Fa.jr al-Satic, Fol. 2, FF (Rabat and 
Seville); Makhluf, Shajara, I, 248.
2. MintOri, Sharh, 257, 462.
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The commentary of al-Minturi is of great value also 
for its preservation and presentation of al-Qayjati's 
observations, the greatest teacher of al-Minturi, and 
o u t s t a n d i n g  Qu r a n i c  specialist, w h ose c o n t r i b u t i o n  
augmented the virtues of this book. Al-Qayjati took 
independent line in some aspects of Nafic 's Reading, and 
his v i e w s  w e r e  echoed or r e a cted to by so m e  of his 
contemporary scholars, in places as far as Egypt and 
Syria.^ These ideas and conclusions probably would not 
have co m e  to light if it was not for al-Minturi's 
dedication.
Finally the commentary of al-Minturi became as a 
standard reference book for subsequent commentators, some 
of w h o m  r e g a r d e d  it as a p r i m a r y  source for N a f i c 's 
Reading, and depended greatly on the author's depth of 
knowledge and accuracy of information, such as A. Q. Ibn 
al-Qadi and other commentators who referred to al-Minturi 
extensively.^
1. Jazari, Nashr, I, 18, II, 117-8, Ghaya, II, 244, A.Q. Ibn al-Qadi, al-Fajr al-Satic, 
Fols. 152-4 (Seville).
2. A.Q. Ibn al-Qadi, al-Fajr al-SaUC, Fols. 2, 4, FF (Rabat and Seville); Anonymous, 
Taqyld CAla Abyat Min al-Durar, 219, FF. These two works, especially Ibn al-Qadi’s 
quoted al-Minturi nearly in every other page.
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CHAPTER IV EDITING THE TEXT
Sharfr al-Durar has not been published previously, and 
the aim here is to present a critical edition of this worK. 
As the introduction already dealt with the author's life 
and times, and surveyed Nafic,s Reading, its development 
and influence in Andalusia, it remains here to discuss the 
editing of the text, which will oe treated under these two 
headings: DESCRIPTION OF THE MANUSCRIPTS, and PRESENTING 
THE EDITED TEXT.
Description of the Mannscripts
There are five manuscripts of "Sharh al-Durar11 wnich 
are utilized here.^ They are located in four different 
places, Algiers, Fez, London and Madrid. The discussion of 
these copies will include their main features; 
authenticity, accuracy, completeness and inter­
relationships. The Mss. are listed chronologically 
according to the period of writing.
1. Brocklemann mentioned five manuscripts as of 5harh al-Durar of al-Minturi, two of 
which are incorrectly included, these are No. 1077.5 of the Bibliotheque Nacional de^ > 
Paris, and No. 6.3 of the Bibleotica Nacional de Madrid, (Brock. II, 321, Suppl. II, 
350). These two Mss. are copies of the "Durar11, and not of "Sharh al-Durar" of al-
Minturi .
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i- COPY ( {) is No. 380 of The National Library of Algiers
This copy comprises 235 folios. The pages measure
30x20cm., and each page contains 25 lines. The numeration 
of its folios 11-35, 112, 163, 164 and 184 is unsystematic, 
and the total number of its folios is 235 not 231 as
presented in the manuscript itself and in the Catalogue.'*' 
There is nothing to indicate the name of the copyist or the 
date of copying. However, this manuscript appeared to be 
written in the Middle of the 9/15.  ^ This copy is affected 
by dampness, but fortunately the script was not defaced. 
Its other features include:
a. It is characterized by its accurate and very clear
handwriting, in Moroccan style and vocalization is used 
with moderation, except the last folio which is written 
in a d i f f e r e n t  and m o r e  r e c e n t  nand, w i t h  no
vocalization.
b. The name of the author, the beginning of pharagraphs 
and the verses of the "Dura r 1 are signified by writing 
them in a larger and thicker hand, excluding the last 
folio where red ink is used instead. Poetical lines are 
identified by this sign {-^). At the foot of the page, 
the "tcq i ba " is used to indicate the first word of the 
following page.
1, Slane. Catalogue des Manascrits flrabas, 213,
2. Ibid.
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c. This copy is m e t i c u l o u s l y  ch e c k e d  against its
original and rectified accordingly. These corrections
»
are followed by the correction term ’C 011, e.g.
folios 6 , 7, 14, 15, ..., 141, 143 , 145, and 146 ...).
d. It begins:
and ends:
^  A.»>  l£> ^  a) I J .L >>4 L) JU*. (jit Al) I * * ♦ II
tCopy ( 1 ) is extremely valuaole manuscript, and since 
there is no trace of an autographed copy of "Sharh al- 
Durar", this copy can be considered as an original or 
mother c o p y b e c a u s e  it is accurate, complete and 
meticulously checked against its original. Although it is 
not definite that this copy is the oldest of all these 
manuscripts, it is certain that it is one of the earliest.
This copy is referred to as ( 1), the first letter of 
(original).
ii COPY ( y_j ) is No. 231 of the Qarawiyyin Library, Fez.
This copy is an early and authenticated manuscript, 
but unfortunately it is incomplete. It consists of 226
1. P, Maas, Textual Criticism, 21.
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pages, each page measures 27x20cm.r and contains 35 lines.
Some of its features are below:
a. This is a very valuable copy, for its forepage
contains a document written by al-Mawwaq, al-Minturi's 
distinguished student and his wife's nepnew. Al-Mawwaq 
awarded his authorization for the transmission of "Sharh 
al-Durar", to the Andalusian scholar Abu al-Hasan cAli 
al-Bayadi and his two sons, Abu al-Qasim Muhammad and 
Abu Bakr Muhammad. Al-Mawwaq wrote this authorization 
in his own handwriting, signed it and dated it in the 
last days of Dhu al-gijja 876/1472.
b. The same document also shows that this copy was owned
by the Moroccan King, Abu al-cAboas Ahmad al-Mansur 
(986-1012/1578-1603), who was also a notaole scholar. 
He cherished this copy and in his last days bequeathed 
it to the Royal Library, in front of the Qarawiyyin 
Mosque. Al-Mansur made it conditional tnat this copy 
should be kept in that library and made available for 
scholars. He endorsed this in his own handwriting, 
signed it and dated it in 29 Shacban 1011/1603.
c. The endowment document clearly stated that this copy
is complete, regretably it is no longer so. It is 
obliterated and numerous pages are missing, such as 38, 
39, and between the pages 205 and 206, more seriously is
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that a substantial proportion of the Ms. is lost, which 
covers the last quarter of the book. This copy is also 
impaired oy dampness and critically holed by borers. 
The damage is not limited to the margin but also 
affected the whole page and defaced the script.
d. It is written in fair, clear and very accurate 
handwriting, in the Andalusian style, with scant 
vocalization. The name of tne copyist and date of 
copying were not stated. However it is almost certain 
that it was copied by Aou al-Hasan cAlI al-Bayadi 
(912/1506), not only because he obtained an 
authorization to transmit this copy, as the document in 
the forepage of it shows, but also the handwriting of 
this manuscript is similar to that of al-Minturi's 
"Fihris" which al-Bayadi copied.^ The date of copying 
is probably 876/1472, or before that, as might be 
deduced from the authorization document mentioned above.
e. The verses of the "Durar", beginning of paragraphs 
and the name of the author in the first page are written 
in a larger and thicker hand. The different aspect of 
discussions are divided into short sections ending with 
this sign (.*.).
However the copyist declared in the margin, after the
1. Minturi, Fihris, Fol. 233.
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end of a chapter, "here is the end of part one ..." 
(P. 157). This is an equivocal statement, since there is 
no mention in other copies, or indeed in this copy, that 
this book was arranged in parts.
f. This copy is thoroughly checked against its original
and omissions are redeemed, followed by the correction 
term » # C*0" e.g. (pp. 6, 10 , 15, 20-22 , 49 ...).
g. This copy begins thus: 
and ends abruptly:
v ^ I^  L 3* \Ji ^  uiijJ U* * •"
This copy is referred to as ( ) the initial of " ^ti "
(Fez).
iii COPY (,J_! is No. Add. 9675, in the British Museum,
London
This is a complete copy of 230 folios, the size of 
the page is 30x20cm., and it contains 24 lines, except the 
first two folios and the last one, where the lines are 31- 
33. In the first folio the space for the author's name is 
lacuna. This copy does not contain anything to indicate 
the name of the copyist, or the date of copying, that is
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perhaps because the first two folios and the last one were 
damaged or lost, and were replaced by a later copyist. The 
probable period of copying is late 9/15 or early 10/16 
century. In this copy there are a few traces of dampness, 
but that did not efface the script.
Other characteristics of this copy are:
a. The main body of this manuscript is written in a fair
and decipherable handwriting, Andalusian style, with 
minimal vocalization. However, the first two folios and 
the last one are copied by another transcriber whose 
handwriting is not beautiful out legible, with no 
vocalization.
b. Although it was affected by errors and omissions, it
was thoroughly checKed against its original and restored 
by the numerous corrections and insertions. These 
corrections were added by a different hand, followed by 
the term " ", see fols. (3-8 ...). By the same
hand also are a few explanatory comments, e.g. (10, 14, 
15, . . . ) .
c. The verses of the "Durar" and the beginning of
quotations or paragraphs are written in a larger hand in 
red ink, in most cases, but sometimes in blacK ink. 
Poetical lines are signified by this mark (•:), and
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different aspects of the discourse are divided into 
sections, inconsistently using this sign (V ). In the 
lower margin the copyist used ,tTacqiDa,t, to indicate the 
first word of the following page.
d. This copy begins:
and ends:
" os Sjl p- lu -  3iU
This copy is referred to as (J ), the initial of "
London.
iv COPY (f) is No. Res. 225 in the National Library 
of Madrid
This copy is part of a volume of different 
manuscripts. It is a complete copy of 250 folios, going 
from folio 266-515 of the collection. The size of the page 
is 30x21cm., and contains 28 lines. It has no traces of 
dampness or obliteration. It is characterized by the 
following features:
a. It is written in clear and very beautiiul
handwriting, in the Andalusian style, with complete 
vocalization. The handwriting is the same throughout
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tne manuscript, except for the verses of the "Durar11, 
the beginning of paragraphs, and the name of the author 
in the first folio, which are written in a larger and 
thicker hand, oy the same copyist. The ending of 
paragraphs are marked by this sign (.'.).
b. This copy was also checked against its original, and 
some corrections were made by the same copyist, see 
fols. (266, 269, 275, 287 , 290, 292 ...). However, many 
errors and omissions escaped his attention, and words, 
sentences and even whole lines were omitted in numerous 
occasions, see e.g. (267-280).
c. This copy does not have anything to indicate the name 
of the copyist or the date of copying. The probaole 
period of writing is 9-10/15-16 centuries. Whereas the 
elegant handwriting, tne complete vocalization and the 
consistency of copying arrangement may indicate that the 
copyist was a professional one, the numerous errors and 
omissions in this copy show tnat he was a careless one.
d. It contains other comments, either to refer to
different parts of tne d o o k  or to mark an important 
point of discussion, followed oy these terms " . ~ -^*w
(see, stop) e.g. fols. (284-95 ...). Also tnere are
references to other works, such as at Majasl's (fol. 
284) .
e. This copy begins:
it *
<wi i ^  •*—' b it i Jy* i ^   ^ aU i r
and ends:
"oi I ^  ^  I i>U?* •• "
This copy is referred to as ( f ) the initial of " 
(Madrid).
v COPY ( »*"■) is No. 4869 in the National Library of Madrid.
This is a fragment of the d o o k , it consists of only 
the first 13 folios, which is a very small proportion of 
the whole work. The pages measure 32x22cm., and each page 
contains 30 lines. This copy is damaged by dampness in the 
top part of the page, which blotted out some of the first
2-5 lines. Its features are as follows:
a. The mother copy of this manuscript and previous one 
seems to be one, for these two copies i.e. (f,J ) share 
similar features, and the copyist of both is the same, 
noted by the resemblance of the handwriting, copying 
arrangment and even the multitude of errors and 
omissions. Copy (<>) exceeded Copy <f) in two areas: for 
its inaccuracy and the number of comments recorded in 
the margin and quoted from other sources, such as al- 
Majasi and Abu al-Rabic, see fols. (2, 3, 6 ...}.
Ill
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b. This copy begins thus:
>*
" 1^ 1) I* cfc/f Cf ^  * J>* * s? ^  * "
and ends abruptly:
so''
* y ^  o*y~j9 <j* J**^
This copy is referred to as (j), the second consonant 
of " Jkgj j*h (Madrid).
The inter-relationship between the manuscripts can be 
shown by this diagram:
I I  
j !
J
2. Presenting the Edited Text
I have read the five copies repeatedly, the initial 
readings were intended to ascertain the values of these 
manuscripts and their relative status, and then to
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determine as to which one can be utilized as an original. 
Successive readings were aimed at: comparing the copies to 
each other word by word, and variations were recorded in 
the footnotes. However, insignificant differences, such as 
misspellings were disregarded.
The different aspects of presenting the text are 
discussed here, that includes, the layout of the text 
itself, the symbolization of the footnotes, and the scope 
of the commentary notes.
The Layout of the Text
The presentation of the edited text follows this 
arrangement:
a. The text is presented mainly, but not always, in
accordance with copy(t). in some instances I have
adopted the readings of other copies, in such cases
*where errors or omissions occurred in copy (I ), or the 
readings of other copies seem to be more appropriate.
In rare and isolated cases where there is no 
alternative but to insert a letter or word in the next, 
to make the context meaningful, I have done so, placing 
the said letter or word inside a square bracxet, and
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stating in the footnotes the cause of taking that 
course.
It should be expressed here that had al-Minturi 
written copy (I), or indeed any of the otner copies, in 
his own handwriting, or autographed it, it would De 
unscholarly to interfere in the text in that way.
D. Titles: The author regarded the verses of the "Durar"
as titles for suojects or chapters. Since this method 
has its limitations, for different subjects may oe 
discussed under one verse of the "Durar", it was thought 
best to add titles for subjects and chapters, so as to 
present the text in a well-defined and organized manner. 
These titles were placed in square brackets to avoid any 
intervention in the text.
The edited text is divided into separate paragraphs 
to show divisions of different points of discussion.
c. The beginning of each side of the folios of the 
original copy is indicated in the edited text by a 
stroke /, and the relevant number of the folio is shown 
in the left margin. The face of the folio is marited 
with i f n, and the back with n ^  n.
The lines of the text are numbered in the right
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margin, to facilitate easy references to the copies' 
variations, which are placed in the footnotes.
d. The edited text follows the present day orthographal 
rules of Arabic, to make it accessable to contemporary 
readers, who are not acquainted with ancient features of 
Arabic script, especially Moroccan or Andalusian styles. 
Vocalization is used for Quranic verses, poetical lines 
and in such cases where necessary. Punctuation is 
utilized to make meanings clear and unambiguous.
e. This book is adorned with vast numoer of Quranic 
verses, as would be expected. In the edited text these 
verses are identified by numbers, immediately after the 
verse, first is the number of the Sura, then the numoer 
of the verse. This was done to keep references to the 
commentary notes to a minimum.
Verses of the "Durar ". Each line of this didactic 
poem consists of two verses, as explained earlier,^ and 
thus they are numbered accordingly. The number of each 
two verses is stated at the beginning of the line, and 
it accounts for the two, thus:
- 3
• i ■'.% i r * ® ^  >' _iL_saJ L w  (j* i ^ X - J , * * 0“** ■ 5
1. See above, p. 84.
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In this way the numeration of the verses of the 
"Durar" was recorded without undue intervention in the 
middle of the poetical line. Similarly where the author to 
quote or refer to the verses of the "Durar11, which are 
discussed in other parts of his book, these verses are 
followed by their respective number, this time placed in 
square brackets, so as not to be confused with numbers 
referring to the commentary notes, e.g.:
i TJ
O 1 ~  ?  1
Also:
[^ 1 ] i—, U-f-4 I O y—JM  4^->J I M^J I I
1and so on.
The Symbolization of the Footnotes
The variations between the copies of the text are 
recorded in the footnotes, according to the serial number 
of the line where the variation occurred. When there is 
more than one variant in the same line a stroke / is used 
in the footnote to separate the two. In cases where the 
variations or omissions are long only the beginning and the 
end are placed inside their respective symbols, as 
explained below.
In order to keep the footnotes direct and concise the
1. Sharb al-Durar, 148.
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following symbols are used:
< >: For omissions. Inside tnis symbol is the word
or words which are omitted, followed by the initial(s) of 
the copy or copies where this omission occurred.
C  J : For additions. Immediately before this symbol
the word preceeding the addition is placed, in order to 
locate exactly where the addition is made. Inside this 
symbol is the additional word or words, followed by the 
initial(s) of the copy or copies containing the addition.
( ), i ■>: For variations. These two symbols
are used in conjunction. Inside tnis symbol ( ) is
the preferred reading, followed by the initial(s) of the 
copy or copies where the variation took place, then the 
variant reading placed inside tnis symbol " ",
ii ii : For other textual comments. This symbol,
unpaired by the preceeding symbol, is used in limited 
cases, such as to indicate the end of a particular copy.
The Scope of the Commentary Notes
The commentary notes are given a serial number in the 
text and appended at the end of the book, to avoid crowding 
the text with corpus of data. These comments are intended
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for tracing the sources of the Traditions of the Prophet, 
poetical lines and references to various authors and 
quotations. The commentary notes are also utilized to 
define the terminology of the book, and to introduce these 
scholars mentioned by al-Minturi, and who are associated 
with Qur^anic studies, especially Nafic,s Reading.
However, other figures, such as famous grammarians, 
poets and transmitters of the Prophet Traditions were not 
introduced in the commentary notes, that was done in order 
to keep the comments to a minimum, and because information 
about such persons is not essential to the subject matter 
of the booK. Besides references to them are readily 
accessible in their respective sources.
Finally the scope of the commentary notes includes 
pointing out the connection between different parts of the 
book, especially where al-Minturi refers to relevant points 
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( y ( ) uSl* 4—*^>-j —  Ush-*1« Jli
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 0 . * v-r*ji c ju f is  < * y i  j-^ .S  ST *-*^|>
jJ-~*^  j  ^ y ,/t^  o* y ^^ UJI jj—* c-w^ o ^
1 ts^ a— i rtjfra * 1^ b^ «M> ^  jj^[> _  A t^ J< )fi»J |^  <1 "t-jTl 8# I I  ^ a^j t C j l )fl>
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l 24j - * j  L^JsJJ ' y i  /  ^  0 t U5 tf ^ > J  y U J
2—jnoJI
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( 2 J U ^ t  u L J L  - L - i l i  tf (  ^  )  a—J j i  =. .4 ,»jJ \ J lit-  rt—J.
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L-wJ * l>. It ) Jjj LaJ fjjji * LJ t JUj L—,<a> 1^pat dJ UtJ t i ft .wi S I Ql^  La I^ >- |j
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t y l  ^  I wlJ 1 j ( Cj i ■ 1 t J I l^a.;*>>&i ! O »fci4p ly Afi *~» Ij • _^j lu
♦ *  1
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1—4 ^ • J^-—* y  * <*l i ^6 fl La*^ ( ( Cj ) j? ( o  %j ""*'?£ )
dajf d—-L^ff * (Jli * 1 fcis— L>^ Ja^ O| L^juI fl 11 |f)l tJ; Ifl <1 i "W(^*4t JI I 6
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12 4 6 1 » 1 ii « i,.^** o -J ^  J L^ J ■ t—' Uj (j» i^iiiP)
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c  I—(JS .^ 3—JUL 1^ J L   ^ M^ JI j
a—;t jta-cj liilkj J * t  ^  ‘ (Sj ■!» — flJJ 1 fl 0 '*y — J Uj 21
( I ■« k^iljkt ^auSI |j  ^LJ I (J> I  ^lyj I (J>— JjjJ fl  ^lyj
<a»J la^ J Pi L dL) 6 ^ o ! : -  If—^*9 1^ -^akdJ I (^ j^O S' I I
♦ U .jtjk. ^ U J l^  flfdaJl 24-
( j-—*4 t I '>"»* f ( j— lj J (^ i dy—SS (^vajw  U j d il j  ^3^-vajJ I U t
(jf a^ ... Ip I : -a flJJ I fl.,-f ->J   J li J ,ak «WJ|- S I La tiS (^ fl 1L*L>JI (jflaJ dL-J j  27
— 1 . ?^f — yy^ 13 13 i^L4ju 1 sy* * y  1 2=*** j—^  o  ^
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(_5— • # y  1 i j L_* tj * j ti • # y^ 1 y~>- * i—j  1^ 2j  .kkkSi 1 3 0
v/14-4-  ^ I—a  *x*e^  A .^1/1—Jl M yi 2jj^ /  J—sk-1 ( j—• ( ) o S i—*«/*Jl^  (_j# <1 .y
*j ly  1 j^ . Si *  i »M vi 1 ( 9 5 : 4 -   ^ ^ ) a—y  ^  ,jd—l> ^
ydii; yyr^ Cj““V O 1 1 0±i^ 3 fl^— SfJl *yi 1— »(i I Jli^  • lyLi 33
U ^ f fl j*m£) I-|^ k.Lfl i ifca j j  U ( I i» ^ t4 i*>kt J  ,SmJ L I. i kMj (J |j f J  n ) IS
• ” VJL5 " s ,. ( ) 22
i u—a^  * us  ^ (j— (j— y  :l-^;9 — |i*s>* p y  ) 0 (_>- 5 2 9  ^  - 3 0
* y>rff (jjdLle IS (J .j ' i j I Oi« .1'^ 6-aJ t
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^ -1^ { jj ■ “ • ) dJlu rt-~»vl9 tf ( J— £ ‘■b^ ) j ( J I» If*0 ) _J>W fl I l^twi
tj i-jV  ^ of, ( jB— ^  |$ d—JU1 ij* oskj^-jo — ¥=u a  ^^ U"jS 3#|/— *
...C-] | Jj ...tf^  ^ t U5 < 3    <J |j d^ o j j ) dJ U I (J^- 3-~*j**a*J |j I
j..>hSl)I ^  ^  2JU*Jl 2—r>^ *sJl 'ilt tf BpjuX)!
toOiJi^ 3^-uiUl J — a—*jj *  ^ i  o ^ L J I  f lyJU < (
01> < oJU ( ^  *\J\ i-J* J  C J s J  * V  ‘ *JUJI
* j^^ aJl y-w^ Jt £^>. ImJ 1 o^ijl £$>■
1 »iU t 1 ^4 drfSLuJI ^  ^ AA>4  ^lyjJ I y«LsJl I ■♦
(71:20 fii* ^JJi faSl o-il ) 3 (24:21 !oj* ) cU-3
O ln.I. — U~f^ w*JUoj 1 j l j  ( ^  1*> L i»(L^uUj — L It UmA)^  -mm
# tf I .AVyJ VJ  ^lyjJ I I l*-^ -W0 >>> a. rt."fcOftl 1^ rt+ »fJ L1 I. tiat «■ l «».l.a.t I t,Mj2 VJ * ly^ JI ^ it>J b wo _ il*v>^ft a  12
a, liJB li^ a UyjV tf <1 "*a" 9 I |j rt |>| )f\ I I I U»faa*9 ^ I C - t
li—.^ a# >iir<> f (9  4- * 2 'il 1 ) * >^..j  •>»o I I b o^ *-j tf ^ , ut^i) I
2 out ^ 5l_SJI O J ,  I j U  < L - ij^  ^ U u T  < *\j*}\ 15
j j  J*/*- tf f,« aja* t l i j  I t_,9 .a J ^  <Ljya*ja*i ^   ^ C* I H i t j  I ^ IjSl ■■ # |y j I
^  ..t I * jyJ I «—c>^ J 2 ,>.“ 9 11 jtJ _jJj • rt a 11 2J U I J— ^ * j/^ ^
j=.^ _  u,, n] _  *1 1^1 is
(J I It J-a>J J  I
1 ( ^ | t  ^  im .g  J b  I 9  n O i t . f . !  ^ X a w  ) l s  C r t  I  —  ^ " > M i  rtJ U I 21
w “ “
Jjt J I ^at^ ( I*j II aj I I «i*ftl b  |) j l  I jO Jp j^ S lyiJ I V Ljb_aJ l^ *" *»* d-Oe J-J J  U ( j—*C a) I J lls  til__I j
24
(_Jba«* UJ I Lui) I u-^_ft) ijj t : J  bLi Ij.1 .J tj fj£ jJ |j
I— *J: oLJ j&i t * l^J I j lj t ua—5jJ I tjJ U ts ( Zj— J*- 'il I ) fj5 LmSJ i
t 2 j^iL-ill EJUl 'ill 6 *1^ 1 bi-Jy)|j J— *^ JI ^  lyJUt 27
rt «|I U |j * O afnf liJ I 1 a ' L lai * a *J ' 1 9^ —a O ij > tl*J I * La> dj a.*W I L^ ahWlJ
O U ^ t  iHfll'i ( l^.al l l  ^  ^  i l l  I jaWall I ^  J  —tj  * I^^ IM IJ  i ^ J a jJ U  I
1 JI l l  t *il 1 ( * |^ J I ijj I. . J » t_yJ I J  In \ ) L- I Crt~t (_$*^  I? d—<LTS»|J I 3 0
* —-JI  CI—» *\j-.Jl ^  o^* ( 92 : 6 '<Jj—Ul ) C— Jj
• U U_>-1 * j^J i C-4—July ln.1. U I 3 ^ rt.„. 1A,*>»« U U I .^r.U I C-Ja I ^ Ij < L«& Ud>-1
♦ j^JLsO dill 1^ t rti.y..jw dlJ vOy—Sj U 33
t^ „* 2 J Ly -^-JuLxeJ I I*, * f * J ( ~*~* rty «.«S4 I ^  7 “ 5
• rMiil
* w n 1 f. i n cJU  ^ ” * J ( U-(^ JU^  ) 11
* . < ^-£UUI> 27
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i ' oJ J^ c—*• ' a -1 ~j —  i*i-s j■■ ji—
4^__l U 1 (J/—** * V I ^  ^  11 ^1 /  * IjJ I ^ lmm*/iL
_  I rt ..♦.< 1 C-^ A I UJ Ls« i .rfyS* —  <1 — 11 ^  C * t ^
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L y jjJ J  1m  #  ^ ^  IrtKiW ^ ^  1 Ly drtMriP * ^^2 u m4«4|J J
4 _ . ^ S  ^ J -t  J\ _  « i tt  J _ 5 l , t  J  p i J I  ^  : « _ )  ” ^ U J I  * 3 0
(J, *»««^  j*L-*i^ll 1 J > t * *  (jIasJIj t n S^Li'ill I |» ( |ftL-*i'ill ) 2
,14-<->*<j^ / L  rt ^ j f  J  < ei— Li_v|j^aJ|j < rt^Lil —  L I — >• I —
► life LyJ^jl** 'il', # liJlw J L c u - i f  L I j ^ a J | j  < * d J l a i w : c^ J  f!( S J l o )  /
* ^ < . ^ J l  < > >  2 3
«3 0  cr' ^  L  ly w  L i  I A- £jjj c 1 ^ u L-^ |j I —  ^  2 8 - 2 7
i_^|j^ a J I J a Jj < C-*£*i 0 |j I J li |*5 * j» * J  ( C-tl— ,- m j  J l i  j*i) /
it L
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p— SJU I^L a— Utj  : oW' tj? J^
rt in**^ i dkx> <iKttJ I d ,^ > J 1 j*.— ( U^mJ 1 ^  lS^ I*.»iI l!>4> <U
* j  - ^ ‘ SL»aJ u .  rt jv.%v C s^ J  cJ L*J I cbdJJi 1—*5 i  <L*J li- 3j* * £  Sj ^
♦ lfcj.ij.1' rt P li > j i rt »** &Lfj < UJ I j-rt* t rt in~Kt
t <1...» aJ I * UJ I ^ 03* *f'j -*J ^ * <i ■' L*S J Ul* UJ I I—* 1*
1 *i— t J^ *.  ^ <..*i j *  { J-^>* rt-jt Os^ SjIJ 6
iX1 ■ ■ ■ l*»tf U-'y-aJl i JU * JU* rt— t j^oJIphJI *aJL (_^ *Jj < ^U-«il
t£* (J^ ** ** -^ ■ ‘* Utj • £jrt (J?*** * * UJJ 4*^b Jj*j»wj t ^iJl
v^ JL*i” j f  c jl* i*  C*J* I j l j  ! — <—' LJ I ^  ij JUrt a ^* Juw — rt-whS 9
♦ J  ■/» * : J li ^  l—it i : ddUJ ly^ii *L*i^ll a -XA ^  * I.V.U.* ”  ^1
m . , » » i, n »i..,» i . > i» nt x . . n m - »3 3  J  3 "’M  V * * *  J  (- V > ' 3  £ * ?  3
♦ ^|I— (JUiJI rt ■*»^  ( *IJI w i t^  LjjJL>- Jp ^JlII j^L;  ^ 12
 ♦ j i>**? *^ J?*^ rtiU < Jju* Jli 1-ul * ^ U»dL ^ Ufj
*l—Jl |Ja J < *liJl J—;•-/ f dl) j  dU ISj <" C*J>J «ui  ^ ” 6^^
J  "■;*> c#*** —  ^LJ I l_& lj  -»-<> US ( J 1 .< tj mo* i Jl«w Cli Ui  15
: ” 11 j La,1“ ^  J l i j^^^*  Jju»” J 0-.1 rt—ij ; J li * rt-r—sUsw^
I .—■♦ ^4 SIS ^5i  |J — ^ Uic j^ lj r t rt n> rt ■*»& JU*JL rt»y~uiv .Uj
• rt^^T ^1 18
I UAj —  |t *Afci»J I rt ■■'j jji*x SSJ rt— Uu "* LJ 1 j Uv I jjl J 1 Jj
L^ jUU><# rti-tfy U t—Ql ■ ">** dl—i j j  i  rtUJ* US rt— ^U-d'ill ^  1 j  ..»ni> r >S 21
. (j^aJ L dt^ rtJ I J I  j  Uijj |J ♦ ltf>»> IjjuSi rt—Jj t (J 1 J •
rt— Jjij J l—^ tj ^rti rt—Jjrtj ^U .■ dL ^jt Utj J li rt|p  'ilf
*^— in lj«J I rt£ >li) I JajJ 1 J^c I I* t * LJ I Lib jL-n^ j |j«-j US 21
.^—ta.11 ^ t dLl Jl—^  J  U tj rtJjjUj i* U— U rtJjJU’ rt ...-I* ,.ji >. ..j it 1*5
mS * Ji;/ |Jj ( * Ij^ w rtJ U IS rt.—U ll wt ( 9^ »J I rtJ b| jJ& U  lj ( (jJ  Uv .^«J
rt..»1,7k4m U J t  (JjiL <L—ejJL (^ IS dll J j j  ( j  I—ui 5^ j***S |^j t <«i jt*5 27
"i* rt-» JUrt rt i >^1 ^aJUiJt |*^ cJU Jj UJ 1 J^* dl—J uSj ♦ Juiu
M' ul?* c^*  ^ 3J^ ' aJl
30
I*—*eJl U^^ dl ^  l^yiJl uiSb>-l </—SS Jij — w dy^ eulJl n ^  J li 
Vr*/ 214- o 3' o' J3~^ I Sa ^  ^  U—i 'SJ1^ / —  U^JbL>d^ ( * ^Jg}^* ) ^ ( J-i ) <_$•
* J  cP* i i*  ^c*— — J) 3
• j» < O^? 12-11
* r  < J  < c ^ >  1 5
• 15 {j* yUu lj *  ^ ( J U ^  i <1—Jjij  ^ 23
« I t i .  ^  ” JJUI * : r ( rtJUl ) 26
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• bSJ t I Jl* U-fi> I—Lw L& ( o>.,f,j *m jjJp f dl% lJ^ skJ I
:34.J—j**- )  ^ JJ» ) o-***^  J-t*£*JI ^  ti^JL J^ aUI JU- jji
( C»l{>w )^  ( d ■ ■ L*t -^UI> 3l in* X t^)l* t (54- 3
( l5^) o* I i—^b5 jji JUj ♦ oa?!? o-^ f^ o—** J U$ < ‘H-?***?
 ^ Otf"***^  £*,? * ^,'JMl.J Os*'***^  df* ff-l <*—f »A*J ( c4i^ )
6
JM w |J * - '^  < / j 6 l“^  i  o f «X) I ^ 3^ 5 p *Afci< wi * L J t
^  ; u i j5j ; * * O* O ^ J L - i * ia—5 dJi*^
dLJJ» ,> -^ * JsJlUI JJ* JL*A*in oJl*  J —J l^ t ^U-*«5II o o f  9
( J  -J* ) M-toS* O ^  O ^ *  ^ C-ijNUf ) ^ ( * jj- *  ) J —»a4i*Jl <_£»
l0 t OLj ( iJ-hALmJI M d*pmi> ^  tf J » £  d .J»y 11 I «iA cJ^St |*^  ( cjs^" ) ^
J<d L5L«» d iji*>«t> d ii  ^ * f * 1 >a » < I j j i  j j i l rut (  ^*c LspJ I J —*• 12
I la^JI J-» ^U-i'ill o^ I 1 jli < 1^5Z)I jjd of
• * I tXw 31 1 ^  d J d j  a^J £ O ^5i«*i I J 1
15
J) ^  * f^ UT* : * jji (jPjja.^ 11 jjJ  Jl—*
J  .ini'* 11 j j i  < L m > j < l j^ > J L  JajJU I Jjd J L u f^ l <3 jjj> J —lJ j l  jjd  ^U-»«3il
£—-* <u**»n5— d«l^  — ( J-» ) j^ >-J J—l£»J I jji j^ & jJj ( ( * (j —■*.>■ ) 18
<_$—■* 3) < «; j>- ^  -Xas4 dJli U o^  l£ * J —foiueJI
1I dj L i 31 t O ^ e i —I«V Oj; Ouw j p  f ^ lj < J -— y^ >,U. 11 j j i  J .^ itJ I
(j—J *i>f 1 ol o I * * * !   ^ d.—rf J—)«uu5 *<l Jc O (J tiJI *jj*iJI 21
UI d^ oi* j^ j f Z77*1* ^  ^ 25^ J 1 I lU i  du* 15 U*rf ■ ifsi.b.11
4j O* 1^ Ot^  * C *Sf * dJLj 1^ ( dtXa^  ^  lS^ >JI
rt .. «j l^ I dJtii UJ «—aj las« a  .*>^1 £ d 0^ « OJ15J <L 1^ , a — ;  L- '  ^  d—^  1^  2 4-
* o*
  <1 . \(, dJU I i j*£>j   jjU U ^dJl dl) I JLC j J l  jtUv^l l ’.^,-;,^ JL -J  27
J  ^J|j«*j» d ■ jy J * dlj d |J * W t U^ ( (** >4J i ■ tM ) 2  ^^  I "■ ) of ^  I
j  1 -1>"*'l j  O* f d—J U- jjJc e S j^ i ^yt L-'j-aJ I ^  ..».» * ^ J  I j j i
 ^ rt.in i# »<*V I I L—^ if1 d^ wU^ i I L i^ IM  j^ i t j  U w  "il 1 fl * J* "-J * <L>-* I k j I diim*. <lI L ^
d I I»*f Os?? I Jj* LA51 ■■»> 5lj * £f-ui]l G^ >|0 dJU5}l j l  £>Ta I I Ly W Uj
jj~—JU; Ja I 2—*^*JI o5^ >Jl *1— t_i -^>JI j^ i iji ,h->-|g • oUjJ I
* J o* jj-S* " * 13-12
* 23 u- -  U»|*d *-1 i~Kj.*S />  ^U. Jdj * ^0 ‘ J  < j^ t) 16
* l5j^ J ** * J O** f ’ (* ( ) 19
• J-*&*J I ( j i  51^ J  1 j j i  * j* ( J-K»i-*J I ^ i  51^  J^=u*J I j_^ i ) 2 0 -1 9
• d - l * 16 jj* * J  o^4  ^ lj?f^ 23
* *  o * t  * (» f J ( ) 32
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— ^5 |jJ I I ^   ^|jJ I C--j-*3 <—- . 3  ^  £ A.fAS*4 * L rt iJ U
»» 2  ^ . . . .  „ .  . 4.* L J  1 ni j i juu (_j1p a j  i  ^t  L j J  Lw t i ly>Lwi jjLc dKwiJ I  dS^-J I
t ( ^ « i > ^11 J y i  J j  ^  I?  ^ *  J/*J | j  J j i  ^  L J  | j  * I J j w fi i. .»?*■> |jJ  I 3** W i iv£ 1 . >t..,U d^dJJ (L*vb jmC a. JjJ jj * LJ ll £ IaJ 1 jjJt rt|j I. tj
*«* * di " " .
^ ' 1 .i .m> j  1 juu ijib La a  i t rt i inr^ t La * LJ |j f <i >■ *<< L^ v »
( l - j j j  ^ 1  /  tf^JU iiJU . L ^  t itLl tj5* Ci-w 15 Ls |j £ tf>wil) I *Xa j AiBJ jjJ I 6
5 .,,.*« db * LpSJ|^  a  ’■ # “ * »  Jy* j^Aj ♦ dl)55 IfJLS L ^.y&Jl *LJI 1*5
j ^ 7£u j5 ly ju  * y i  0 ( U 5  £ y i i  ^ i  a5pjt ^
9
^U i^t 2*JL>. ,_^ i <j5i I  J  J^&|j — dJLJI a i-v, — Lis—2. JlS
A '»'i—* tj < < 1 tjJ I jjl rt iii>H jtUu.15 <1 ■ ■» T ! LpJL* fjj IS Lj rtj5kJ I 0 *XA jjl _
J-~f* rt^ £ ^ 3  J *'• (jr» — rt..~*-j j  ■ » ,jn ■».; dL) ■L’ 12
 ^■> £ O^aJL >iA^ ^J_A l|jl I I»>J|) I (^1 ^ 1 !>■» "bI |j £ *1 ^| —J t- j^jeuil
y^J ^ j U|j ( I fclJW Cj tla rt ,5^ J^ |j £ <1 .Ij «.1>«»J I I ^/Oyt
J----- =w Cj O-Ju j^A Ul ( * UP*" ) rt i .lj »AjmJ I rt ..a jJ |j £ L^svt0j« 15
iJla  ^ Ufe/l rt^ld'ilL ? f^e>J I J^i L jy i rt^ Ld'dJI Lnftj4^  f 1
J^t»j f rtLL |j.A» > tj £ rt L i Jsj 1 Aj—5*1 ^ JJl cL—>*jJ I f^eX^-jJ £ jjU  1
£ l.Aj jVfe>j Jj_ ^  I rt .4.){>iiI l ^ iuw L5 £ rt.M>.y>JI C ^0 rt^  . .tj i l I 18 
la—A " ^ £* Jlijl o* ^   ^ o* w Ci?»?
( * oJ <w ) ij* #y i  f_s* 15 _  llA m. ^ y i i>J|j • j2* 5a
* £ rt— Lj  2 1
L LJ ( C-d^few ) 2 ) cL< I/—•  ^■»■! |j Ui Lj • C <— l»
£ jIjJ I Oj-^= ^ U |j £ rt ..All Ojfeio rtp—>«i5J \ ulw^ fedti £ rt—>L (_^j4 24-
♦ j —>.T idJ
( J-l ) oauiliJI ^ ib  JU* fj, : '  Q^UadJI j U^I m ^  ^ I aJI Jls 27
c«***J |> ( 6 913 9 * ) o* !? ( lA -^  ) o* oA-l |j ( J^9- ) o* * ^ !?
jU > * ; l tA J lij * ^ U d L  Ua JJ £ ^ J JI e ( (3— ) c,—•
y^Jlaj^Ajl JUS^l o— ( C A ^  )  ^ ^ ^  ; ’ o W  30
^U* ( * ) _J ( u1^ -Jc )  ^( (Js}>* ) 3 ( cjsf* ) 3^ * Ljjfrb jHU; pj
_  I ..... i...i|JW I __ djw LJ I d.’vll |j * rt Li A. i 11|. 11 £U»d UkJ I dAfeU I (_$-Aj £ rt^ J.* idl L^JLS |j I
• Ikife 5 ^ 3
• r ‘ J < fU > 1
* r < *LJi - c yAJi> CO 1 -<
3
*  ^ £ J < 21
#y> : |* e j  ( ) 24-
j*  ^ O—* ^ 28
• j cP* { |*  ^ 1 32
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tf I—it dll *3 jj* _  i^J I d '*-j — L • J I .J * rt rt iP^tinit
^ . ■« dl) j  ^  a—&LJ £* I <i& i U^J t—yjJl JL*duw|j < l*J4>j \y>- J ,■!»!
^  <*>%»!«i rt « I..*' JlS * rt > I U , rtj lfr tf ^ ■» rt mj ^wl ^
tf (v t*i Miiw)  ^ tf |j»“ rt ■ * t <^1 liJ I ^ I^ aJ I 0^» * ^   ^»iLiw
) j  ( i3^—  ^ ) $ ( lA —^  i
^ ^ j I uaJ Ij tf pl}iJ|j tf 1I a—S-it ^1 diJ j  6
v» Ip- O^.J * S^-r^lj *" ^ Li^ll * i j i  J Ua-ij \$1 i c 4— I
n ,JW 1 1 »♦ .^jJn ■■..«» > 1
9
L  ( ^ ^  *L ^U-^ l _7
^h^LJI ;Uwl " ^ I^jJI Jlii ( 11: 12 \1& ) aJji Ul, 12
tf ^ .-  ' » ; — Ll*k J ( I— ) aJji ^  I tile — J— I
L y J ^ t  tf S —y -  rtL—d U | j  tf J * i J I  j - i . T  1 ^  tf 0 ..«J » )H» Jj^l I
(_jxlX*z Is tf Ij O* O U^«  ^j^~'^> *■ L J ^ |j 3- 3
>V—*v j — rt ■<t U  1 j^3 (_y|j I d ^ iP till tf rt O >T^ |j rt ifcilS* jjl I
rt—<L/jd  JL- <ji dJ,—adi* uiy> pPd- (^ Sm y-1 j j  tf ^—»ot l_s«L>.
|<^ I ■■—*&li < dll3 d—**^ l^  t#L |j*l A; 0  ^  l?*^ l^ l * lr*^  ^ O^  p* *-“ <_$* 18
0 L  U^ij l ^ u l i l  -  SL-tfibJl ^ a_4iaji „  ( ^ ^ 1 o^ ] *-Sj~ J 1
rt j — I J Li, I ^  J  Uj * I
21
aj, «( lit ]l jflJU ) / M>JI :s'Ui ^ 0LJ'-^’ o*
i f  - .f 7  7  7  7  . J 7 U >  w ^|j ^ .♦ ^ ^  j -^ j ■—S; ..»i» ^ rt -v, ibj u .,^g J1 ^ UJ l£
J—% rt*.*.4* rt 1 iP j'S^ a Jj I I QjdjJt^  _  ( Llu t  ) J^..^ y»Sl 1 dl 1—IJ 21
( 9:11 L-.-l/jc ^  ) ^ ( 13 9:2 l**^ -I )  ^( 13:12 ) *—|j5
Cr^   ^J—^>- |j A .fc,l^ ^ q W*?* <i m’^is  ^Mi»J I I—*4 tf a—
iiJ t *tJI -X _ ( Ldfe. ^  ) Ij .u^t’ 7l9l_j, 1^ 27
j T z r . j r v ' t i  oi >  w '  ■
■j y 2 J * ^   ^ ^  ^l^l—J t c *$ jJ 1 c *^1L djj«J I ijja L_«j t ls*^ o I dL ^Jj 3 0
*£* LJ I * ^  lg j |^-ij Ij f 2.— I  ^o I jjuJ I ^ „5 J Jij : cJi
I ... dl—1 XSj * Cj Li I Cx~* rt d .1—*it rt wLi>  |j j —w t^ji 1^1 ^ T 33
J IimMH^I L — rt— rt—U I — j^XLkjJI all I taUtf (_^l jLw^ll L~>>^.** e
rt—* y—SJ tjJI — 2—jIjjJl JjJi * ^ i—*cSll J—*aijl
* f < j  r ^ j  17
* C—dt U i—^ |jhJ|j tf w L* :  ^ ( > |^ ) 23
7 1 0
* dUlj
J>3L>- ^  ” jUcS'iJI * 'ji Jlii 3I ** * “ •
,J L«tj * IajS J 1 1 ^  *■ ■ ** 11 L^_b I*J jj O—i~y U I ^   ^^
yri J t * * '  o j J '  "* ) I S ! ’  ^ ij l  ” J
l^ - i| » t . l ^  : ” o W "  *  J  J -^ ‘t  ’  p ^ W  3 , L i D l j  t  i _ i l i j l  6
* j u f c i l  U H I ,  t  i ^ J L  a _ ^ j J I  0  j j i  j i  j , u ^ L  (  t _ * t  H  d J L  )
J j —S^t * p *k  '-’—6 * J  <-r~‘c o—*t ‘ j r - *^ &  o - *
ji* * . Lf c t : ■ ( L i t  D dJU) MjJI a 'l^  ot 0 L JI v bS ’  9
• 3, Li I U j  f  U-s.1 j j .  ^  r l _ i j ^ L  ( L i t  V  )  \ j - i  *«^ ,13JI ^ liiS jl O i '
J IJ>J 1 ^  i —>•>1 J jj=  o* — o* *—L  Lf %>t • J'* (*—3
^Jli <j—t ^^UJI ^^La ^  
w M^ jiJl J$ l—j J li ♦— A—it _/J  ^
rt—J "il »1 f |B It O ^  I ^4 <1 ...|^ >J I Jjj| { rt ..» tf\ ) I j^
l _ j j l j p  , i -h i-L , * 0 L J I  * j  J l i  . L - j i i L i  t ,L u it ,  < J _ * ^ l  15
j^Q ij*S h I ^   ^ O k.V' ^  ^  t_?* <J * L^ JLjL>>j 6j  Lw *il I <1
J l  i  •’ T J j  ’  ( L i t  n dUU ) ' i^ J i  aM j &  0 L J l  v > ^ "  "t
t* j I  t  ^■ ■ *«■*■>< —  c I ■ «t aUI '*“* I ji? 1>»jJ 1 rt 1.) ' JLC li^ iW ^ 1 I Li >>i*t 18
21
i 4 ntyJ I <_£ b^ I—t  ^  ^  ^
3,1—2.1 jJa l w o W ' W a*
{ lj..<y5.i» j l d a t t  i^ j* !l d_>5^ > j j J I  —  L * j L * i J I  U b A ^  • —
i_c * l J  J A * j bj w ^  |Q i l  1 ^ » A  1 U J ^  I  ( J  L j  *  *  < _ j * *  L L 1 J >  I  ^ i C  C / ~ ~ *  ^  4 -
^  y r i ®  ^  o — *»i 11 J U t l  rt— ( (_y— J  J 1 rt— J l
O  ' j ^ i* 1* 1** *  I ^ ^  1— * ^  I  , j j  ( J  L - i j  *  ^ * wM^  ^ O  ^  o — j  ^ j S  C  ' i !  I  ^ J — ~ a > J L  ^ L — »
dUU) rtM^J ^  o W jl v h5 *  ^ ” U *£± ± J\ * 3 * 0 L—J l  ; u . l  " 9 27
l 7 i t 3y > J  ’ ( L i t  - i
^*i ^5(_sA ^  ( J  f  ^ ^  d _ J L  J — >3 j c  o - J ^ j  J 3 6
* L jJ  ^ 1  j  'll
j*—J o l * tla i- ^ < J  < t ( Jit^H ) 8
J*$ * (J— <448 i  2 8 4 u° * jr^  O—*  £ r~ *
* d L  j l  1 3  u *  l>*iJK irt * l >
* C -ijf 1« L—- l^aJ 1^ ( JL *.w • jB ( Juj^ ) 11
* tL * ^ A ^  (  j— s  I t  ( J — *  J j® (  )  1 2
• *  U > J J  I J a  : ^ I jla  ) 1 9
*  *  r t J -*,» ”  : ^  (  0 — L a ;  )  2 4 -
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ai•*; ^ p y* / jy y a $  • jjll* * I^po'iil «a.-w S^ Li'iil dliv o j "'W
t.tj j j d  1 o p J  1 ^  j5.»»...............^..*jJ I ii#  V— fjg* I n.«^  ( I 3
Jl*p ljf lf-"£ oW ^!?  * J l—*5 *A**^ » —i »Xw.i(t> — J i .■ yV*«i«♦  ^ i) »„>lt
( 4us^p» t^ L-«* |> .-fr A»J 1 Jj-i-aJ ( I A~>- j L^'vUit 315^ fji l^J ^.^ .-*-11
*  J * D  I ^  ^ j J  1 I ' M !  J I  I xoTi ^  < A— L^*# ^  L f r —**^ ' rt— ~>-y* *il I A f  A -* i ^  ^
J l  * j  4 d J  d l  Cj L i^ l  I A  i i ~*.i* (  I  y \ ; t  J - h A (  < u i - J ^ L
M>)1 S M ^  ^  0 L J I * <, * * J * o W 1 " < /
• d < > _ ^  * ( L x . f e  y AJL ) 9
J - jJ j w  ^ a "  1 L ^  ^  ” A - J y  J )  *  ^ a J I  J ^ a J " o - J j i  : c J *
A Lav'S I 1 n-t>» ,J 1* 4 ^lcA*ill Jl*^ 3, Li'ill (J y u  (J ej* JILL'S 12
j  «ii *i) I 1*1 Kii *^j ^  Lj dm-ly* »•— di ■ ■<£ dll I —  jjis 1>»aJ I dl) 1 wLd
__ d l l  I —* J  I*  *  J L *  a— iS l i iA— > - t  1 JLa J  jjl/ *S t  ^ L a ' S I  t.v w
I A & — a  d I (jl I —  (^i ^*11 1^  A v  till J (^| jS *  x^j ^  j y ^ 3  * —^3*3
4 It -1 L* 0 j miS XJ I jjl jj ^iJL ^ I dul (jX djj • J ImJ 4 (ft) I jJb
• J L - *  • (_^»J d y — 5 a  I*-- ^ L a 's I ^L*i'i!l J I L L ' S  d LI**-^ y • J l — *
t ^L->i*ilt^» xt** ^Lo'iil yj^uhXjl j^i j L - ^  A* d— x f  t__*5L>— »-Jt ^m 1 8
( ^ A — ^ J l  * ” y j  ■“/ * 11 " <J* J ^  : 4 d J *L j f  L a  d— *X*J
d— —!■** ^  O* '-tr3^  1*^ 1 o ^  Xr—**  0s u i^
£ 1  ity i^ l  ^  I  I )P j l*> )  IS j f  d ^ M  2 ^ d «1>* I# ( ^ l u i  f l^vu^ f d mim^J L  2 ^ 2 1
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